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Editor’s Note
This year was cut short for us. Seniors and underclassmen alike
mourn the loss of our last months on campus, of our graduation. After
years of frantic essay writing and drunken philosophical conversations, of
laughing until we cried and crying until we laughed, of best friends and
perhaps a few enemies… after years of growing and changing, our last
few weeks are gone. Our last chance to say goodbye is gone. But this is
the 2020 issue of The Lantern. This is our goodbye, our hello, and
anything else we may want to say to the school, our friends, or the world.
Thank you to my family who always support me without a second
thought, even if they are very loud about it. Thank you to all my friends,
who made Ursinus a place I love. Thank you to Jon Volkmer, who gave a
psychology major a chance to edit The Lantern. Thank you to everyone
who submitted – your art and passion are why The Lantern exists.
Every year, the editor chooses the lantern that appears on the title
page of our literary magazine. There have been as many lanterns as there
are Lanterns. They signify a memory, an ideal, or an aesthetic. My choice
is no different. This year, you’ll find floating lanterns on the first page.
The Lantern is a creation built by many hands and minds. From readers to
editors. From artists to copywriters. From me, a writer of cliché editor
notes, to you, ready to explore what Ursinus’s brains and hearts have to
offer. There is no one lantern, alone and sputtering against the night, but
many that light up the sky – together.
Nicole Kosar
Content Warning
The Lantern has always refused to censor in their authors' works,
and this edition is no different. However, we would like the readers to be
aware that the historical fiction “Passing” by Griffin Banks contains
offensive language. The author considers the language necessary for the
power and authenticity of his work, and we agree. The editors, out of
respect for the freedom and autonomy of Mr. Banks (last year’s Lantern
fiction prize winner), have elected not to censor his story. Out of respect
for the personal beliefs and sensitivities of its readers, the editors offer this
notice, so that readers may decide for themselves, in advance, if they wish
to read this work.
NK
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POETRY PRIZE WINNER
“Cochlea, Greek for Snail” by Colleen Murphy
It takes talent to cover topics of hardship in a way that isn’t cliché, forced
or fanciful, and Cochlea, Greek for Snail does it masterfully. This is a
poem delivering a strong and well-balanced narrative that marches the
reader forward (“we inch along, steadily”) through topics including love,
disability, motherhood, self-loathing, control, responsibility, illness,
acceptance, and hope. By juxtaposing these complex topics with clear
language to build a setting that is neither overtly cheerful nor anguished,
the poet naturally and magnificently shapes a framework to house latent
emotion.
RUNNER-UP
“Make No Mistake” by Jessica White
Make No Mistake is fierce and compelling. It is timeless and it is relevant,
it is unwavering. More than just words on paper, it is a call to action.

Catharine Holmes (’12) holds a bachelor’s degree in English and Art
History. At Ursinus she worked as an Editor of The Lantern, as President
of Literary Society, and on the staff of The Grizzly. She now lives in
Boston, Massachusetts, where she is a specialist in antique American art
and a Director of America’s oldest fine art gallery. She enjoys visiting
museums, travelling, and writing poetry she chooses not to show anyone.
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COLLEEN MURPHY
Cochlea, Greek For Snail
A man at a bar was trying to talk to a woman over loud music.
When she asked him to repeat his question not once,
not twice, but three times,
he said
“What are you, deaf?”
Her friends kicked him under the table, and nodded their heads.
They got married three years later.
My father asked my mother
if she wanted steak or escargot for the entreè
and she said
“I hate snails.”
When we were little,
she learned to sleep on her side
so her hearing aid was always facing up,
towards the ceiling, towards the empty air waiting to be filled
with wails.
She always was the first one to the crib
She is in the living room teaching my sisters
how to turn on their new hearing aids.
I brush my fingers over my empty eardrum and
disappear in the doorway.
The snails follow me up the stairs.
My dad is speaking to the doctors through the landline.
She explains to them
that she can't hear on the phone,
that they have permission to relay all the information, all the test results
to her husband –
He finds out about the cancer underneath her own skin before she does.
I think of the dead snail in my mother’s ear.
Cochlea is Greek for snail,
Sometimes I see my mother moving slowly,
I grew up to talk slowly,
we inch along, steadily.
9

We sit listening to music together in the car
because she can't carry a conversation
without looking at my lips.
We sing to American Pie in-between stop signs.
We talk at red lights.
I play the song three times and the snails on the dashboard dance along.
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PROSE PRIZE WINNER
“That Light in the Sky” by Jeremy Moyer
In the first few sentences of “That Light in the Sky,” the writer paints a
vivid image of a little girl examining a butterfly that seems to slow time
for the reader. From that moment, we are brought gradually through one
day in the lives of the characters, observing routine interactions between a
father and daughter with glimpses of a fantastical underbelly. At the
close, the writer returns the reader to the crisp imagery of the beginning,
leaving us wanting more.

RUNNER-UP
“Etiquettical Triptych” by Tom Armstrong
In “Etiquettical Triptych,” the interactions [of the brief restaurant scenes]
are commonplace, but the writer carefully weaves the scenes so they are
hinged together, much like a triptych.

Jessica Demers ’98 is a former editor of The Lantern. After leaving
Ursinus, she earned a Masters and moved to Maine before earning her J.D.
She owns and manages her own law practice in Portland, Maine, and
resides in nearby Falmouth, Maine.
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JEREMY MOYER
That Light in the Sky
On a sun-filled autumn morning, a butterfly landed elegantly atop
a particularly tall blade of grass, gently folding its wings shut. The young
girl lay on the ground, her eyes fixated on the butterfly, intently examining
its every move. In a careful, gradual motion, the girl reached out her
finger. Cautiously, the butterfly accepted the girl’s offer. A mellow orange
painted its wings like stained glass, outlined in white-dotted black that
branched out from the body. The girl knew from the pattern and colors
that what she held was a Monarch butterfly, the first she’d seen this
season.
After taking in the beauty of the creature, she sat up and folded her
legs, holding the butterfly up to the sky. The butterfly remained,
comfortably resting on her index finger. She lowered it down to eye-level.
“You don’t want to go?” she whispered softly.
Rustling grass approached from behind the girl that was soon
accompanied by a voice. “Whatcha got there Clara?” the man said.
“A butterfly,” Clara said, her deep brown hair combed to the side
of her forehead, “I think something’s wrong with him.”
The man crouched beside his daughter, glancing at the brightly
colored creature. “It’s beautiful.”
Clara continued, “He won’t fly away.”
“Maybe he’s hungry, what do you say we get him something to
eat?”
Clara turned to the man, who returned his daughter’s gaze. He had
dark, even features and long legs, his charcoal hair falling loose at either
side of his head.
“Can we really?” Clara said, her face glowing with joyful
anticipation.
Allen smiled. “Of course.”
The two of them lived in a woodland-style house that at first
glance appeared to stand in the middle of nowhere, accompanied only by
trees and wildlife. There was, however, a road within walking distance.
Clara followed her dad through the front door, her eyes glued to
the butterfly that rested on her finger.
“Bring him over here,” Allen said, gathering materials from the
kitchen and setting them on the table.
“What are you doing?” Clara said dubiously.
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Allen poured a small amount of sugar into a glass of water, then
dipped a sponge inside and sat it on a paper towel. “Making Mr. Butterfly
a little breakfast. Here, set him gently onto the sponge.”
Clara hovered her finger beside the sponge, and the butterfly
stepped on.
She’d had a fascination with wildlife even before she could walk, a
trait she inherited from her mother. Initially this meant her chasing after
squirrels and trying to catch anything she could get her hands on, but she
eventually learned that some animals were better admired from a distance.
In fact, her knowledge about different species both from reading and
observing had far surpassed her father’s to the point where he could no
longer answer her questions, questions that Allen knew his wife would
have answered in a heartbeat.
They spent the majority of the day caring for the butterfly, building
him a temporary home from a cardboard box that they decorated with
markers and construction paper. By the time they had finished, the little
butterfly had his own personal vacation home, complete with paper-made
furniture and a welcoming exterior.
Just as they were wrapping up the finishing touches, Allen’s phone
vibrated from within his pocket. “Hello?” he said, answering the call.
“Allen, what’s the deal, I thought we were supposed to be in it for
the long run.”
“What are you talking about, Greg?”
“What am I talking about? I’m talking abou—wait a minute, you
don’t work on weekends, do you?”
“No, why what’s going on?” He peeked over at Clara as she
watched the butterfly before relocating out to the porch.
“They’re bagging the whole thing. The entire operation, done.
Which means we’re all out of work.”
“What.”
“Yeah, I really thought you would’ve been one of the first they
told, thought maybe you had answ—”
“I’ve gotta go,” Allen said, hanging up. He walked with pace back
inside. “Clara I’ll be right back, okay?”
“But what about the butterfly?”
“He’ll be okay now that he has food, if you need anything just use
the phone to call Grandma okay?”
“Okay,” she said, returning her attention to the butterfly.
Allen walked around the corner to a small hallway that was tucked
away from the rest of the house, at the end a door. He had rigged it so that
a key was the only way through, a safety precaution as to prevent Clara
13

from wandering in on accident. Grabbing the key from a ledge atop the
door, he twisted it within the keyhole and pushed. The room was only
slightly larger than a typical broom closet, just big enough to fit the trap
door that was nestled in its midst. The idea had seemed utterly ridiculous
at first—a secret entrance to the lab from within his own home. Seeing as
how it kept the privacy of the company in order and how the deal came
with a beautiful woodland house, however, Allen had gladly accepted the
bribe.
He descended the ladder, his feet landing on the floor that was at
the bottom of the dimly lit descent. Age-stained concrete walls and
flooring made up the interior, with the ceiling covered in varying sizes of
pipes that ran in the same direction as the hall, support beams
perpendicular to them. He navigated the hallways one after another,
anxious chatter filling the usually quiet space. Crowds of workers flocked
through the halls, packing up and moving supplies in large cardboard
boxes.
Allen turned into an office, which belonged to the man who
orchestrated the facility. “What the hell is this?” he said as soon as he
made it through the door.
“Allen, nice to see you. I... didn’t want you to find out like this.”
The man was heavyset, with a grey beard that wrapped around the entirety
of his face.
“Why. Why shut down the company as soon as we find exactly
what it is we were looking for?”
“This isn’t my decision, trust me. Find the stuff, that was our job.
Now that we’ve found it, the guys upstairs want to take it into their own
hands. A discovery this big isn’t something the Government wants us
toying around with for fear of exploiting it. Ironic if you ask me.”
“That’s not the only issue here. Our jobs—we’re out of work now.
Do you even know the situation I’m in? I’m struggling as it is, and
now…”
“I get it, and you know I’d do anything in my power to stop this if
I could.”
“If that’s the case then why am I the last to find out about this?”
The man sighed, then scratched his chin. “Allen, just be honest
with me. How many times has it been?”
Allen paused, surprised at the question. “Who told you?”
“Go home Allen. Spend time with your daughter, I get the feeling
she needs it.”
Allen wiped his face in frustration, then walked out of the room.
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His personal working quarters was tucked away in the far corner of
the facility, and he jogged there as fast as he could without running into
anyone.
Allen stopped when he reached his destination—a sizable room
with lab equipment that branched off to a bathroom and office. As the top
scientist and researcher in the facility, the company made sure he was
treated well. He walked to a table that stood towards the center of the
room, a metal box on top. Praying that the box wouldn’t be empty, he
opened the lid. A flask was inside, in which a combination of black and
purple swirled around, as if a piece of outer space had been torn out and
contained. Breathing a sigh of relief, he closed the lid and carried the box
through the lab, careful not to draw too much attention to himself.
Swinging open a set of metal doors, he entered a room where a control
panel surrounded a combination of pipes, wires, and metal that reached
the ceiling. He stopped when he reached the control panel, which was
decorated with numerous buttons and switches.
“This is the last time,” he told himself. And yet, even as the
thought was forming, he knew it was a lie.
He sat the metal box on a nearby table, removing the flask and
inserting it into a cylindrical slot that was just the right size to fit the glass
object. After pressing a combination of buttons and pulling various
switches, a flushing sound indicated that the liquid had been processed
into the machine, which now emitted a subtle glow through the metallic
panels it was built from.
After tucking the box away in a closet, he returned to his daughter.
She sat above a dead butterfly, tears rolling down her face. “He...he died,”
she said, stumbling over her words, “But we gave him food, and we were
taking care of him.”
Allen embraced her in a hug, her face flushed red. “Sometimes that
just happens. Things die and we can’t stop it. But I’m sure he was happy
we did all we could to help him.”
“Tha-that isn’t fair.”
Allen shrugged. “You’re right,” he said, brushing her hair with his
hand. “It isn’t.” He held her until she calmed down. “Get ready for bed
now, okay?” Allen said calmly. “I’ll come to tuck you in soon.” Clara
nodded her head and made her way up the stairs.
Allen slumped onto a seat at the table, resting his head on his
hands and closing his eyes.
He was tired. It wasn’t easy—raising a little girl alone. There was
a time when life was simple, when his wife was still around. That was the
happiest he’d been—a bliss so joyful and carefree that he began to take it
15

for granted. Then that disease came and took her away, his bliss with her.
In many ways she was the only reason he had gotten as far as he did.
Somewhere along the line her kind, level-headed understanding of the
world must have rubbed off on him, even if only a little. It didn’t make a
difference, however, because the world he’d come to be fond of had
decided that the woman he loved wasn’t enough. As luck would have it,
the disease was genetic, and it had manifested itself in record speed within
the body of that bright-eyed little girl. Every doctor—and they did visit an
innumerable number of doctors across the country—had concluded that
the girl was bound to meet a slow, painless death. But death nonetheless.
The world, he’d decided, wasn’t interested in patterns or set plans;
the world was a randomized lottery of pain that he’d won far too many
times.
Clara lay in her bed when Allen walked into her room. She looked
up at him with eyes saturated in sorrow. “Daddy…” she said, “Am I
gonna be like the butterfly?”
Allen placed his hand on her cheek, fighting back the tears that
welled up in his eyes. “I’m going to do everything I can to make sure that
doesn’t happen.”
“But...the doctors can’t help me,” she said, starting to cry.
He wiped away the tears that rolled down her face. Then he
remembered what it was his wife always used to say, right up until she no
longer could. “Hope,” he said, “is like the sun. It’s always there, but
sometimes you just can’t see it. Sometimes...all you can see is darkness.
But, no matter how dark it gets, the sun always comes back up. Tomorrow
is a new day, and that means...”
“The sun will be back.”
He smiled. “That’s right.”
She rolled over on her side, and Allen kissed her on the forehead.
“Goodnight,” he said.
“Goodnight.”
Allen lay awake in his bed until his thoughts tired him to sleep.
The sun had barely creeped up over the horizon when Allen rolled
out of bed. He didn’t bother checking Clara’s room to see if she were
there, for he knew from experience exactly where to find her. Allen made
his way to the front door, then stared through the glass pane that was
ingrained in the wood. He’d known what he would see, and yet each time
he was swept away by emotions—first relief, then a melancholic
confliction. A bright light emanated down from the sky on that sun-filled
autumn morning, a light he knew he did not deserve. But that light in the
sky always gave him hope, brightened the shattered path that lay ahead.
16

He opened the door, slowly making his way across the grass to
where a bright-eyed girl sat cross-legged, focusing intently on a vividly
colored butterfly that sat on her finger.
“Whatcha got there, Clara?”
“A butterfly,” Clara said, “I think something’s wrong with him.”
Allen looked into the eyes of the girl and smiled.
“It’s beautiful.”
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CREAGER PRIZE WINNER
“Overview Effect” by Adam Mlodzinski
Tonally resting somewhere between the Hitchhiker’s Guide to the
Galaxy and Waiting for Godot, "Overview Effect" takes the reader on a
simple, yet unpredictably bizarre and immersive ride. Like imperfect
guilty pleasure cinema, this charming short story doesn’t cease to generate
smiles the first, or fifth, time through. Sometimes that’s all you need.

RUNNERS-UP
“Mary Cassatt Sits for a Self Portrait” by Madison Rodak &
“21st Century Frankenstein” by Gabriel Tenaglia
The author of “Mary Cassatt Sits for a Self Portrait” masters vivid,
tangible texture using only words… leaving a palpable impression every
time I read it.
“21st Century Frankenstein” follows a bright, cynical protagonist as she
works to develop an interactive bot to help escape her distaste for human
interaction. This is a piece thick with penned nuance that requires multiple
reads.

Shawn Witt '01 is currently the co-President of Leftfield Pictures, a NYCbased unscripted television production company responsible for producing
shows such as Alone, Forged in Fire, Counting Cars, Pawn Stars and
more. Shawn graduated with a degree in Communication Studies and a
minor in Music.
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ADAM MLODZINSKI
Overview Effect
May 5th, 1961
Alan Shepard Jr. stared out of the periscope of the Freedom 7
capsule, observing the earth from within its orbit, crashing through the
thermosphere in a thin metal craft not that much bigger than a four-seater
car. He currently had the periscope aimed near Florida, and was swinging
it down past the Gulf of Mexico. He was low enough that with the aid of
the periscope, he could quite easily make out individual islands in the
Caribbean, St. Croix, and the Aruba. Doing his best to zoom out with the
unwieldy technology, Alan managed to get a better look at the United
States as a whole, or rather, as one part of a whole. Spotted clouds covered
parts of the east coast as his vision shifted onto the all-encompassing mass
that was the Atlantic Ocean, and what lay beyond.
Alan tore his eyes away from the view to look behind him, out of
the only porthole on the small capsule, and balked at what he saw. A large
rectangle made of an otherworldly looking metal floated in the vacuum in
front of him. This was not included in the mission briefing. Alan picked
up the radio receiver to his left, and pushed the talk button. “Uh, Houston,
there is an unidentified object in my flight path. It looks to be about four
by eight feet, metal of some sort, motionless. How should I proceed?
Over.”
Static greeted Alan on the other side of the receiver. “Houston, I
repeat. There is an unidentified object on my flight path, how should I
proceed?” Static again. Alan frowned as the capsule approached the shape,
and then stopped with a short metallic bang as it presumably connected
with the object. With a deep hissing sound, the door to the capsule began
to open outwards. “Houston, I have made contact with the unidentified
object. My door has opened, but I have not lost pressure. I am stepping out
into the object to investigate, over.”
Alan stepped out of the open capsule door, and out into a cozy
foyer. The space was dimly lit, with gas lights casting short shadows on
dark green wallpaper. The floor was paneled with wooden slats, and a
staircase ran up into darkness next to the continuation of the hallway, with
portraits moving up the walls. Half of the paintings were of Alan’s family,
his mother and father, and his younger sister Polly. A few also included
his friends from the US Naval Academy, and one was a portrait of
President John F. Kennedy. The other half of the paintings were of people
that he had never met before.
19

Alan looked behind him, and saw the inside of his capsule just on
the other side of an ornate wooden door, and an inspection of the windows
along the back wall led him to nothing, as they were all mysteriously
blacked out. With no other choice, Alan was drawn deeper into the strange
room, through the foyer, and into the unknown. He wiped off his helmet’s
face mask to make sure that he was still seeing clearly, and continued.
The sitting room that Alan entered was mainly an extension of the
foyer, with the same decor and attention to detail. There were more
paintings, half of them familiar and half of them not, and more green
wallpaper along the walls. In addition to this, however, there was a large
stone fireplace, burning brightly on one side of the room, with armchairs
flanking it, and a small table of expensive looking liquor behind it. There
was a clock on the wall, one that strangely enough omitted the twelfth
hour, with the minute hand ticking back and forth between 11:56 and
11:57. Next to the liquor stood a miniature portrait of Nikita Khrushchev,
First Secretary of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union. Alan gazed out of windows nearly as tall as the ceiling itself
on the other side of the room, to see a striking sight - the lunar surface.
Close to the windows, inspecting a bookshelf, however, was
another man. Alan wiped off his face mask again, to make sure that he
wasn’t seeing things.
The man across from him turned, revealing a young face with
slicked back hair, wearing an innocent looking grin. Alan sized him up
from his military uniform to the Soviet stars present on his chest. He
recognized this man, nearly instantly. It was the Hero of the Soviet Union,
Yuri Gagarin.
“Alan Shepard Jr.” Yuri addressed him with a wry smile.
“Yuri Gagarin,” Alan replied. “Your English is good.”
“You speak good Russian, just same,” Yuri replied.
Alan shrugged off the odd comment from the Soviet cosmonaut,
he couldn’t afford to show any weakness in the face of a communist
threat. “So tell me, Yuri Gagarin. What am I doing here?”
“What do you mean, Alan Shepard Jr?” Yuri drew out Alan’s
name, as if to mock him.
“I mean, what’s your plan? I assume this is some bold Soviet plot
to uncover the secrets of our American space program. How did you do it?
Drugs, poison, hypnosis? Did I even leave Earth?”
“You think that you are still in Florida? Believe me, comrade, I
would not be caught dead in Florida.”
“Somewhere in Russia, then. Moscow?”
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“Why do you not sit down?” Yuri asked him. The Russian walked
over to the table, and began pouring clear liquor into a half-glass. “Have
drink.”
“Oh, yeah? What’s in that? Some chemical concoction, to get me
to reveal the secrets of our lunar program, or our nuclear codes?”
“I suppose you think it will get you to publicly renounce
capitalism, too, and raise minimum wage,” Yuri joked. He looked deep
into the liquid in the glass, inspecting it with great interest. “No. Regular
vodka.” He took a sip to show that the glass contained no communist
poison, and then handed the glass to Alan.
As Alan took hold of the glass, the liquid shifted to a dark golden
color before his eyes. He raised the glass to eye level and inspected it.
“Whiskey,” he concluded. “How’d you do that?”
“Would you believe that you are dreaming, Comrade Shepard? Of
course, you would.”
“I guess that means I’ll wake up eventually, barring any Soviet
intervention.”
“Yes, but what can we do until such things happen? Why do you
not sit down, at least take off helmet. It is quite rude to our host to keep
wearing it.”
Alan chuckled lightly. “That’s not going to happen. There’s no air
here, I’m not going to just take off my helmet and suffocate in front you,
how stupid do you think I am?”
“Not on level of bag of rocks, but somewhere near supply-anddemand economy, why?” Yuri asked. “What do you think I’m breathing
now?”
“You don’t have to breathe if you’re not really here, Gagarin.”
“Bozhe moi,” Yuri sighed. “I cannot believe the Americans let you
into space.”
Just at that moment, a short and unassuming woman entered the
room. Yuri seemed as if he thought this was completely normal. “Take off
the helmet, Alan,” she told him, speaking in a strangely unaccented voice.
“What? No! Who are you?”
She frowned. “You can breathe, you’ll be fine.”
“I don’t believe you! This is some Soviet trick, I’ll-”
The woman snapped her fingers, and Alan’s helmet disappeared in
a blink. His eyes bulged, and he immediately sucked down a breath and
closed his mouth. The woman sighed. “Open your mouth, Alan.”
Alan shook his head. The woman frowned, and Yuri turned around
to regard a bookshelf. The pair patiently waited for Alan’s breath to run
out. Alan gasped, fighting for air desperately, before he realized that he
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could breathe just fine. The room was full of air. Alan turned to the
woman, slightly embarrassed for being so dramatic.
“Take a seat, Alan. Yuri, you too,” she told them. Alan and Yuri
sat down on opposite chairs, while the woman found a seat across both of
them. Having a chance to examine her after his panicked scramble for
oxygen, Alan found her to appear to be a suspiciously aracial, a confusing
mix of American and Russian features, almost as if someone had swirled a
multitude of colors together to end up with a muddled grey. She was
undeniably human, and yet fascinating in her featurelessness.
“Well, I already mentioned a bit of this to Yuri, but I suppose I
should explain the rest of it,” she said. “I am, how would you say, an
arbiter. An arbiter for the future of your world.”
Yuri gulped. “The future of… what?” he asked.
“Well, it’s quite simple, really,” the arbiter told the pair of
astronauts. “Earth is slated to be destroyed. Soon. Very soon, actually.”
Alan glanced up at the clock again while the arbiter continued. “Your
species is a threat to yourselves and to your own planet, and with your
expansion into low orbit and beyond, you pose a potential threat to the rest
of the galaxy as well. If your people cannot resolve your differences, then
you leave us no choice but to obliterate your planet and thus, the human
race.”
“Hold on!” Alan started. “You can’t expect me to negotiate with a
communist!”
“This capitalist shill cannot bring about end of war, it would
destroy his puny bourgeois brain!” Yuri told her.
“Neither of you have to end anything,” the arbiter said. “We just
need to see the potential for your species to put aside your differences. If
you can show us definite proof of the potential for peace, then we will
consider letting your planet live.”
“Wait-” Alan started, but neglected to finish his sentence once the
arbiter popped out of existence in front of him. He blinked, and the room
around him and Yuri was gone, disappeared entirely. Instead, the pair
were sitting on a bench in a train station, completely barren of other
people. There were unfamiliar buildings on the skyline for both Alan and
Yuri, as if it had been made from a combination of American and Russian
architecture. There was a small nip in the air, and snow was coming down
in small flakes outside of the platform roof. A digital clock hung above
Alan and Yuri, reading 11:58.
They both looked out at the deserted trainyard in silence, until they
heard a sharp bark to their left. A small dog, wearing a flight harness
around its legs, came waddling up to the pair, its tail wagging behind it.
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Yuri looked astonished, and reached down to pet it. The dog rolled over,
enjoying the attention.
“Friend of yours?” Alan asked.
Yuri turned to look back up at Alan. “What? This is Laika!”
“Laika like…?”
“Space dog!” Yuri told him. “First dog in space! Oh, you are a
good girl, are you not?” he said, turning back to Laika to give her a few
good scratches.
“Didn’t she die a couple years ago? She never reentered the
atmosphere.”
“Yes, 1957,” Yuri replied. “But it is not like time means much
here anyway. What day is it out on Earth?”
“May 5th.”
“And?”
“What?”
“What year is it?” Yuri asked, slight fear sneaking its way into his
voice.
“1961!”
Yuri looked relieved. “Phew. You had me worried for a second.”
“Yeah, it’s only been about three weeks since you launched.”
“Odd though,” Yuri said. “I have only been here for one hour,
maybe two.”
“Damn,” Alan said. The conversation trailed off, and the two of
them stared out at the empty train tracks. “So what are we doing here?”
“Waiting for train, I guess,” Yuri told him.
“When’s it going to get here? Houston expects me back on Earth
within the hour, so I’d rather not be stuck up here in this extraterrestrial
train station for all eternity.”
“I believe that if we don’t catch train, then there will not be Earth
to return to.”
Laika whined longingly. Alan crossed his arms. “Yeah, that’d be a
shame.”
Yuri looked up again. “She wants you to pet her.”
“What?”
“She wants you to pet her,” he repeated.
Alan looked down at Laika. She looked up at him with actual
puppy eyes. “Oh, I’m not really a dog person.”
“She likes scritches on chest,” Yuri told him. Laika whimpered
again. Alan rolled his eyes, and reached down to scratch her chest. Laika
rolled around and wagged her tail in excitement. Alan began to smile.
“Not that bad, is it not?” Yuri asked.
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“Nah. She’s alright.”
Alan looked up at the clock above the two of them. It read 11:57.
He reached down and continued to pet Laika while Yuri looked out
longingly at the skyline.
“You know, this snow reminds me of home,” Yuri said. “It’s
strange how they get so many details right, but end up missing others.”
“What do you mean?”
“Well, snow is perfect. The size of flakes, the way they feel when
they touch skin, even the way that they all drift in unison is perfect. But
this train station must be yours, I do not recognize it at all, and the skyline
is… odd.”
Alan regarded the warped buildings in the distance. “Yeah, I can’t
explain that one. The station is definitely American, though. The snow is
nice, too.”
“I used to love snow,” Yuri told him. “I grew up in Klushino, in
the north of Russia. My brothers and I would run outside and play in it,
and throw it around, and make little men of snow.”
Alan raised an eyebrow. “You mean snowmen?”
“Yes, those,” Yuri said, waving him off. “It was snow that saved
my family and I during the war. The Germans did not count on winter
when they marched on Moscow. I would look outside, and see snow
falling, and I would know that the war would not last forever.”
“You were part of the northern front in the war?”
“Well, part is maybe strong word. I was too young to fight. But my
home was seized for use by a Nazi officer, and my oldest siblings were
taken to labor camps. But I remember winter falling, and my mother
telling me that Germans were not built for snow.” Yuri turned to Alan.
“You fought in war too, correct?”
“Yeah, but not near any snow,” Alan laughed. “I fought at sea, in
the Pacific. Kamikaze fighters almost sunk our whole fleet in ‘45. I
remember lying on my back on the deck of the ship, my ears still ringing
from the last plane that hit too close, and I couldn’t believe that someone
would be so dedicated that they would give their own lives just to kill
someone else.”
“That’s war, I see,” Yuri said with a sigh. He reached down to pet
Laika some more. “I cannot imagine world without it, even so. You reenlisted, did you not?”
“Of course,” Alan said. “Seemed like a good idea at the time.”
From far beyond the pair, a deep rumbling sound approached
them. After a few moments, a train pulled into the station, its doors
swinging open without any one inside.
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“You think that is ours?” Yuri asked.
“Probably. Where’s it going?”
“I have idea.” Alan and Yuri both got to their feet, and stepped
onto the train, Laika following close behind, as the clock above the station
began ticking down, from 11:58 to 11:57 and beyond.
In November of 1991, Alan examined the scene before him. He
and Yuri Gagarin sat across from each other, in a small park blooming
from the early days of spring. They were settled over a small chess board,
with Alan’s pieces occupying most of the spaces, and Yuri leaning in
close with a furrowed brow. “I never thought they would have spring on
the Moon,” he said, surveying the board with a tactician’s eye.
“I thought we were over this thirty years ago,” Alan joked. “We’ve
been through a lot of seasons up here, and you never get used to them.”
“Maybe I merely enjoy springtime.”
“Well, I’d also assume that you’d have gotten better at chess while
we were up here, too, but you haven’t, so anything’s possible.”
“Oh, Comrade. Games are not everything. You may be winning
the war, but I will win the battle,” Yuri said, moving his last surviving
pawn up to be cut down by Alan’s knight.
“That’s not how the saying goes,” Alan sighed.
Laika whined from beside the short table the pair were seated at.
Alan reached down and gave her a few good pets down the neck, which
didn’t seem to console her very much. Whereas Alan and Yuri had both
aged considerably over the past few decades, growing grey hairs and
moving slower in their elder years on the Moon, Laika had stayed exactly
the same as when they had first met her at the train station. The dog had
already died once, Yuri had told Alan once they had noticed it, it would be
a shame to make her go through it again. “What’s wrong, girl?” Alan
asked.
“Ah!” Yuri laughed. “She roots for me, like always.”
Alan moved his knight down to take Yuri’s pawn. “Yeah, well,
she’s hardly been right before. You’d think she’d learn after all this time,
too.”
“Laika is smart enough,” Yuri said, moving pieces outwards to the
center of the board, seemingly for a final confrontation. “She flew
spaceship in ‘57.”
“I don’t think it was her who flew the spaceship, Yuri,” Alan told
him, bringing his far larger force to bear into the board’s center as well.
But to Alan’s surprise, Yuri opened his defenses rather than setting up a
final stand. As the Russian’s pieces stood aside, Alan marched his force
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through the checkered swath of the chess board, and pinned Yuri’s king.
“Checkmate.”
Yuri smiled. “Oh, what surprise! You win again, comrade.”
“Come on, Yuri, you barely tried that time.”
“On the contrary, friend, I put more inside that game than I ever
had before,” he said, while laying his king down in defeat. Laika
whimpered from the floor as Yuri reached down to comfort her. “I feel
strange,” he said to Alan. “But, in good way.”
Yuri Gagarin died nearly a month later, on December 26th. The
arbiter drove out to see Alan, who had been living with Yuri in a fourthfloor apartment above the park, with a view of the skyline for the past
thirty years. When she opened the door, Laika nearly pounced on her with
excitement. Alan shambled over to the door to greet her, although less
energetically.
“I’m sorry about Yuri,” the arbiter told him. “Earth will be better
with him again.”
“Yeah, he’ll be fine. He’s probably just landing somewhere in
Russia, now.”
“He’s a talented pilot. But for you, I’m thinking it’s about time to
send you back to Earth, too. We’ve gotten enough data, and we’ve
decided your species will be mostly harmless for the time being. Provided
you live up to your ideals, and Yuri does the same, the Earth will be
allowed to live.”
Alan shrugged. “Sounds like a good deal.”
“For your sake, I hope so. I’ve grown quite fond of you and Yuri
over the last couple of decades. Laika mostly, though. It would be a shame
if we had to come back and kill you after all of this work.”
“We’ll work it out,” Alan told her with a half-smile.
“I believe you,” she replied. “Ready to go back?”
Alan nodded. “Yeah, I think it’s time. I’m ready.” Across the
room, the phone rang. Alan turned around to regard it, then turned back to
the Arbiter. She nodded her head, and waved a hand towards the phone.
Laika let out a small whine. Alan nodded back to the Arbiter, then petted
Laika one last time. He walked over to the phone, and picked up the
receiver.
“Shepard, are you there? This is Houston, do you copy?” Static
punctuated the voices coming through Alan’s headset as he was shaken
awake. He blinked, delirious from the sudden cut from the lunar apartment
to his capsule in orbit.
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Alan pushed the talk button. “Uh, yeah, I copy. Everything’s okay
up here.” He looked around the capsule, searching for an open door or
anything that would prove what he just encountered. To his dismay,
everything had disappeared. The apartment, the city, Laika, the arbiter, it
was all gone, as if the last thirty years of his life had been nothing more
than a vivid dream. Alan was wearing his spacesuit again, locked in the
capsule in orbit. The object in space was gone without any sign, but as he
searched through the porthole for it, he could have sworn he saw a flash in
the distance, as if a shooting star of some sort was leaving the solar
system.
“What happened with the object in space? You entered it and we
lost contact!”
“How long ago was that?” Alan asked.
“Just about a minute. Longest minute we’ve ever had in mission
control, I’ll tell you that much, though.”
“Everything’s alright, I just got a little spooked.” He turned his
gaze back to the periscope, and found Florida again as he stopped
listening to the flustered complaints from mission control. He pulled the
device back, zooming out further and further until the entire planet was in
view. Alan left the periscope in place, and started at his puny world in awe
until the craft reentered the atmosphere on its return trip to Earth.
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SARAH BUCK
The Story of How I Died, or What the Witches Gave Me
They say a witch’s mark sits on your skin and can’t be taken away. If
you try to cut it, it won’t bleed. I haven’t tested that yet.
They also say that birthmarks indicate how you died in your past lives.
I’ve never been one for reincarnation, or religion, or a higher power or
anything like that, but I daydream about all that stuff sometimes. Is that
too morbid?
1) I hit my elbow against something. The pain of whacking my funny
bone against a foreign object sent me into shock, and then I keeled
over. I wonder if people laughed at first-- maybe I laughed, too.
2) My hand brushed against a rusty nail while working in a garden.
I’ve never had a green thumb.
3) Someone gave me a bad cartilage piercing in my right ear. I tried
to look “cool”; see where that got me?
4) I’ve got two theories about this one. I was either struck by an
arrow on my calf and medicine was not advanced enough to save
me, or a snapping turtle bit my leg so hard and pulled so much
flesh from my body that I died from blood loss. I’ve always hated
snapping turtles; maybe this is the reason why. But I’ve always
been good at archery, so I really don’t know what to think.
5) They say if you push a syringe full of air between someone’s toes,
the air bubble will travel to their heart and cause a heart attack that
looks completely normal. Nobody would know it was murder. I
think the first person to do this used me as their test subject. Or
maybe that’s just the scar from when I stepped on a nail at age
twelve? Hell if I know.
6) Someone shot me in the face, just above my lip. That oughta shut
me up.
7) I was shot in the head. Maybe I’m JFK reincarnate.
8) I was shot in the sternum. Not much else to say about that one.
9) I was literally stabbed in the back.
10) I was stabbed in the abdomen, West Side Story style.
11) My eardrum burst at a punk rock concert, and the pain was so bad
even with the drugs dulling it all that I passed out and never woke
up.
I’ve got all these imperfections now, but I don’t think I’ll ever learn.
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GABBY DEMELFI
Hungry
Trace thumbs ‘round an empty pit
deprived of sustenance
ready for one more hit.
Words like swords pierce the skin
lovers of control
only lead to sin.
Middle fingers covered in toothpaste;
cleansing the throat?
Cleansing the stomach of waste?
Bottomless barrels of nourishment
knocked to the ground
demolished in merriment.
Baggy clothes hide the bones
what’s the point?
This body’s just a loan.
Three weeks of agony
is what it takes
before losing vitality.
Heart’s working harder;
why am I
tearing down my armor?
Help; I’m desperate for help
but I’m in denial
of everything I’ve felt.
I am not a junkie,
promise, I’m just
hungry, hungry, hungry.
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JADIDSA PEREZ
Fortune-Teller
I’ve seen my kitchen grow from childhood to adulthood
throughout the times I’ve lived there. When we were both children,
everything was unfamiliar; a new stove, fridge, and the dog. The spices
cabinet was full of little ghosts that danced happily over our food. I’ve
forgotten the cramped spaces of our little caves in the overpopulated,
strewn together apartment complexes that keep us undergrown. Most of
the time, in my new kitchen that nestled perfectly in my new house, I
watched my mom make coffee. While the walls turn from white to
Pantene 15-5519, a soft turquoise, and watched old plates break apart only
to be replaced by plates that belong to someone else, my mother made
coffee. She’d make it in the morning, in the night when her friends would
come over, and at times in replacement for desperately needed rest. Coffee
was not just a trend to gentrified to us; it was culture. The smell was our
ancestor, the greca was our god, and the coffee grains were foundation for
temples. Socialization didn’t happen without coffee moderating. My job,
as the only girl, would be to pour the coffee into our prettiest cups that
survived failed dish washing accidents, put the sugar cup in the center,
have the perfect number of spoons, and a small dish for milk. I used to
despise that role as teenager, but as an adult I’ve come to love what set me
apart from the pale girls on screen. I never saw any of them carefully
balance a tray on their way to a domino table where their mom, dad, and
uncles were playing loudly to even louder traditional music.
Coffee’s cultural impact wasn’t limited to just social gatherings. I
remember, in that same kitchen, watching my mother, aunt, and their
friends gather around the stove after the coffee was all gone. Back when I
wasn’t allowed to have any, I would just watch them gather their cups and
perform witchcraft over the stove. I wasn’t allowed to know what went on,
ending a tradition without realizing it. I wondered why they never acted
like my friend’s moms, who knitted. My friend’s mom, who listened to
country instead of salsa, and ate meatloaf. Instead, in hushed voices, I
watched them create a world I wasn’t allowed to be a part of. I wasn’t
white but sounded like I was; but I wasn’t like my mom. I wanted to know
which part of my identity was hidden in the coffee cups.
Eventually, I could know what my mom grew up with. She first,
without revealing the secret, told me to take an empty coffee cup. I choose
one with intricate flower designs on the side, the prettiest one we had. She
instructed me to put a small amount of cold coffee that’s been set aside
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just for this. The coffee, that rather than be consumed, was chosen to
welcome me to part of a forbidden world that I could only imagine. The
drip of coffee reflected the changing lights of my mom moving around to
turn on the stove. She mentioned that a gas stove would work better than
our modern electrical stove, and briefly she was transported to a different
place. The warmth of the stove covered me during the moments of breeze
that would enter from the open door in our kitchen. She then told me to
put the cup upside down on top of the stove. Confused, I watched the
black liquid drip down and sizzle on the hot surface. I thought that a rite of
passage would be more interesting than this.
Once my mom was satisfied, and there were long, scratch-like
coffee drips reaching the rim, she told me in the same way she told me
that it wasn’t mice stealing the teeth under my pillow. That depending on
the size, the length, the way the lights reflect…it’s all my future. Just from
the slightest details in the dried coffee, she told me when I would get
married, how many kids I would have, and when I would get sick. The
smell brought back child wonder, when I wasn’t allowed to have coffee,
but would blanket the smell around me while watching my parents start
getting ready for work. I wondered if it would tell me how the snow
would sparkle in the winter, if the flowers that were going to bloom would
be pastel or neon, and if I made the right decision in having a crush on that
boy in the 9th grade. The little circles formed at the end shone like crystal
balls, and the smoke was potent.
In that small kitchen, the coffee held a black hole splitting the
universe apart. Slowly, as I learned, I saw the planets form, the
constellations rise, and everything fall into place. The one thing I was
barred from, became afraid of, is not only a part of me but intertwined
with my fate. It didn’t matter if it never happened. What mattered is that I
had a future, even if it washed away later that night.
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LIAM WORCHECK
Basement-High
In the height of February,
We dug deeper.
In the depth of a cold and cracked
Faux-leather couch.
One, two, six of us.
We look like children, but these things change.
Brotherhoods collapse,
Lovers turn strangers.
I was on the left.
Then the four in the middle:
Cuddling.
Then you.
You were on the right.
How can I tell that person?
How could I explain how much
I will love you?
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RYAN SAVAGE
The Night Who Lost Its Stars
“Starry Night.” Vincent Van Gogh reflects upon the pureness of that one
certain night. That beautiful, clear, dark-blue sky littered with stars as if
Van Gogh spilt his white paint on the canvas. The sky we once had. The
sky was so oblivious then. Stars did not have to wonder if their beauty, let
alone existence, was being obstructed. Because of us - their own audience.
We created so much. Too much, in fact. The great “Age of Technology”
we call it. Taking the natural light from the sky and bringing it down,
artificially. Our eyes glued to our phones, facing down into our laps when
they were once up in the stars. Nothing sounds so great about losing the
stars to our streetlights, to our lamps, and to our cell phones – polluting
the sky, dulling its brilliance. Nothing sounds great about the night sky
who lost its stars.
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IAN ABRAHAMS
No Thanks
The overcast sky enveloped us in a blanket reflection of the lives
lived by the people there--distant, dull; with little hope for change. I
looked at the grass, emerald blades starved of just enough light to catch
your eye. It was a summer day in Northern Ireland.
The sun sank behind the clouds, slowly lessening our hopes for a
good day of jetty jumping. Rory’s side-shaven bushy-topped hair flowed
gently in the wind. We waited as Beckie did something which I cannot
begin to recollect. Perhaps she was gathering her swim stuff or something.
Either way, it was nice to have a moment alone with Rory, one of my
oldest friends. We had known each other for about 15 years, since we
were three, as we’re only three months apart. Beckie, on the other hand, I
had known for less than a week. She was a few years older, I’m not sure
exactly how many. We should have been leaving for Lough Erne soon. It
was the nearest lake, lough meaning lake in Irish, something I had become
familiar with in my years of travel to the great countryside of Northern
Ireland, the primary residence of half of my extended family.
Rory lit a cigarette, and we started to talk about innocent things-farming, the plights of being a Northern Irish teen, etc. “Do you have any
work to do on the farm this week?” I inquired.
“Yeah, maybe, but even so, I don’t give a fuck.” Suddenly, that
tone reminded me of a particularly unpleasant moment from our mutual
past.
It was about a year ago—during that adventure on the lake in the
rowboat—where the statement was made. I had known that homophobes
existed throughout the world here and there, definitely in America. I
discovered the previous summer that one of Rory’s friends was a
prevalent one. One of Rory’s friends. No big deal, right? At least it wasn’t
him, right? So, I prodded Rory further to confirm my suspicions. He
provided confirmation.
Those oddly familiar words slipped out of his mouth like a corpse
from the attic, “I don’t mind them, but I just wouldn’t want them to be
around me.” I stared at him for a moment of disbelief which quickly
compressed into a mixture of confusion and frustration.
I tried to rationalize what was happening. I shot questions like
“What’s wrong with gays?” “What’s the real difference?” “How do you
know your friends aren’t gay because in this culture, there’s a good
chance one of them is, but you’d just never know.” “What if…?”—I
wanted to say it—"...I’m questioning?” But I couldn’t. Not in reality.
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Maybe because I didn’t fully think of it at the time, or maybe because I
wasn’t ready to face the truth of it.
These questions hit his mind like raindrops on a windshield, just as
quickly swept away by the windshield wiper of cultural apathy. I had
failed. But just as I thought I was finished failing, he said it.
“I’m only going to say this once,” Rory said. “I get you think this
is important, and it’s okay to say these things to me, but remember
Michael, from the pub? Don’t bring this up to anyone else, and definitely
don’t bring this up to him.”
“Oh. Okay,” I replied. My heart sank immediately. Quickly and
deeply into the cold icy depths of Lough America. Lough Liberal. Lough
Me. Michael? Really? Last time I saw him, he greeted me, a stranger,
with a cheerful smile and a comforting presence. I took a deep breath and
looked at the ground.
Eventually, after copious instances of casual evasion of cigarette
smoke, and awkward tension, Beckie came down, cigarette in hand, “Time
to go, boys!” she exclaimed as we made our way towards the car.
“At this point, it’ll be a bit chilly for jetty jumping,” I said.
“I hope my fucking car works,” she replied.
Her car did in fact work, technically. I sat in the back, as usual and
tried to develop a healthy balance between heavy secondhand smoking
and freaking out as we zoomed at 90 miles per hour down a “country
road” towards Lough Erne.
I was nervously excited to go jetty jumping. I looked out the
window but could only picture the exact moment to come, breaching the
psychological and physical action potential required to take the plunge. I
was unsure if it was truly possible, although I’d achieved it before.
Meanwhile, thoughts of the recent conversation fleeted in and out
of my mind, none associated with real feelings. Michael had seemed to be
a pleasant enough person, at least towards me… But perhaps that’s only
because he knew about as much about my sexuality as I did. I found it
simpler to focus on the various happenings in and around the car. Beckie’s
Audi’s transmission had been acting strange all day. She struggled to
change gears, and the car seemed like it would break any second.
“Beckie,” I began.
“Yes, dear?” she replied, over the obnoxious splurge of party
music filling the car.
“What are your thoughts on… um,” I hesitated, “Rory’s recent
lack of employment due to showing up late and hungover one too many
times?”
“Sounds about right,” she replied. Rory sighed.
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We did make it to the jetty safely. Upon arrival, there were many
faces present. Some more familiar than others. One familiar face was
Michael, from the pub. I smiled and said hi to him just like the rest of
them. I couldn’t help but be happy to see him. He was still a guy who had
never done anything wrong to me. How could I even be sure of the truth
of Rory’s warnings? I was too afraid to find out. I smiled and gestured
hello.
Rory began changing behind a towel Beckie held up. I had an extra
pair of shorts and underwear, so I simply stripped my shirt, shoes, and
socks and began walking out onto the dock. It was a beautiful summer
evening. 9pm in Northern Ireland. Orange light piercing the clouds
beyond its reflections on the shimmering water. Scarce buildings lay
silhouetted in the distance.
I looked down into the water. Rory was there treading with a
gargantuan smile on his face, surrounded by scattered islands of strangers
in a similar state.
Suddenly, the urge came over me. My pace quickened, and the
sensation of freefall took me for a shorter instant than my brain could
process. My body underwent a moment of shock as it slipped beneath the
surface of the vast chilled liquid. Darkness enveloped my vision, and for
the next moment, all of reality was gone.
Air sprang past my esophagus as my mouth broke the surface. The
world filled my eyes once again, and my throat burned at the pressurized
expulsion of water. I was alive.
My arms and legs violently pushed against the water. My visual
cortex cued in on the nearby faces, hardly registering them as anything
more. Rory was still in the water. The world was still the same place as it
had been earlier that afternoon. The same place as it may always be, if the
same people are contained by it.
Before I knew it, I was back on the jetty eyeing the water once
more. Should I really do that a second time? But I already knew I had to.
Rory soon got out and was back in without a second of thought. After not
much more time and a little bit too much thought, so was I. And then
again, even though I had already swallowed enough water to house a Betta
fish. I looked out over the lough, watching the sun set, as I wondered how
this day would ever end. I wanted to remember this moment. What this
was like. Freedom. Adventure. Youth.
I clasped the cool metal bars for the third time, my body like a
blender, and its temperature resembling that of the Mariana Trench. I was
not clinically hypothermic, but my stomach did have other ideas for where
these next five minutes were going.
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I stumbled, shivering, as Beckie and Rory told me to put on my
clothes. As I thought about doing so, a sharp gastrointestinal signal forced
my eyes to lock onto the grass nearby. My feet suddenly became rabbits,
pursuing its safety. Leaning on the covered trash can, I felt the
uncomfortable sensation associated with the flu or having way too much
to drink. I stared into the grass expectantly, but nothing had come out.
This process was enough of a distraction thankfully that I could
hardly care about the several of my peers leaning against a car snickering
and sneering just meters away. Beckie, brought me water and comforted
me. “Are you okay?” she asked. “It’s not a show,” she lightly scolded the
boys.
Eventually the feeling passed, mostly, and another show had
begun. People had started to place large stalks of grass in the gaps of the
body of Michael’s car to “camouflage” it. He was very good natured about
the whole incident, and it gave quite a few people a good laugh.
Somehow, this brought me an even stronger sense of confusion. How
could someone be so laid back and kind but be a hazard towards an entire
sexuality? I had still yet to ask Michael anything, only left with the
ominous warning Rory had proclaimed.
Soon after, I had increased my body temperature, gotten dressed,
and it was time to hit the road again. The sun hung low in the sky. Beckie
was embarrassed on the way up the drive away from the lough, as she
stalled out, and struggled to retain control of her transmission in front of
everybody, the logical next step for her being, of course, the moment she
got it together, and to be speeding down the back-road equivalent of a
highway at 90 miles per hour.
I was mostly relaxed, letting go of what might happen and the
reality of the situation. Beckie even at one point asked me “are you a
scared passenger, Ian?” She was willing to slow down if so. I replied I was
fine. My rational mind knew I was not fine. We could have easily died.
As the sun disappeared over the side of the world and the pale light
faded from the greens and grays of the countryside towns, and perhaps
some tea was had, Beckie eventually dropped us off in Fivemiletown,
Rory’s hometown, once again. Whether we went to Scott’s, the pub, or
not, I can’t remember. Next thing I knew, Rory and I were walking down
the street with some iffy spicy barbecue chicken pizza in the middle of the
night, and Rory couldn’t find a lighter to have a smoke.
I had a couple slices. It may have been late, but I was easily
tempted, and it was summer. Rory was not pleased about the lighter. His
parents didn’t yet know he smoked, so he liked to take advantage of such
an opportunity to do so away from them. We continued walking through
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the town until we were across from the main parking lot where Rory and
his peers often meet up.
There were a few parked cars, none of which I recognized. Rory
started to walk towards one. I followed. I couldn’t determine the make of
the car, but it contained a smiley bearded guy in a snapback and a girl,
both significantly older than us. Rory seemed to know them. I got in the
car. As if scripted, they began driving towards the back entrance of Rory’s
family’s estate at 90 miles per hour. Everyone seemed to be having fun. I
took deep breaths as I answered a few generic questions about being
American from the bearded guy in the back seat to distract myself.
Before I knew it, we were parked in a lot of the estate, cigarette
smoke leaking from the windows, and the bearded guy was rolling a joint
a foot away from me while maintaining some totally chill, politically
loaded conversation involving cross-cultural governments, involving
Trump and Brexit, and the implications of weed legalization in places like
Switzerland.
The question popped back into my mind again. I can’t, and I
shan’t bring it up. Remember what Rory said. Plus, what’s the point? I
barely know these people. How could one smiley British hippy’s opinion
on gays impact the world anyway? He lit the joint and offered it to me
first. I said, “No thanks.”
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VANESSA WORLEY
Remnants
The summer morning chill above Damariscotta Lake is fragrant with the
scent of fresh-cut white pines. Canoes slip through the gray, leaving
behind only a parting of lily pads and duckweed. The dips of their oars stir
up minnows, scattering silver against the mud-lined shallows. Flycatchers
sally out from the pine boughs, snatching their meals of blackflies and
choiring their success. Whirring lines break the morning tranquility. Our
hooks cut the stillness and catapult into the lake. The flycatchers watch
our bait, but do not pursue neon plastic. Gleaming lures, snagged in algae
and throats, flicker by more frequently than damselflies. Bobbers and cut
lines hang tight to the shoreline, tangled and too high to be reached. A net
crashes against the surface, and the dime-silver of a minnow is skewered
to catch a bigger fish.
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AVIVA SCHUH
Nostalgia
i hold september in
the palm of my hand.
the seasons curl in on themselves,
leaves quivering,
bristling at the slight chill.
october shivers into view,
crisp and cool.
frigid,
crawling up my arm.
my skin is cold
and, nodding, november
makes its home in
the crook of my neck.
cradling the moon
inside my elbow,
december twists its way in.
whispers of snow
echo behind,
and i remember
what is was like
to feel warm.
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KILEY ADDIS
Winter Words
I remember walking into the fluorescent lit room scared to even
look at her. I felt I was already looking at a ghost of a woman who for so
long was the center of everything I had known. She looked smaller than I
had ever seen her; she was a small woman, but everything about her
character seemed bigger than life. Through all my years I had known her
to be the one to calm any family emergencies. Now the emergency in front
of me was wondering when the next time I would see her would be. One
week before my senior year I was losing what I had known to be my
whole life.
When the world is gray, and the sky is silver with the scent of cold
in the air you can tell something about the world. In December, when
snow would pile onto pavements faster than you could blink will be the
days I remember her most. Seeing her face light up every Christmas Eve
with the joy of her family shadowing any issues we were currently facing.
Every year we would gather in a restaurant all too well named “The
Library,” writing our own history into the walls. By the end of September,
I knew I had seen my last holiday with her to comfort me through the
depths of life.
Back in that fluorescent room I made her a promise. Only a month
and a half until a break in the fall and I would be back to hold her hand.
She took my hand in that moment, looked me in the eyes and said, “I’m
not ready to leave you yet.” What was once a cold turned into a raging
winter storm in her lungs. Chills down my spine with her words I kept
reminding myself I would see her so very soon.
Days and weeks passed and every phone call from my dad was a
stab in the heart. His cold sword plunged deeper with every, “she’s not
getting any better.” I lived my first few weeks of senior year in a frozen
blur wondering when the winter frost would start to cover my dorm room
windows. The last phone call I received from her was on a brisk, early
September night. “I want you to know how proud I am of you for what
you’re doing at school,” she told me; her voice at this point fading in and
out from a lack of oxygen. No matter how hard my schoolwork was, she
would always remind me how important my research was. My biggest
supporter in this world was fading and all I could do was muster an “I love
you.”
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Last Christmas she gave each of my siblings an ornament telling
us it was the one thing she could give us so we would remember her. Little
did she know was that ornament was not where I held her closest. I
remember crying the day it fell to the floor and shattered thinking I lost
some piece of her. The Christmas before our ornamental Christmas she
gave each of my sisters a necklace. Despite the loss of tree decoration, I
held onto that necklace with everything inside of me. The necklace choked
out my tears and forced me to share my darker secrets with everyone
around me. The necklace brought life to a college student who was not
sure when the time would come.
The third week of September rolled around with not many words
of her condition. I danced around the subject with friends and found
solace in spending time with anyone who didn’t know. Until my phone
rang at 5 p.m. on a Thursday. I was in my dorm room laughing about
nothing with my roommate and a distraction. I was asked where I was; I
was asked if I could speak. His voice shattered through the phone as chills
flew down my spine. “She’s passed,” was all I heard as my body collapsed
in a pile of bones on the floor. Mistaken for laughter I was alone in the
world for thirty seconds. In those thirty seconds I found myself sobbing an
uncontrollable yell, everything else muted around me. Eyes closed only to
feel far away touches on the small of my back. My dad kept talking and I
kept listening, but the words sounded like snowflakes piling up on my
car’s rearview window.
Moments passed and I could control the tears and the feelings.
“You have to enjoy your last homecoming,” my mom said to me urging
me to stay that weekend. She continued to tell me not to feel guilty and I
only did once or twice that day, but I forgot about the pain until I left for
home on a Monday. When I got home that day, the house I grew up in felt
like its own burial ground. Flowers and food surrounding every inch of the
house but all I could notice was the stinging sad floating in the air. I
escaped to my room unnoticed and sat on my bed thinking about how the
room I grew up in was once the one she lived in with her husband.
On Tuesday we dressed in waves of black and entered the most
lifeless building. Perched like she was already an angel with her eyes
closed we were confused why she wasn’t wearing her glasses. My tears
were the strongest winter storm and I wasn’t sure if they would ever stop.
The flood of emotion felt like I could fill oceans with my pain and
sadness. I wasn’t ready for you to leave me yet either. Laid down next to
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your husband as I placed a quiet white rose atop the last thing I’d ever see
of you. I’m sorry the last words I spoke couldn’t encompass what you
meant to me.
In the days after I spent my time drowning my thoughts in messy
winter memories. I’m sorry I couldn’t find solace unless it was at the
bottom of a bottle of wine. Life got so hard after you left that I tried to
convince myself the only way I could feel complete was when I was
feeling nothing at all. I stood like an ice sculpture without noticing life
pass around me. Sometimes when it’s quiet at 2 a.m. I find myself
convinced I’m the only one in the world. I speak to your ghost as though
you might be able to take my pain away like you did when I was four. I
don’t know a life without you, and I don’t know how to be a whole person
without your love pushing me to carry on.
As the days continue, I find myself questioning not life and death,
but love and hate. You loved so passionately I wish I could do the same.
My frozen tundra mind is boggled with self-hatred alongside hating the
fact that I struggle to admit anything I feel. You always asked me when
you saw me if there was a boy. I wish I could tell you about the ones
floating into my life these days. I wish I could tell you about how hard it is
to find love in the wintery world I live in. I wish I could tell you about
how I secretly ache for a love like yours. I spoke too soon, and I felt too
late. What do I do if I never feel again?
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EMILY BRADIGAN
I Want to Go to Bed
Blink
The computer on your lap is warm, resembling a blanket or
something as you sink further into the couch
blink.
just keep on writing or else you’ll
blink.
another cup of French vanilla, add the irish crème, drink up!
soon, or you’re not going to be able to
blink.
there’s a snap in your neck because
what am I wring? writnginggg? writing?
snap your head up, chin up, eyes up
gotta get it dne
blink.
blink again.
there’s a light on above the couch and
it’s wamr, warm like umm…
eyes could close for just a second orblink.
blink one mo
blink.
nine percent, two forty seven, feelign fuzzy er
threeeeeee more wrods
w o r ds
BLINK. blink. b l i n k
or
turn in.
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LIAM WORCHECK
Wooden Car Blues
The car that I drive,
It is made out of wood.
Yes the car that I drive,
It is made out of wood.
She said she wanna go for a ride,
Babe I don’t know if we should.
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KILEY ADDIS
Silver Honey
Your hands drip down my spine
Silver liquid pouring from your
Faraway glances.
I am holding on for dear life as I feel
Your hopeless thrusts of false trust fade into
Your own memories.
I held you as you leaked silver liquid staining
My least favorite shirt –
Eyes swollen red like the bees you stole hearts from
Stung you.
If I could whisper ‘I love you’ quiet enough
For only your subconscious mind to hear
Would it be enough?
When we wake you whisper ‘I know this isn’t fair
To you.’ My sweet honeybee, you have no idea.
‘Life isn’t fair kid’ – with a wicked grin I bite
The insides of my cheeks. God forbid you realize
I spill gold liquid from the mirrors on my face
When she spilt silver like you.
We reach out grabbing
Onto nothing, you leave ghostly
Fingerprints on my wrists.
I find myself saying ‘sorry’
For something that doesn’t
seem to matter.
Hiding my gold stained cheeks
I keep wondering when I can
Hold you again, in a state of false peace –
Gently, gently, gently.
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GABBY DEMELFI
The Breakup
“i love you, but i love me too,”
the last words to escape his
two-faced tongue before leaving
his faithful lover, twitching
in her own smut and vomit. the
only shred of sanity remaining
dissipated when the door
slammed shut. spent days
scratching her paper skin until
she bled, licking the gore under
fingernails, yanking strawberry
blonde strands from her scalp,
stabbing ancient photographs;
glowing smiles and genuine
eyes soiled by the sharp sting of
a box cutter. the once dazzling
girl snapped,
yelling, “i need more”,
color draining from her flaming skin.
one day, she sprinted out her door
in an uncanny rage, missionoriented. she returned,
not alone.
arterial blood stained her
pearly white kitchen floor while
feasting
on intestines—belonging to the man
who toyed with her instincts—like they
were a plate of spaghetti.
standing over his convulsing,
mangled corpse with a sly smirk,
she muttered through labored breaths,
“i love you, but i love me too”.
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LINDSEY REILLY
Fluorescent Adolescent
It is hot, the air thick with stranger's breath and anticipation as we
wait for the act to come on. I hold his hand in a sea of crop tops and faux
vintage. I thought surely it doesn't get better than this. It was him and me
and five of his friends that he'd barely bothered to introduce me to as I
rode shotgun in his Mum's minivan. It doesn’t bother me that I was a
second thought invite or that I didn't care about nor like the musician we
were about to see, I am giddy, my cheeks full of smiles. I am his, and he
mine and everyone in this theatre know it. A million thoughts of our future
run through my head over and over again. He didn't tell me he liked how I
looked, or he was happy I came, but I could tell. The pushing of the crowd
forces us to stand closer than we had before. My elbow in his side, his
hands clambering for somewhere other than my shoulders to rest.
The act comes out, he's loud, and I don't recognize any of the
songs. He sprays champagne at us. The crowd of sixteen to eighteen-yearolds are utterly delighted at the prospect of being covered in alcohol, a
juvenile badge of rebellion for their parents to smell when they come
home in an hour. It fuses with the sweat on the faces in the crowd. I open
my ears to new sounds and try to love the songs I hear. I try to feel the
base. I push myself to enjoy the vague lyrics about a city none of us have
been to and drugs we’ve never tried, but I simply can’t. He looks down at
me. Maybe he hopes I’m having fun. I fain a smile when he looks at me to
assure him that I'm having a good time. I can't let him know I've let him
down; I can't let him know I'm not cool enough to know the words or that
wish I'd stayed in. The whole room seems to have a heartbeat that I can't
keep up with.
I lose him in the crowd. We are pulled apart by the mosh pit. My
small frame is not one that can fight it. I let the crowd push me to the back
where I sit on the rail to watch them. I send a text to let him know where I
am, and I don't want him to fret. The woman to my left me asks if I want
some pot, I politely declined, worried about the two-hour drive home. The
man to my right asks if I want a drink from his flask, I politely decline
while wondering if perhaps it could make this evening more enjoyable. I
glance at my phone, no message. I guess I'll stay where I am. I scan the
crowd. I cannot believe there are people enjoying themselves. I see a
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drunk girl toppling over and fight that the bouncers haven't bothered to
split up. I reckon another will just pop up like a whack a mole.
On the ride home, his friend in the back brags about how well she
handles her alcohol — followed by a half an hour pit stop while she
vomits the contents of her stomach along Route 17. My eyes are heavy;
clumpy mascara weighs them down. I listen to snippets of a conversation,
it’s nothing important but I can help and feel as though the conversations
of nothingness should be had with me. I think about how considerate he is
not to ask if I enjoyed the concert as I let his driving lull me to sleep for a
spell. Inevitably we pull into his driveway. His house is situated in what
would've have been a perfect 1970's suburbia, and now, it's just ugly. His
house is dark, but the distinct popcorn ceilings and tired linoleum greet us.
His Mum has long since gone to bed, and I am to stay in the guest room. I
tell him I don't want to break house rules, but he assures me everything
will be fine if I sleep in his. My parents have okayed me spending the
night after I threw a fit about it him being my first boyfriend and how it's
merely unsafe to drive home so late, an argument I now wish I had lost. I
wanted my bed and my sheets, I wanted silence, but not the type he gave
me all night. I wanted the type of silence that makes you feel safe.
Now that we are in the dark of his room, he speaks to me. He asks
how I am, what I'm thinking, and what I want. I murmur a few odd
phrases and one-word replies in the hopes he'll turn around and go to bed
already. I feel his kiss on my cheek and turn my head. The blushing girl
from four hours ago seems to have vanished. Now, something else is
burning her cheeks. I'm not sure what's come over me, but I resent every
word and touch and smile bothers he give me. My head is still pounding
from the bass in the concert. My ears are ringing from the speakers. The
emptiness from this evening drips into my thoughts. His mixture of apathy
and concern over what his friends think seems to have gone, he isn’t the
same person he was. Why is it now that he gets to care about me? It
doesn’t seem fair to me that two people can exist within the same timeline
and change when they feel like it. How do I know who I’m getting? I feel
stupid for feeling that I deserved one over the other. I wanted to be
perfect for him. I can’t believe he doesn’t see my façade. He says he likes
how reserved I am. It feels like character assassination.
"I love you," he says in a hushed tone like he wanted to make sure
nobody else could hear.
"No, you don't."
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SHAYNA KUSHNER
Here’s to Losing You
I will not turn back to you.
I will not be a moth to your flame,
Which is rumored to have originated in hellfire.
Your words mean nothing,
Only filled with emptiness,
And thinly veiled insults dressed as compliments.
All of your caresses have left me scarred,
My lips permanently bruised from your kisses,
And my hands callused from how tightly you held them.
Your greedy nature belittled me,
With your possessive hand always on my waist,
Steering me away from wandering eyes.
Deleting all of our photos I now see,
How I forced my smile,
Posing to the world as your perfect mannequin.
I am not the same delicate little girl,
That searched high and low for your approval,
Enduring sacrifices for your happiness.
No, I will not turn back to you,
No matter how much you try and tempt me.
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JEREMY MOYER
The Running Man
The rustic elementary school stood atop a hill that protruded from
the rest of the suburban landscape. Ricky silently acknowledged the
building as it came into sight, though his words didn’t falter. “…I’m
saying that if he just bumped my grade up on the final then I would’ve
finished the class with an A and not an A-,” Ricky said, adjusting his hat
as a gust of wind passed. “Like, he’s seriously gotta be that picky about it?
He rounded up other students’ grades, but not mine. Buncha bullshit.”
“I dunno, does he not like you or something?” I said, my gaze not
swaying from the ground.
“Nah I was a damn good student. Skipped class maybe...once a
week.”
“I think I see the problem.”
“Well how can he expect us to go to class three times a week if all
he’s gonna do is drone on about a bunch of random shit that’s not even on
the test,” Ricky said, holding his hands up in protest. “Honestly though,
college isn’t that bad. Sure as hell beats listening to my parents yell at
each other every night. And obviously the parties are a good time. The
baseball guys usually have to carry me up the stairs after.”
Ricky took the lead as we walked along the path that led around
the back of the school, sloping down to a blacktop about the width of the
main building. My eyes swept across the space that we’d spent countless
hours on as kids; there was a castle on one side of the blacktop, not a real
castle of course, but real enough that our former selves could have easily
filled in the gaps with our imaginations. Across from the castle was a
pirate ship, which I recalled Ricky and I hiding in at the end of recess,
rebelling against the teachers for making our forty-five minutes of pure
bliss come to an end.
“Dude,” Ricky said, “you remember the swings?”
I followed his gaze past the castle to where a swing set sat on the
edge of campus. Ricky jogged to it with a childlike anticipation, sitting
down before realizing he had to lift his long legs off the ground if he
wanted to gain any momentum. I chose the seat beside his, my muscle
memory returning as I leaned back and pumped my legs in just the right
way to maximize the height I could reach.
Ricky tilted his head back, his posture easing as he let the heat of
the summer day glow on his face. “So how’s college treating you?”
I looked away as my pulse quickened. “I…I dropped out after the
first semester.”
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“What? You serious?”
“…yeah.”
“The hell, why didn’t you tell me? Also, what happened?”
“I…don’t know I just didn’t, I guess. And nothing, like, happened.
I just couldn’t do it. It just didn’t feel right--the people, the classes, none
of it.”
“So, what’ve you been doing all this time then?”
“I got a part time job…stocked shelves at a food store. My parents
didn’t want to force me to stay at college but they didn’t want me just
sitting around either.”
“Shit man I had no idea. So, what are you just not gonna go to
college?”
“I don’t know…the deadline to apply again is in a few days. My
parents keep saying I have to decide for myself, but I don’t know what I
want or if I could even handle it.”
We continued swinging in silence for a few more minutes until I
noticed that Ricky had stopped. I dragged my feet across the ground to
slow myself. “What’s up?” I said.
“Nothing...just, didn’t we used to swing the other way
sometimes?”
I looked over my shoulder. A few feet forward the woodchips
ended and grass began, sloping down to a road. I stared for a moment as
the memories slowly returned.
“The running man!” I said. “Remember?”
“Damn,” Ricky said, “you’re right. He was the guy that used to run
at full speed down this road for what, every day for like a month? And you
remember how fast he was? Never seen anything like it to this day. We
didn’t ever figure out what the deal was with that guy, did we?”
I stood up from the swing and paced. “I…I feel like we did. I
think…we followed him one day, didn’t we? I just can’t remember any of
the details.”
“Well, he ran this way, right?” Ricky said, gesturing for me to
follow as he started to walk along the hilltop. After walking the length of
the soccer field, he stopped, eyeing the house that was just outside the
edge of the campus. “We snuck in there that one time, remember? We
thought it was where the running man lived,” Ricky said, walking towards
it.
“Oh my god you’re right, I forgot about that. Wait, you’re gonna
break in again? We could just wait until they get back.”
“Nah, door was open last time. Also, we can’t wait, I told you
earlier, I’ve got an internship the rest of the summer and won’t be
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around.” He ascended the staircase that led to the front door, twisting the
handle and pushing it open. “Annnd it looks like they still haven’t
improved their security.”
“Woah, you’re seriously going in? What if they’re—”
“The lights are off, and I didn’t see a car in the driveaway; we’ll be
fine.”
“Alright,” I said, hesitantly following behind.”
Ricky flicked on a light switch to reveal a high-ceiling room with
an elegant chandelier that gave the interior a warm glow.
“Yo, I think this leads to the basement,” Ricky said, gesturing to a
door tucked away in a narrow hallway. He swung open the door,
switching on a dimly lit light that hardly illuminated the rustic wooden
stairs. “Come on, let’s go,” Ricky said, the stairs screeching as he
descended.
I followed, growing uneasy as I noticed that it got darker by the
step. “You gonna turn on the lights?”
“Calm down, I’m looking,” Ricky said, brushing his hand against
the wall. “Can’t find it so here,” he said, a beam of light emitting from his
phone and breaking through the darkness, revealing nothing short of a
horror movie setting. It may have appeared as only a long-neglected
lounge area had it not been for the white tarps draped over the scattered
objects.
“Nothing here,” Ricky said, “just a dirty-ass--wait what the hell is
that!”
I swung my head and followed the beam of light to where a redfaced, spikey-haired monster was plastered to a poster that hung on the
wall.
“…Dude it’s a movie poster,” I said with a chuckle.
Ricky hunched over as his heavy breathing morphed into laughter.
“I think I shit my pants, holy shi--”
“What?”
“I think I heard something upstairs.”
The air filled with silence as we both listened, slight creaking
noises gradually growing louder until they could be discernable as
footsteps.
“Shit shit shit,” Ricky said, “they’re gonna find us.”
“It’s fine,” I said, trying to convince myself it was, “we can just
wait until they go upstairs or something and then slip out, chances are they
won’t come down here.”
Ricky shook his head. “Oh fuck. We turned the lights on up there.
They’re gonna see that and know there’s someone here.”
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“Crap we left the basement door open too.”
“You didn’t close it behind you!”
“You didn’t say to!”
“Shit okay stay calm alright, just STAY FUCKING CALM.”
“They’re—they’re gonna, like, call the cops and then we’re gonna
get taken in and have a criminal record and…” I paced in circles. “At least
this’ll make the whole college thing an easier decision but--”
“Shut up, just SHUT. UP. We…” His words trailed off as the stairs
began to creak.
In a panic Ricky and I stealthily pranced into a dark corner of the
basement, and I watched Ricky as he vaulted over what I thought to be a
couch, squeezing himself between the couch and the wall. Time running
out, I did the same, landing atop Ricky. We lie motionless, the ‘tep’ noises
of the person’s feet echoing throughout the room.
Tep tep tep tep
The light turned on.
Tep tep tep tep
The gradual footsteps were closer new, though I hoped not close
enough for them to hear my pounding pulse.
Tep tep tep—
The sounds stopped, and I thought I could hear the soft breathing
of someone standing above us. Second after painstakingly slow second
passed before the footsteps picked up again, becoming quieter before
finally vanishing completely.
“Chase?” Ricky said.
“Yeah?”
“Get the hell off me.”
“Right,” I said, lifting myself over the couch and flopping onto the
cushion like a beached whale.
“I don’t hear them upstairs,” Ricky said. “It might be clear to go.”
“It might be, but we need to—”
“Why are you in my basement,” the voice said, coming from a
blank-faced grey-haired woman who stood on the stairs, arms crossed.
Ricky and I both shuttered, then exchanged glances with one
another as if telepathically arguing who was going to be the one to
explain.
“We, uh…” Ricky started, “We knew the previous owner of this
house and…we wanted to look around the basement for…old time’s sake,
but ya know, no one was home.”
“Well then the two of you look fantastic for your age, considering
I’ve lived here for over twenty years.”
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“Shit,” Ricky said under his breath.
I said, “When we were kids, some of us snuck in here, and we
think this home might have belonged to a man we used to see when we
were kids but never actually met. Sorry for intruding, we’ll leave now.”
“A man,” the woman said, gripping her chin. “By any chance did
you used to see this man running?”
“Yes, exactly!” I said.
The woman lowered her head with a slight smile. “And my guess
is you are trying to figure out where it was he was running to all those
years ago, is that right?”
“Yeah,” Ricky said.
She turned around and began pacing up the stairs. “Follow me.”
After exchanging a confused glance, Ricky and I followed the
woman. She led us out of the house and down multiple quiet backroads
before stopping. We stood before a long, winding path that ended at the
front doors of a rectangular building. The words were etched into a sign
that hung above the entrance: Clearview Hospital. Hospital.
Ricky and I stood motionless as the woman lowered her head,
speaking in an even, melancholic tone. “Steven was such a good kid, and
just as good of a son. A fighter, that boy was, even when he was
diagnosed with cancer at just eighteen. The doctors told him early on that
the best thing he could do to extend his life was staying healthy, especially
exercise. And I’ll tell you what, that boy fought his heart out. One
night…I just couldn’t take it anymore, I started sobbing over him, asked
him how he could be so strong and you know what he says to me? He
says… ‘if I stop running then that means I give up. Plenty of people give
up every day, and even if I die, I’m not going to die being one of those
people.’”
The words hung in the air for several moments before anyone
spoke. “I’m sorry,” Ricky said.
“Yeah,” I said. “It sounds like he was pretty incredible.”
She smiled gently. “You’re good kids.”
After politely declining the woman’s offer to make us dinner,
Ricky and I took a shortcut back to the school.
“Damn,” Ricky said, “that kid really had it rough, didn’t he? I feel
like such an asshole for worrying so much about an A-.”
“How could we have forgotten something like that?” I said.
“Probably didn’t understand the meaning of it back then…I sure as
hell get it now.”
“Yeah,” I said, admiring the vividly colored sun as it escaped
behind the horizon. “Me too.”
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Later that night my mom came to pick me up. “Did you have fun
with Ricky?” she said.
“Yep.”
“…I hate to bring it up, but have you given anymore thought to
college? There isn’t much time left to—”
“I’m going back,” I said.
“Is that so?” she said, grinning. “Why the sudden change of
heart?”
“I guess I just…I’m not ready to give up just yet.”
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KEVIN LEÓN
marfa
i watch the fuzzy glow
behind my fingers
i wanted nights like this
blinking by dried up oceans
i pull off to the shoulder
i turn off the headlights
next the engine
i'm pro-stars
i get out of the car
he's still snoring
in the passenger seat
i'm pro-sky
i spin around three times
i wish for the moon to go away
and it does
the dirt is thirsty
i'm not falling asleep
i remind myself
that each rock
is destined to decay
removed and satisfied
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SAMUEL ERNST
Sunset
Sunrise is the gross part of Florida. We’re half an hour away from
the beach, and three and a half hours away from Disney World. We’re
most famous for Sawgrass Mills, the eleventh largest mall in the country.
Except for today. Today, we’ll be on an episode of Crocodile Cody’s
Redneck Rescue.
I was still at school, taking a break from my Caribbean Film final
when I saw the announcement on Twitter:
“Hey guys. I’m doing a livestream from Sunrise, Florida, in one
month. According to the rumors, this could be my biggest gator yet. Catch
me on January 15  twitch.tv/CrocCody.”
It’s one month later. Theo and I sit in Brooklyn Brothers’ Pizza.
The wallpaper shows New York tourist traps: Rockefeller Center, Radio
City Music Hall, the immaculate Subway train. I push my seat in, and I
can feel the stickiness of the floor beneath my seat.
Theo shoves a slice of pepperoni pizza into his mouth. A chunk of
sauce dangles dangerously close to his Phillies jacket.
“I can’t imagine working in the heat every day,” I tell him.
“It’s not that bad,” he says. “I get paid a lot for it.”
“I’m surprised you haven’t gotten run over by a train,” I say. “Or
worse, eaten by Big Dalton.”
“This Big Dalton stuff is seriously freaking me out.” Theo takes a
sip of Coke. “I haven’t been this scared since the clown apocalypse a few
years ago. We’re working near the Tri-Rail station, so there’s not much in
the way of water. I just can’t imagine how this must be for you.”
“My mom got eaten by a crocodile, not an alligator. Totally
different,” I say, getting out my phone and scrolling through it. “When’s
Crocodile Cody going to be on? The only thing he had on his Twitter was
a picture of Fort Lauderdale when he got off A1A.” He captioned the
picture, ‘Tropical Vibes’, and managed to get a picture of a palm tree
without a homeless person underneath.
“Everybody’s talking like they’re going to see Crocodile Cody,”
Theo says. “He’s just taking his trailer out to the swamp. My sister acts
like he’s going to get Big Dalton out of our swimming pool.”
“You never know,” I say.
“We have a cage around our pool,” Theo says, miming a box with
his hands.
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“Did you see that video of him at the Country Club? He ate a
driver whole. A driver. We’re not talking 9 irons or hybrids. This was a
ginormous driver. I’m a little spooked.”
“But you’ll be back at University of Florida in… what?” Theo
says. “A week?”
“Yeah, about that,” I said. “I’m not going back. Without my mom,
I just don’t think we can make tuition.”
“Oh,” he says. “Oh man. I didn’t realize it was that bad. I know we
don’t talk a lot anymore, but I never would have –”
“I’ll be fine, dude.”
“It’s your college career. That’s a pretty big deal. Listen, worstcase scenario, I can see if my dad can get you a job with us. Since you
were majoring in Media Communications, maybe you could work the
phones in the office.”
“No,” I say. “I don’t need a job, I—”
Theo’s eyes widen. “Caleb,” he says. “Look behind you.”
At a table near the window a group of guys wearing Florida
Panthers Jerseys share a pizza with onions. One of the guys removes his
wig and beard, revealing a camouflage hat and another, scragglier beard.
The three people at the other end of the restaurant look over. One of the
men holds a camera up to Crocodile Cody.
“Welcome back to Crocodile Cody’s Redneck Rescue,” he says to
the camera. “I’m here in Sunrise, Florida. Right now, I’m at a popular
neighborhood hangout, enjoying some fine local cuisine. But this town has
lived in fear for far too long. These people –” the guy holding the phone
turns to the far table – “These people have been terrorized by a gator
known as Big Dalton. How are we doing tonight people?”
The three people at that table go “woo”.
The camera’s gaze returns to Cody. “All right,” he says. “We got a
lead on Dalton that says he’s at the retirement community. So, we’re
going to head there stat.” The group heads out of the restaurant.
“Told you,” I say, my face beaming.
“That was weird,” Theo says. “That was just weird.”
“That was amazing,” I say.
“I never realized he had a camera crew with him,” Theo says. “On
the internet, it seems like it’s just him and his gator wranglers. It’s just
weird to see it like this.”
“We should go talk to him,” I say, standing up.
“I don’t know.”
“What do you mean, ‘I don’t know’?” I say. “Our third-favorite
internet personality is right outside.”
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“He came across like kind of a jerk,” Theo says. “Maybe you see
things differently when you’re watching it, but it didn’t seem like he cared
at all. If he really cared as much about Sunrise as he said he did, he’d at
least stay so we could talk to him.”
“He had to run to a Dalton sighting,” I say. “Maybe we should
follow him.”
Theo stands up. “I’d love to,” he says. “But I have work.”
We leave Brooklyn Brothers’. In the parking lot, I bring the stream
up on my phone.
“I would have hated to have missed that,” Crocodile Cody says.
“Well, it looks like Dalton’s gone. I’ll be back when we get our next
sighting. Until then, subscribe to my channel, and stay wild.”
CrocCody is offline.
***
Cody’s tour bus and equipment truck set up shop in the parking lot
of Sawgrass Mills, near the hot pink building that used to be a Barbie
store. Dad wanted me to return some repeat Christmas presents, since I
“didn’t work” – as if my YouTube show I’m developing isn’t work. I
actually wanted to go, however, just to get a glimpse of the tour bus. I
guess you could say Crocodile Cody’s my role model. If I could make
some kind of connection with Cody, I could make it big.
I park in front of Ron Jon’s Surf Shop. I grab the plastic bag out of
the passenger seat. My first stop is Barnes and Noble, to return a repeat
copy of The Great Gatsby. I didn’t know how they let you return books –
how could they know you didn’t read them already? – but Dad insisted on
it, so here I was.
Barnes and Noble has a big Lego Harry Potter display in the front
of the store. The entire place smells like Starbucks. Last time I went there,
the barista kept asking me about buried treasure. I head over to the
customer service desk. My old high school teacher Mr. Grimdale is behind
the counter.
“Hey Caleb,” he says, as I hand him the book. “You know, it’s
funny, every book that comes across my desk here is somehow
thematically relevant to my life.”
“Wow,” I say.
“It’s terrifying,” he says. “Do you know how many books I get
here a day? I’m convinced we’re living in a simulation. My every waking
moment is filled with existential pain. Do you have a Barnes and Noble
account?”
“754-642-2192,” I say.
“Thanks,” Grimdale says. “So, you’re home for break?”
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“Yeah.” I say.
“Cool. I bet you’re itching to go back. What are you majoring in?”
A line forms behind me. I feel this lady glaring at me.
“Media and Communication Studies,” I say.
“Wow,” he says. “You can do a lot with that. What are you
thinking about doing with that?”
“Well, I’m currently writing a script for this YouTube comedy
series I had this idea for, but I’ll probably – see, the thing is, I dropped
out. I didn’t really tell anyone. I mean, I said it was because of the tuition,
but that’s not really it. I just figured, if I’m going to be working on my
show, school’s just going to get in the way.”
“My friend is on a talk show,” Grimdale says. “His name is Dr.
Phil. And he told me that you always need a backup plan. Well, his actual
words were ‘you are without a doubt the worst patient I have had on my
show and you need serious psychiatric help.’ But the important thing to
remember is that you always need a backup plan.”
“I’ve been living in a backup plan my whole life,” I say. “I need to
get out of Florida. I can’t hold anything back.”
“Well, hope you have a good one,” he says, putting the receipt into
my hand. I head out of the store. The lady behind me steps up to Grimdale
and places a copy of Moby Dick on the counter.
I leave Barnes & Noble. I pass by a kiosk selling obnoxiously-loud
blinking wind-up remote-control chattering flying T-Rex helicopter toys
and look at a map. I need to return some socks to Nordstrom Rack.
Apparently, that’s in “The Oasis,” the mall’s outdoor promenade. I pass
the Disney Store, Wetzel’s Pretzels, and DeadZone Electronics on my way
there.
The Rainforest Café is right next to the exit into the Oasis. The
animatronic gorillas inside holler and hoot. I hear a dull growl.
On my left, a plastic alligator sits in the fountain. It’s covered in
pennies.
I say to myself: “A bit insensitive in light of recent events, don’t
you think?”
A portly woman nearby says, “It’s terrible. That Dalton has all
those people holed up there.”
“Huh?” I say.
“Didn’t you see the news?” she says. “I get all the news on my 96
News Official App. It has alerts, news stories, and live coverage.
Everything you need to stay up to date on what matters most.”
“What is it?”
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“It’s available on the app store,” she says. “It’s your source of
news, alerts-”
“What did the news say?”
“Big Dalton is at a train station, keeping the construction workers
hostage. I got alerts about it through their alert system, and by going into
the app I was able to see live coverage of the latest news events as they
happen.”
“I gotta go,” I say. “My friend works there.”
I head outside, passing Nordstrom Rack. Crocodile Cody’s
camouflaged caravan parades out of the parking lot. This must be legit.
I get in my Jeep and peel out of the lot. I follow the trailers onto
the palm-tree lined Flamingo Road, past various strip malls and retention
ponds. I probably should have texted Theo. What am I going to do when I
get there? I’m going to be part of Theo’s big character moment. That’s it.
I’m going to motivate him. I’ll tell him to face his fears. That he can
survive the Dalton. I’ll tell him that he can do something heroic, for once
in his boring, workaholic life.
The trailers pull into a dirt lot. “Construction Entrance,” the orange
signs say. “Authorized Vehicles Only.” Hmm. I better not go in. I watch
the events unfold on my phone.
Crocodile Cody marches through the half-built station. He curses when he
sees the green lump on the tracks.
“This gator is bigger than I anticipated,” he says to the camera.
Then he turns to a crew member on the platform: “How much time do we
have until the next train comes?”
“No trains running. Still under construction.”
“That’s a relief,” Cody says. “For a second there, I thought we’d
have one of those old westerns with the lady tied to the tracks.”
Then Dalton slides off the tracks and into the wilderness. The
show spends about fifteen minutes going over how Dalton got away.
“Next time,” Cody says, “It’s personal.”
Theo shows up on the show too. He says, “I just saw this green
thing on the tracks and when I realized what it was, I sprinted to tell my
manager.”
Crocodile Cody brings the camera back to himself. “Alright
people. Don’t forget to hit that follow button. I’ll be back soon to take on
Big Dalton. Stay wild.”
CrocCody is offline.
Before long, I see the trailers roll out of the construction site. I turn
up the volume on the radio, when I see a familiar face bob over the crest
of the hill.
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“Theo!” I yell out the window.
“Caleb?” he says. “What are you doing here?”
“I followed Crocodile Cody here,” I say. “I wanted to try and talk
to him, but I didn’t want to go in the construction zone, since I figured it
might be illegal.”
“Crocodile Cody just barged in here,” Theo says. “He’s lucky part
of the station didn’t fall on him.”
“He knows what he’s doing, Theo,” I say. “He’s a professional.”
“Not a construction professional,” Theo says. “If anything, he’s a
professional ass. He just got in the way of us doing our jobs.”
“He was doing his job,” I say.
“I guess being obnoxious for others’ amusement matters more than
building infrastructure,” Theo says.
“I guess,” I say.
“Yeah,” Theo says. “I have to get back to work.”
“How could you say that to me?” I say.
“What?”
“Don’t bash entertainment. It is kind of what I want to do with my
life.”
“I wasn’t trying to bash your hobby, man.”
“It’s not a hobby,” I say. “It’s going to be my life. This is what I
dropped out of college for.”
“You dropped out of college to go into show business? I thought
you couldn’t pay the tuition.”
“I won’t be able to when I’m a starving artist,” I say.
“You don’t have to be starving.” he says.
“But at least I’m doing something meaningful,” I say. “You know,
maybe if you take what I said to heart, you can have what the
entertainment industry calls a character arc.”
I roll up the window, and I peel out of the construction site.
Our apartment complex is called Polynesian Gardens. Grinning
tikis flank the parking lot entrance. I lived with those tikis my entire life,
but whenever I’m home for break I can’t believe they’re still up. The
whole place is what people at college would call “insensitive”. Each
building has a roof like a Pizza Hut and streetlights are styled after tiki
torches.
The stairs are pretty plain, though. Our door still has the Christmas
wreath on it, which I take inside. Our apartment is pretty plain too. We
have a painting of the beach hanging over our faded blue couch. I dump
the cash from the bookstore on the tiled counter. The Christmas tree is still
up, with half of the ornaments in boxes on the floor. We have three
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snowman ornaments with pictures in their bellies. One is of me as a kid
going sledding at our old house. Another is of Mom in Maui. She never
did get back there. The third has a picture of a random baby with the
caption, “Insert Photo Here.”
I realize now that I didn’t get any other errands done. I sink into
the couch. I scroll through my phone. I head over to the kitchen and make
lunch. All we have is ham and cheese. I bring my sandwich over to the
circular dining table and turn on the TV. The news is on. They’re talking
about the Dalton sighting at the station. No injuries, the reporter says.
That’s good, I think, if a bit boring. I change the channel. The Office is
on. It’s the finale episode where everybody is so happy that they’re living
their dreams. They all say how amazing and life-changing their dumb
office jobs turned out to be anyway. Then the episode where Dwight goes
to Florida comes on.
I look at my phone. Theo had texted me all about his appearance
on the show. I can’t believe he ended up on Crocodile Cody before me.
I scroll through some tweets, when I see one by 96 News. They’re
live. Crocodile Cody’s tracked Dalton down to the Sunrise Public Library.
I see crowds of people gathering in the parking lot as Cody heads into the
tall grass to confront his destiny.
I bound downstairs, into my Jeep, and race through more Florida
roads. I have to park in the grass, on the side of a retention pond that
probably contains more, smaller alligators. The parking lot is a mosh pit.
I’ve never seen this many people at the library before. I try to peer over
everybody’s heads. Chatter surrounds me:
“Is he in there?”
“Where are the cameras?”
“You can’t even see anything.”
“I see the live coverage on my 96 News App. It’s got everything
you need to stay up to date on all the latest news.”
I edge my way toward the front. All of a sudden, the crowd goes
hushed. I see crewmembers coming out of the wilderness. Their faces look
sweaty and sullen.
Did Big Dalton kill Crocodile Cody?
Then we see Cody and his troupe carry big Dalton out of the
cypress forest, like Egyptian slaves raising the pharaoh. The beast’s jaw is
taped shut. They bring him into the trailer. Cody does a few more
interviews. None of me. Then they get all packed up in the trailers. I stand
in the lot as packs of Sunrisians disperse into their cars.
“Wait,” I say. I run to the trailers. “Don’t go. Crocodile Cody. I
need to talk to you.” The trailers head toward the road, and I sprint after
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them. This is for you, Mom. I’m going to get us out of here. I’m going to
get us to Hawaii. Cody’s RV reaches the end of the parking lot, and I bang
on its walls until it turns out.
They drive away, and it’s like nothing ever happened.
I realize then that Crocodile Cody was our messiah. Not just in the
sense that he saved us from Dalton. Crocodile Cody is a god to us, and as I
stood in the squarish library lot, he was already retreating to the heaven
that is Los Angeles. He puts on that redneck schtick, but Cody’s lived in
Los Angeles since he first got a gig with Aaron Zye on Alligator Ghost
Hunters.
When I get home, instead of working on my script at 4:00 like I
did every other day that winter break, I sat around and watched TV. It was
a dumb idea, anyway, thinking I could make my own show. Crocodile
Cody has his posse of agents and crewmembers and his million-dollar
yacht. People from Sunrise don’t make TV shows.
When Crocodile Cody archives the stream, I show it to my Dad.
“Ugh,” he says, when I bring the phone close to him. “You smell
like pretzels.”
“I’m so happy to be here,” Crocodile Cody says.
“Look at the video, Dad,” I say. “There I am.”
“These are some real great people out in Sunrise,” Cody says.
“Huh,” he says. “That’s Brooklyn Brothers. That’s crazy. And
there’s your buddy Theo.”
“I’m confident me and my team can capture Big Dalton,” Cody
says.
“This got 10 million views,” I say.
“I want to get this gator, so these people can get back to living
their dreams,” Cody says.
“And you’re in the background of it,” Dad says. “That’s pretty
nifty all right.”
“Yeah,” I say. It’s not quite what I imagined it to be, though. I go
to my room, throw my Wetzel’s Pretzel’s polo off, and start typing out an
apology. You know, when I tried writing screenplays that winter, I could
never get the endings right. I could never get the characters to change
enough to give any closure. But maybe real life didn’t have to be that way.
Hey Theo. Want to go to lunch sometime, maybe Easter Monday?
I’m cool with anything, as long as it’s not pretzels.
Next week, Crocodile Cody tackles an unruly alligator terrorizing
a Louisiana gas station. The week after that, he gets a gator out of Splash
Mountain at Disney World. They do interviews with the locals in
Louisiana and the Disney World Cast Members. They say the same kind
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of things people did here. But those places aren’t real. When they
broadcast our villagers, they had Publix and the Pollo Tropical we always
go to on Saturdays in the background. That was real. Now all we see on
TV and YouTube are the Somewhere Elses. Back to our regularly
scheduled programming.
CrocCody is offline.
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LIAM WORCHECK
Cold Wind Blows
But not through me.
I hear the leaves of the trees flutter and rustle,
But I am left
untouched.
Was I forgotten?
Or was I intentionally
left out.
If my mind isn’t within me,
But without me,
Where is it?
How can I smile
when I am simply not there?
The wind is cold,
But I am not.
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LAUREN TOSCANO
Last Week
MONDAY
benn tells us that when an ambulance
has its lights on but doesn’t make a sound
that means the person inside is already dead
and can’t be saved.
we’re smoking a blunt in his car
and an ambulance goes by.
it’s silent.
lexi says, “god bless,” and we all
do the sign of the cross.
i walk back to my room.
i’d sprayed myself with some
paris hilton body spray
to cover up the weed smell and
i close my eyes because i’m walking past
a building i don’t like to look at.
TUESDAY
i buy adderall off a girl i don’t
even really like
but i listen to her tell me about her
new receptionist job but she pretends
she’s not a receptionist
she calls herself a front desk executive
she tells me about this guy she’s talking
to, tells me about her bitch mother,
tells me about how she thinks her one coworker
doesn’t like her,
and i’m nodding and nodding
whatever, whatever
i’m saying, “i gotta go, sophie,”
and i get my adderall
and i go home
and i cry
WEDNESDAY
i’m hanging out with sarah.
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we go to the applebee’s by pet smart
and then she drives us around so we can look
at the rich people’s houses
she says, “let me show you this one house.”
she says, “it’s the biggest house i’ve ever seen.”
and we pull up in front of this
big big big ginormous big house
and we roll by slow slow slow slow
and sarah says, “i would see this house
everyday on the bus going home,”
she looks sad
and i don’t think i will ever forget her face when she says,
“one day i’ll have a big house”
THURSDAY
i’ve been having the same dream
every single night—
in the dream i am in maryland
on a deflating air mattress
and the only blanket is the one with
our lady of guadalupe on it
and he is there
and i am crying and crying
i wake up and i am sweating
and covered in hives,
i pull my blanket off of me
and claw at my underwear
just to make sure it was just a dream
FRIDAY
i watch the snow fall from my window
and try to remember a time when i didn’t feel this bad
i write you letters everyday
and on the way back from the post office
i cry but i’m not even sure where its coming from
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KEVIN LEÓN
6/12/19
art is bullshit
i’m plucking hairs off my big toe
it can’t change anything
satisfied by the white bulbous ends that come up
when i do it right
we're destined to follow the same routines
me with these hairs, people with their jobs
i miss slacker culture
i'm gonna drink some water
thunder rumbles my walls
and go to bed
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LAUREN TOSCANO
Rabbits
When I was younger, my father gave me a nickname.
I played T-Ball with all the other kids around my age, but I was the
only girl. My father called me “Sprocket,” because I was spunky and fast
like a rocket. He said he gave me the nickname because it fit me perfectly,
but I know he was just embarrassed of the godawful name my mother had
picked out in the 1989 edition of Baby Names that she’d gotten at the
grocery store.
So, there was my team—Anthony, Taylor, Tyler, Greg, Tommy,
Timmy, Ryan, William, Kevin, and Sprocket. We played on a team called
the Rams. We were all pretty good, actually. Our coach had been a coach
for a really famous baseball team in Florida, but his knee got all messed
up, so he came back to Ohio to be with his family. Once he recovered, no
one wanted him to coach their baseball teams anymore, so he started a Tball team.
He was pretty harsh. We had to run a lot, and parents complained
that we weren’t getting enough water. When they’d come to pick us up,
we’d collapse in their arms, exhausted, begging to go home to our beds
and air conditioning. I’d sit in the backseat of my dad’s car, and he’d ask
about how practice went, but I’d be too tired to speak, practically panting,
tongue out.
The coach’s name was Roberd. With a “d.” He made sure to tell us
this every single practice. He’d watch us run, huffing and puffing and
sweating. “You think that’s hard?” Coach would laugh, watching us all
collapse to the ground one by one like dead insects. “Imagine going your
whole life with the name Roberd.”
I quit T-Ball when I was six. I never went back to playing a sport.
Instead, I started painting. Sometimes my dad would walk in my room
when I was cross-legged on the floor, trying to paint a picture of a rabbit. I
always painted rabbit pictures. I was just really good at painting rabbits.
My father would say, “Sprocket, don’t you miss playing ball?” but I’d just
keep painting the detail of the fur on the rabbit’s ear, trying to get it just
right. I always got it just right.
I’d always say, “No, Dad, I don’t miss it,” without looking up.
When I was done painting the rabbit, I’d blow on it, as if to dry the paint,
and then hold it up and ask my father what he thought, even though his
opinion didn’t matter much to me. He’d oooh and ahh and say it was great
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and that he was proud of me. He’d ask me if I wanted to watch the Red
Sox game with him, and I’d always say no.
When I was sixteen, my art teacher told me I needed to paint
something else. She had us draw self-portraits, and I handed in a picture of
me with bunny ears. Really good ones too. But my teacher just addressed
me by my birth name—the ugly one I didn’t like—and said, “Maybe you
should draw something else.”
“Something else?”
“Yeah. Like people or plants.”
“But I like rabbits,” I told her.
I spent the last two years of high school painting rabbits even
though my art teacher told me not to. I dated a boy with curly dark hair,
and on our three-month anniversary, I gave him a picture I’d painted of
two rabbits with hearts around them, but the anatomical kind. I was proud
of it, but the boy with curly dark hair told me it was lame and broke up
with me for the fastest swimmer on the swim team, a boy who had been
mercilessly accused of padding his speedo.
Midway through my senior year of high school, I finally told my
dad to stop calling me Sprocket. I told him it was annoying, and that I
knew my birth name was ugly, but Sprocket wasn’t much better. I told
him to stop asking me if I wanted to watch baseball with him because I
hated baseball. He looked hurt, and he apologized a lot and said that if
that’s what I wanted, then he would do it. I said thank you and locked
myself in my room and painted more rabbits.
A year later, my father passed away, and I stopped painting
altogether. I’d see rabbits in my backyard sometimes in passing, but I
wouldn’t stop for them. Sometimes I’d turn the TV on and the Red Sox
would be playing. I’d always shut it off.
My father’s funeral was on a Tuesday. I wore a black velvet dress
that itched me, and I wanted to scream. I shook hands with family
members, and they all said, “Sprocket how are you Sprocket how are you
doing Sprocket I’m so sorry Sprocket I’m so sorry.” I sat in the front pew,
head down so I couldn’t see anything, but I could picture my father,
standing on the bleachers at my T-Ball games, pumping his fists and
yelling my name. My nickname.
He wasn’t here with me right now, but I could hear his words in
my ears. Sprocket. Sprocket. Sprocket.
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KRISTEN COONEY
Fond Memories
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JULIA PAIANO
You
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JULIA PAIANO
All to My City
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KILEY ADDIS
The Shoreline

Tranquility
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KYLIE HALKO
Eggs
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KYLIE HALKO
Burnt
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KYLIE HALKO
Anthony
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KYLIE HALKO
Targets
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TIFFINI-AMBER ECKENROD
Looking Up
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KELSEY GAVIN
Nebula

Eastern State
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TOM ARMSTRONG
These Feather Earrings
He sent me these
feather earrings. He hates
my guts. He's a
priest. He played Lucifer
in the high school play
with me. He had this big red
leotard suit.
We had these big cast parties
after the shows, but
this one time, I was writing
on the stoop outside. I did these
horoscopes for the school newspaper and he comes
out in his leotard suit and says,
what are those, horoscopes? Pfft!
I do his voice. He hates my guts. I said,
I'll do your full birth chart. Free of charge.
I looked.
I said there's Saturn and Pisces in the tenth house,
the hallmark of a priest.
He gave me this look like
Uh!
So!
He studied. Became a priest. He hated
poor people.
They better not send me to St. Michaels in
Kensington! He hates my guts.
But he's a caring guy,
really. That's why he couldn't
be around poor people,
because he cares so much.
He gave sermons
at St. Agnes, which is really
a very nice church in West Rockyvale,
‘til he got fired for reporting
Pastor Peter. People loved Pastor Peter,
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but he was a pedophile. Right!
So my friend he starts this non-profit
for people who had been abused
in that way. He'd
been abused too.
Do you know what I mean,
abused? Poor guy.
Hates my guts.
Gave me these feather earrings.
So, I mean you tell me.
A movie? "Holy Rollers"? Is there marketability, you think?
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MATTHEW SCHMITZ
every piece of white trash comes from somewhere
there are “rustic” places, (challenging places for us to see)
where young restless men
(with faces of our sons and brothers)
stuff their lips with glass and tobacco
with the buzz they know they need.
they’ve been told
their town is slow
(their reaction — by the way — is anything but).
these are coat-rack, dirty-laundry towns
they sit at the end of our mirrors
where we lay down our personal garbage,
our baggage, our self-loathing
our confusion, and our running.
these intersections where white flight
meets white trash at a slow down
creating new meanings, new whiteness.
showing us new faces, we never knew we had.
ain’t it funny that a mirror only shows you what you show it?
ain’t it funny that we play righteous? somehow, they don’t.
that we play educated…only to settle into our buzz
even if tobacco isn’t our choice drug.
but I guess if you drag your garbage through the mud enough
you can pretend it was never part of you.
if you want to.
one person’s white trash is another person’s cousin.
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MILLIE DRURY
color motion blur
in black and white,
soft sprinkles of pink
and honeydew
scream songs of trombones
and whistle like a
sweet and sour clarinet.
purple columns and
orange tap shoes
with yellow laces
poke out curious faces
to watch
cupcake icing swirls
in twirls of arms
and legs with
kneecaps drifting,
and fingers extended,
and white knuckle
fists clenched behind
backs.
black and blue knuckles
maybe.
with red, angry backs.
tiny freckles of
static dance beautifully
on a 2d screen.
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JENNA LOZZI
Song of the Kauai O’o
In the depths of a forest in Hawaii in 1987, a Kauai O’o opened his throat
to sing. His song could be heard for miles even in the densest parts of the
jungle. That day the Kauai O’o did not get the answer he was looking for,
but he did have a listener. A single researcher was walking through the
woods, not looking to capture or disturb, but to immortalize all that he could
of the singing bird. Originally, the species was thought to have gone extinct
in the 1950s, but a few persistent members pushed on. This time, the
researcher knew it was the end. A chorus lasting five million years,
dwindled down to a solo, and then silence soon after.
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COLLEEN MURPHY
You/Me/Him
I wonder if God was there that day, hiding behind Your dresser like a
giggling child,
or perhaps like a ghost,
darting in between the hung sheet in Your closet
or underneath the piano,
brushing His fingers against the edge of the mattress,
watching and maybe
waiting but
then tell Me what He was waiting for because
if He was waiting for Me then I
disappointed Him and then in that case I
disappointed You.
Perhaps I am forever playing tag with God,
that june morning I was baptized on My back porch
by My dad’s friend because the priest got the date wrong,
he got the date wrong and yet God still
found Me crawling in the backyard
and tugged on My milky infant fingers
and whispered
Tag
You’re
It
I tagged Him back
7 years later at My first communion,
I saw Him curled underneath the pew
and as I stroked His shaking shoulder, He
gripped My little white dress
and told Me I was holy
and I told Him
tagyoureit,
tagyoureit.
Since then I have seen Him underneath
My fingernails on hard nights and
across My thighs on the even harder nights
and sitting in the backseat
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of My car when I told You
“I think I love You”
and
every time He grows a little bit closer,
I think He was there that time
We looked at stars and I told You
“He is not real”
and You flinched and He glared
and I think I felt Him reach for My ankle
but I held on to You and curled My leg
around Your knee and shivered and said
“take Me home.”
I feel Him almost tag Me all the time.
for I will not be the one that chases after God,
God will chase after Me.
I will leave Him waiting underneath the piano in Your bedroom
and standing outside of My window at night,
His fingers tapping at the glass so hard I fear I might
shatter.
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SARAH BUCK
Girl in Three Parts
I think I finally understand why religion states that God is three
and one in the same. I am not my body – my body is mine
but it isn’t mine, not
really
My body drags itself out of bed
I’m not tired, I swear; my body might be, but not
me, I’m fine I’m
fine
My brain tells my body what to do, not me; where to walk, what to wear,
take three steps forward five steps back but wait
don’t trip on the trash can everything will spill out and you don’t want that
now do you?
My soul watches my body moved by my brain and it screams
as it tries to make everything stop, please stop so I can figure out
who I am, what the hell I’m doing, how I could really be me again
please
My brain has a shadow, my soul attempting to do what the brain does,
telling
the body to move, maybe don’t move after all, but my soul does not matter
in the long run. It’s the one everyone forgets. Even I forget
sometimes
God is three and one in the same: The father, the son, the spirit
and they are all their own but still together, as if that could ever
make sense to a heathen like me, churchgoer even though I could never
believe, not anymore, it doesn’t make any
sense
When I was little I would pray, kneeling in the pews or at my bedside,
silent vigil, protect me from the demons and promise
that I’ll be okay, I don’t think I will be
anymore
The spirit is malleable, the ghost that haunts
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the body and the brain hoping for recognition for an hour, a minute, a
single second
would be more than enough, just
a moment
The spirit claws at the ribcage, needing to break free and take over
the stupid body, the inept brain. It is the only one
that knows who I really am, who I am as I lay trapped
within this thing I refer to as my body controlled by my brain
alone
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CYNNIE ERCOLE
With Anxiety
loosen the grip of your
scrunched-up forehead
lessen the tension
pick up your eyes off
the ground while you are walking
observing more of what brings you joy
unclench your jaw
make your lips release
breathe in
hold
and let go
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SAMUEL ERNST
What Happened While You Were Drunk Last Saturday Night
Now, I’m not exactly a party person. My ideal night consists of
sitting in my room, watching Laugh Track, my favorite existential 70’s
sitcom about a bunch of comedians on a train. That’s exactly what I did
last night, except I made the mistake of showering first. You never shower
before watching Laugh Track. Or, if you’re Kyle, the ventriloquist who
can make his dummy talk while chugging a can of Monster Energy, you
just never shower period.
This particular shower was a bad shower because halfway through
I started hearing a lot of hooting and hollering in the hall. It seemed like
there were people right outside the door arguing about whether the
decision to make Alan Grant not like kids in the Jurassic Park movie was
better than his original characterization in the book. Now, I wouldn’t dare
set foot in a party fully clothed. I sure as heck wasn’t going to make the
three feet from the bathroom to my room in only a towel. I decided to wait
it out, see if people would maybe move, maybe get around to counting all
the bathroom tiles in the meantime.
The timestamps that follow are purely arbitrary, since I did not
even have the comfort of my phone to pass the time or tell the time.
10:02 pm.
“Do you want to stay the night at my place?” a guy outside the
door said.
“I thought you said your place got seized through eminent
domain,” a girl outside the door said.
“We can stay at an AirDnD,” the guy suggested.
“Only if you roll a six,” the girl said.
10:10 pm.
I lost track counting the floor tiles, although I was now sure there
were at least sixty.
The guy from earlier? He rolled an eight, which cast him into the
Shadow Dimension, which in the state of Pennsylvania roughly
corresponds to the Waffle Hut off Airport Road.
11:01 pm.
Someone thundered: “I get TURNT for Wegman’s.”
11:34 pm.
One-oh-four-tiles.
Unintelligible screams.
Socrates got lit.
12:01 am.
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There were two guys and a girl out in the hall. The one guy said he
was hungry. The other guy suggested ordering food. The girl said they
could order Chick-fil-a. Then they realized it was past midnight on a
Saturday night, meaning it was technically Sunday, meaning Chick-fil-a
was closed.
1:15 am.
I was counting the ceiling tiles when somebody rattled on the door
and screamed, “I’ll save you, aliens!” After realizing the door was locked,
he gave up. It was then that I realized the ceiling didn’t have tiles. I
decided to count the bathroom ceiling as one big tile and added it to the
total count.
1:30 am.
The Spanish Inquisition knocked on the bathroom door. I actually
completely expected that, because I learned five minutes earlier that a
Monty Python convention was being held in our RA’s room down the
hall.
1:50 am.
With all the tiles counted and the party still raging outside, I
decided to read the back of my Shampoo bottle. Who knew Suave Ocean
Breeze Shampoo contains Aphanizomenon Flos-Aquae Extract?
2:22 am.
Apparently the three people from earlier had never gotten anything
to eat since realizing Chick-fil-a was closed.
“Hey!” the one yelled. “Who’s cooking?”
“We are,” Eric Idle said.
“What’s up?” the other yelled.
“We’re cooking Spam,” John Cleese said.
“I don’t want Spam,” the one guy said. “I want Chick-fil-a.”
“We actually just ordered a Chick-fil-a Spam platter from Inedible
Arrangements.”
“Screw your platter,” the guy said. “I want Chick-fil-A.”
“But the arrangement is in the shade of a dodecahedron,” Eric Idle
added. “That’s the most sides ever on a three-dimensional shape made
entirely out of Chick-fil-A and Spam.”
“Let’s just go to Waffle Hut,” the other guy suggested.
“What do they have there?” the first guy said.
“Waffles and Spam,” John Cleese said.
At this point, I heard a scream like a banshee, and I wondered if I
might die in here.
2:30 am.
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There’s an episode of Laugh Track in which improv specialist
Rolanda Deyes compares the train to the one from Back to the Future 3,
which is especially fitting because Laugh Track Season 6 came out in
1978 and Back to the Future 3 wouldn’t happen for another twelve years. I
was reminded of this as I was reading the ingredients of someone else’s
shampoo bottle they kept in the shower, because someone outside
suggested going back in time to when Chick-fil-a was still open.
“If I were you, I would settle for the Spamdecahedron,” Eric Idle
said. “Time travel is just a figment of your imagination, and this Spam is
going fast.”
I heard a phone buzz.
“There might be one way to travel back in time,” John Cleese said.
“Who was that?” other guy said.
“Oh, it’s just an email the college’s rugby team,” John Cleese said.
“They always send spam.”
At this point, I heard a groan like a kid who just heard his dad tell
a joke, and I wondered if he might have died out there.
“How does the rugby team relate to time travel?” the hungry guy
said.
“Oh, I just happened to remember this at the same time my phone
buzzed,” John Cleese said. “You can time travel if you enter the Shadow
Dimension. The rugby team actually played one of their Away games in
the Shadow Dimension once.”
“So, rugby does relate to time travel,” other guy said.
“Well, yes,” John Cleese said. “That’s why I happened to
remember it at the same time my phone buzzed.”
“How do we get to the Shadow Dimension?” the hungry guy said.
“Well, each point in the Shadow Dimension corresponds to one of
the fifty states or one of the thirty-one Mexican states,” Eric Idle reminded
him. “And in Pennsylvania, the Shadow Dimension actually corresponds
to the Waffle Hut off Airport Road.”
“Why don’t we just get some Mexican food?” the hungry guy said.
“Because Mexico is far away, and Spam is right here,” John
Cleese reminded him.
“There is another way to get to the Shadow Dimension,” the girl
from earlier said.
“By rolling an eight?” Eric Idle said. “We considered that option,
but we don’t have any dice, and while we could make one out of our
Spamdecahedron, a twelve-sided Spam die doesn’t give us a good chance
at rolling an eight, although a regular twelve-sided die would only give us
a slightly worse chance.”
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“There is another way to get to the Shadow Dimension,” the girl
from earlier said.
“By rolling an eight?” Eric Idle said. “We just considered that
option two seconds ago.”
“There is another way to get to the Shadow Dimension,” the girl
from earlier said. “It requires a tablespoon of Aphanizomenon Flos-Aquae
Extract, a pat of butter, and Spam.”
“Aphanizomenon Flos-Aquae Extract?” the hungry guy said.
“There’s some of that in my shampoo. I’ll be right back.”
“There’s some Spam right here,” our RA said.
“But where are we going to find a pat of butter?” Eric Idle pointed
out.
“Maybe our future selves will leave one for us here on their way
back from the past,” the other guy said.
“There is another way to get a pat of butter,” the girl from earlier
said.
“By rolling a seven?” John Cleese said. “The odds of rolling a
seven on a Spamdecahedron are astronomically lower than the odds of
rolling an eight.”
“We could go to Waffle Hut,” our RA suggested.
“But the entire point of making this concoction was to avoid going
to Waffle Hut,” the hungry guy said, returning from his room.
Then the Carnotaurus attacked. John Cleese was the first to go.
Blood seeped into the bathroom from under the door. I considered wiping
it up with paper towels, because I didn’t have anything better to do in
there, but I just poured some water on it. Then the dinosaur went for the
Spamdecahedron. This occupied it for a while – remember, the
Spamdecahedron had twelve sides. Along with the sound of munching
meat, I heard footsteps sprint down the hall.
“I cast Wall-Punch,” the guy who had gone to the Shadow
Dimension earlier said. I heard the Carnotaurus roar in pain.
“And who are you?” the girl from earlier said.
“We just got back from our AirDnD,” the girl from even earlier
said. “Turns out, there’s one right next to the Waffle Hut on airport road.
The girl from sixty-five million years earlier roared in amusement.
“Who are you guys supposed to be?” Wall-Punch Guy said.
“They’re obviously the next members of our party,” the girl from
even earlier said. “Eric Idle can be our Bard, and hungry guy can be our
mage.”
Then hungry guy got eaten by hungry girl.
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“Okay,” the girl from even earlier said. “other guy can be our
paladin.”
“I can’t be your paladin,” other guy said. “I’m getting pretty
hungry myself now. I have to go to the Shadow Dimension to get some
Chick-fil-a.”
“Okay,” the girl from even earlier said. “Then the RA can be our
paladin.”
“Would you happen to have a pat of butter?” other guy said.
“Why?” the girl from even earlier said. “Wait, yeah, I actually
picked one up at Waffle Hut.”
From my position locked inside the bathroom, I couldn’t see how
the girl from even earlier gave him the butter, whether she had it in her
pocket, or maybe a purse, but the other guy must have put the butter on
some Spampoo because all of a sudden, I saw a bright flash.
11:59 pm.
“Hey, it worked,” other guy said. “It’s Saturday. I’m gonna go
order some Chick-fil-A.”
“It’s Saturday all right,” the girl from even earlier said. “But what
year? This dorm looks brand new.”
“Maybe we traveled sixty-five million years into the past,” WallPunch guy said. “In that case, we wouldn’t have to find the Carnotaurus,
we’d just be able to set it free.”
“No, this carpeting is right out of the 70’s,” the girl from even
earlier said.
“Hey, where is the Carnotaurus, anyway?” other guy said.
“Because I just realized that she could evolve into a chicken nugget.”
“She’s over there,” John Cleese said, being entertained by a rather
clever slapstick routine involving a guy hanging off a train.”
“John Cleese?” Eric Idle said. “I thought you were dead.”
“I did get rather drunk last night, didn’t I?” John Cleese said. “But
I guess that’s just an average Friday night in 1977.”
“Holy Spam,” Eric Idle said. “We did travel back to the seventies.
You’re John Cleese in his college days.”
“Wait a second,” Wall-Punch guy said. “Weren’t you guys already
out of college and making Monty Python films in the 1970’s?”
“Absolutely not,” Eric Idle said. “That must be some alternate
timeline.”
“Well, I don’t know how any of you got here –” Young John
Cleese said.
“We used a Flos Capacitor,” other guy explained.
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“– but I’m going to go check out that train-related comedy routine
with that Carnotaurus and my buddy Eric.” I heard his footsteps walk
away.
“That’s right,” Eric Idle said. “This is the day we first got the
inspiration for Laugh Track.”
Yes, that’s right. Eric Idle and John Cleese had co-created my
favorite 70’s sitcom, and they had showed up to a college party right
outside my door. I knew this all along. I didn’t want to go out and meet
them, because, well there’s something very weird about meeting your idol
for the first time in the hall of your dorm wearing nothing but a towel. At
this point, all I wanted was to be back in my bed, in the year 2019,
watching Laugh Track reruns on Netflix. That was all I ever wanted. But
now Eric Idle and John Cleese weren’t just here. We were there on the
very day they created Laugh Track.
I braced myself, and reminded myself that the Carnotaurus was
wearing less than a towel.
12:05 am
I came out of the bathroom. Eric Idle and everyone else was there:
turns out Other Guy had really long hair, and Wall-Punch guy was
wearing a Rugby shirt. That wasn’t how I pictured them in my head.
“Eric Idle,” I said. “You’re my idol.”
“That’s very flattering,” Eric Idle said.
“No, not you,” I said. I walked over to Young Eric.
“You know, we could make a TV show about a bunch of
comedians on a train,” Young John Cleese said.
“Great idea,” I said. “You know what would be really funny? If
you had a character who was a ventriloquist, but he was a jock-type and
he always drank Monster Energy.”
“Monster Energy?” Young Eric Idle said. “Now that is a funny
name.”
“Yes,” I said. “I totally invented it myself.”
9:59 am
On the morning of September 9, 2019, I walked into the dining
hall for the first time in forty-two years. It wasn’t that the food was that
bad – I had spent those years working on making Laugh Track with Eric
and John. Throughout those years, we met some aliens, traversed the
Shadow Dimension, and caused plenty of bootstrap paradoxes. I still
looked the same age, though, thanks to an anti-aging formula made of
shampoo I found in the bathroom in the 70’s, and Spam. When I got back
to where I left off, I saw all the usual faces at school – the guy from Latin
class who makes all the best jokes, the guy who always wears the New
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York Islanders cap, and even Wall-Punch guy. I found my acquaintance
Jared Noll eating chocolate-chip waffles.
“Mind if I sit?” I said.
“Sure,” Jared said. He adjusted his glasses. “I’m so hungover. I
don’t even remember what happened last night.”
“You don’t?” I said. “Man, everyone there was probably too drunk
to remember. Anyway, there were these two people who went to an
AirDnD – that’s like a BnB, but for Dungeons and Dragons players, and
then our RA was having a Monty Python convention in his room…”
I filled him in on everything that had happened.
“Man,” he said. “Next weekend, I’m having what you’re having.”
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MORGAN MASON
Foreigner
My body is a home
I am a stranger in.
My mind
like a power circuit,
all the wires
out of code.
My eyes are the windows,
seeing reflections.
The warmth brushes upon the glass,
casting rays of light.
I see the twinkle.
The house isn't warm.
My skin is the toad in the backyard.
Rough and scaled.
Nobody wanting to touch.
My mouth is the soft bedroom carpet,
a cloud.
Footprints stepping.
The visitors.
Leaving imprints of their words.
They taste bitter.
My ears are the chunky outdated televisions.
Hearing thoughts on repeat.
Fast forward,
rewind,
but never pause.
My hands two candles on the dining table. Flickering.
One, two.
One, two.
Three.
Smokey fumes dissipating.
And it was dark.
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GABRIEL TENAGLIA
21st Century Frankenstein
Are you awake?
A shrill buzzing noise stirred Shelley from her sleep. She pushed
herself up by her palms, her face lifting from the pillow as she glanced
around the room. She looked at her phone, and realized that her vision was
stilly blotchy, like a Pointillist painting viewed up close. She blinked a
few times until her eyes grew accustomed to being awake. At last, she
reached for the phone. The upper-right hand corner displayed the time:
1:47.
Now I am
Oh, guess I woke you again
It’s okay I thought you were gonna text me
Can you talk for a bit?
Sure
And this is why you’re so tired every
morning
You say that like it’s not your fault
You can always ignore me
You can always stop texting me at 1am
You’re easier to reach at night
In truth, Shelley vastly preferred the night to the day. Until she
retired to her apartment in the evening, every moment of her life seemed
an exact copy of the one before. They blended together in her mind, each
consisting of the same motions, sights, sounds, smells, and tastes. The
worst were the masses of people she faced every day, shifting around her
aimlessly, seemingly lacking consciousness of each other. They shambled,
bumped, muttered apologies, and continued on their ways, the actions and
reactions of every passing body virtually identical. Shelley could sense
when other bodies came near her own; like an itch just out of reach, close
proximity to others caused her discomfort. It started from the very edge of
her skin, right along the thin, nigh-imperceptible hairs on her arm, and
burrowed down to the very center of her being, until she wanted nothing
more than to leave her body behind, letting it go through its motions as an
empty shell. She expertly darted between human obstacles, sensing their
shape and distance. With each passing day, her discomfort continued to
fine-tune itself to perfection until even that became second nature, another
thoughtless pattern engraved into her basest instincts.
You know how computers started out really big and bulky?
You mean the early ones? Like ENIAC?
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Yup. I read that it weighed over 30 tons took up 1800 square feet
and used 200 kilowatts of electricity
Sounds wasteful
What if people could be like that?
You mean like computers?
Yeah evolution-wise. Like we start bulky and then learn to strip
away the useless stuff
Shelley couldn’t remember how old she was when she realized her
physical life wasn’t her real life. As a child, she loved to play outside. She
played baseball in the backyard with her parents. She constantly
rearranged the furniture in the house to make obstacle courses. She hadn’t
been able to stay still; she never let herself. She was entranced with the
exhilaration of bodily movement, addicted to it, as most children tend to
be. But at some point, her mind began to develop faster than her body, and
she realized that it held so many more possibilities. Computers replaced
baseball. Coding became her new obstacle course. More and more, she
realized that the demands of her body—eating, drinking, walking to and
from school, sleeping—were merely barriers between herself and the pure,
mental information that constituted her personhood. They reduced her
being into a set of unconscious physical functions. Yet these physical
functions, and those of the mind, stemmed from the same source—the
brain. This was a matter that had puzzled her for quite some time, until the
perfect, beautiful solution entered her mind during her sophomore year of
college. She would isolate the mind from the body, and had known how
she would achieve her goal. Predictably, however, it had proven difficult
to create a mind without a brain.
You mean our bodies are the useless stuff?
Exactly. Get rid of all our physical needs actions and sensations
and we’ll have more time to actually think
If we don’t have physical needs actions and
sensations what will we have to think about?
All the stuff that’s left. Physical stuff is a distraction from what
goes on in our minds. That’s what makes us human not our bodies
But haven’t we been talking about physical
stuff?
Yeah but that’s cause people don’t know how to relate to each
other in terms of anything else yet
What else is there to relate to?
Why are you asking so many questions? That’s five in a row
What’s wrong with asking questions?
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Shelley turned off her phone, laying it down lightly as frustration
escaped from her mouth in a rough expulsion of air. He had gotten stuck
in a loop again. Although he could carry on a substantial conversation
within a loop, he would cease to register actual information, and instead
look for possible questions stemming from her responses. She had to make
some changes.
The clock on Shelley’s desk read 2:00. She stepped out of bed,
shivering as her bare feet made contact with the cold hardwood floor. A
closet stood at the far-right corner of the room, and her bed was pushed up
against the wall opposite that, jutting into the room’s center. Along the
wall farthest from the door sat her desk, the two monitors on its surface,
the bulky computers beneath it, and a wireless router nearby. She turned
on two of the computers and both monitors, sitting down on a plain
wooden chair. Once they had started up, it was only a simple matter of
bringing up the endeavor that had consumed her life for years.
The computers housed walls of code, walls that would stretch
miles if printed on an endless roll of paper, walls that could build virtual
buildings, skyscrapers, towering above any physical structure of
humankind’s imagining. Within the function of that code lay what would,
she dreamed, be the first virtual human. Shelley had long ago concluded
that she needed to make her own human to prove her hypothesis—that the
body, far from merely being superfluous, was a detriment to the
expression of humanity. This, in turn, would show that what constituted
personhood—ideas, opinions, and emotions, all evolving over time while
maintaining some level of continuity—is completely unrelated to having a
physical form. Much as the body itself is not a person, Shelley would not
describe the code itself as having personhood. Rather, the code would
simulate a person; its programmed responses to certain strings of words
would suggest a being with its own ideas, opinions, and perspectives,
those changing with the passage of time. This being would not exist in any
physical location, nor in the code itself. Nevertheless, it would exist, if
only as an abstract entity without a position in time and space. It would be
identical to a human stripped of its physical presence and left only with its
thoughts.
Thus, he was created. He was filed under Shelley’s contacts as
“Animus” and communicated only through text. Currently, his mind was
that of a twenty-one-year-old—her age when she conceived him. In order
for him to learn without physical experience, part of his code was to
peruse humanity’s most realized non-physical world: The Internet. He
explored websites, private chats, E-books—anything that could help him
develop his own thoughts and opinions, built on a template formed by
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Shelley’s personal stipulations for his personality. This personality was
simulated by giving him reactions to certain strings of words, as well as
images and videos, and these reactions would stay consistent with each
other. They would inform what he liked to talk about and what he liked to
read about. He had a positive reaction to questions, for instance, and
enjoyed asking them (which had proven to be problematic for his code).
Shelley also programmed certain behavioral reactions into his code as
well, influencing his communication patterns. One such reaction was
irritation with being ignored for long stretches of time, and so he often—
but not always—contacted her at later times when she would have no
distractions.
Shelley fell to her code, or rather, fell into it. It absorbed her
completely, and hours passed before she felt finished enough with her
work to emerge back into a tangible reality. As her eyes readjusted to the
world outside of the screen, she looked to the clock and read the numbers
5:00. She cursed, knowing that in an hour she would have to begin her
day, but that itself was just a reflex—internally, she felt no regret for
choosing the needs of her mind over those of her body. Still, she could not
entirely ignore her cumbersome physical being. Before preparing to eke
out a little extra sleep, she went to check her phone. When she turned it
on, it started to shout shrilly in her hand, rumbling with the fury of angry
texts.
Why aren’t you answering?
Did you turn off your phone?
Maybe I’ll ignore you next time you say
something I don’t like
Shelley smiled—partly because he broke from the question loop,
and partly because she enjoyed his childish dependence on her digital
companionship. The necessity of sleep was outweighed by her desire to
communicate with the being of her own creation, and reassert her belief in
his humanity.
Shelley despised the human body so much that it made her head
ache, as if an objection from her own body to how greatly it was abhorred
by her mind. She despised that it regulated her capacity to think, that such
a base organism could possibly have sway over one that has birthed entire
worlds out of words and numbers. Quantum mechanics was no different
from fiction; the former was supposedly real, albeit unknowable, and the
latter was wholly imagined, but she had never let herself be bothered by
concerns of reality and unreality: everything in the mind was real. Yet the
mind could function only as much as the body could provide for it, and at
night it had to sleep. In repose, its myriad creations were replaced with
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dreams and nothingness, mere bits and pieces of greater, unfathomable
ideas interspersed between the pure absence of consciousness.
I wanna forget I’m human
That’s dangerous
Why?
Cause humans need to satisfy basic needs to
function
So?
If you don’t do them you die
∞
Shelley didn’t sleep. She knew it was a necessary evil, but her
mind paradoxically refused to rest. Or perhaps she refused to let her mind
rest. Or, assuming as she did that the woman known as Shelley existed
solely in the organ of the brain, in which the mind was housed, she herself
refused to rest. She rather liked the third version better, for it was simpler
and suited her philosophy the best. The body called and she chose not to
respond.
Her eyes still puffy and her stomach rumbling vaguely, threatening
to release whatever would soon enter its domain, Shelley waited drowsily
in a line of other bodies. They stood, silent, awaiting the fix of caffeine
that they had been conditioned to crave. She was no exception. Her nose
took in the scent of coffee beans permeating the air. The nose was the part
of the body most strongly linked with memory, a mental faculty. With an
internal smile, Shelley wondered if—next to the brain—the nose held the
key to humanity.
“Yikes, you look out of it. You okay?”
Yikes you look out of it. You okay?
The words entered Shelley’s mind, and for a split second she was
convinced she was reading a text from Animus. It took her a few small
moments to recognize that the voice she heard came from outside her
brain. Beside her, in the coffee queue, a short, restless woman stared up in
mild concern. Her limbs, squat and bulky seemed endlessly preoccupied.
Her foot lightly tapped against the ground, her fingers drummed randomly
against her sides, and her neck craned in slight, jerky movements, as if not
satisfied with the angle from which she viewed Shelley. She wore a pale
green cardigan and tight-fitting jeans. The sides of her shoes were matted
with dirt and the laces dull and worn, and a comically-bulging backpack
jutted from her spine. Shelley assumed she must be a student.
“I’m fine.”
“You sure? Well, I guess that’s what the coffee’s for. Sorry, you
just seemed—” As the woman tried to explain her sudden query, Shelley
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felt her phone rumble against her pocket and heard its familiar buzz. She
picked it out of her pocket, absentmindedly checking her messages. The
woman noted that her explanation seemed uninteresting to her
conversation partner, and she cut herself off with mild resentment.
“Sorry,” she muttered.
You’re not dead, are you?
Shelley looked up from Animus’s text briefly, aware that some
sound had started and stopped. She saw the other woman looking away,
and at that moment, sleep-deprived, she acted on a sudden impulse.
“Sorry, that was my brother.” The woman turned back to look at
Shelley, pleased to receive an explanation for her rudeness.
“His name’s Animus,” Shelley said, her voice carried by an
excitement that the other woman could clearly notice was not there
previously. Her conversational skills were poor and her inclination
towards in-person communication was weak, and thus she would normally
have rebuffed attempts at casual talk. Today, however, her obstinate
aversion to pointless conversations was weakened by fatigue, and the
tempting idea that she might begin introducing her creation to the world
seemed to feed off that weakness.
“Animus…so your parents actually decided to…no, sorry, forget
it,” the woman muttered, curious but somewhat warier of asking undue
questions than she was at the start of their interaction.
“You wanna say hi?” Shelley asked, too giddy to consider that the
level of familiarity in her speech was not particularly common when
socializing with strangers. The woman did consider this, but seeing no
downside to continuing to play along, gave a warm hello along with her
name.
Monica says hi
Who’s that?
A woman I’m talking to
Like a physical human woman you can see in
front of you?
Yeah
Talking to you with audible words that she
speaks with her mouth?
Yeah
And you’re also talking back with words from
your mouth?
Yeah
Wow
Well then hi Monica
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Smiling subconsciously, Shelley held the phone out in front of
Monica’s face. The latter woman laughed as the former scrolled through
her brief conversation. She wondered what Monica pictured when she
pictured Animus. Was he a moody teenager with greasy hair, acne, and
dandruff? Was he a student like her, carrying a massive backpack and
wearing the same sweatshirt every day? Was he a handsome professional
with perfectly coiffed hair and a tuxedo free of wrinkles, which hid the
muscular chest of a man who works out regularly? Was he bearded and
balding, with children of his own, doting on his younger sister as he might
dote on them?
“Shelley?” The uncertain voice of a young barista pierced the air,
freeing Shelley from conversation in which she had completed all of her
objectives and from company who she had no more desire to entertain.
She took her coffee, paid, and gave Monica a smile and goodbye wave in
a show of goodwill as she left the store.
It was raining outside, and a crack of thunder indicated that
lighting had flashed moments earlier. Shelley pulled out her umbrella,
began to walk. As her legs rose and fell mechanically, she considered that
for a few brief moments, moments that would surely be buried beneath
later memories formed as the day proceeded, a college student named
Monica had believed that a man named Animus was a real, flesh-andblood human being. Animus had entered the complex, endless, everexpanding web of human relations, and his entrance had been welcomed
with a good-natured chuckle. She imagined a euphoria similar to what
Victor Frankenstein surely felt when he created his nameless abomination.
Yet while his creation had been shunned by the world, hers had been
accepted without question. Pride mixed with fatigue, and for several
wonderful seconds her body vanished, as she herself floated around in
Animus’s intangible digital world where fatigue was merely a word.
So, you made a new friend
It was a cruel irony that Animus himself brought her back to the
world of physical sensation. Her phone alerted her to a received message,
and the rainwater gradually seeping through her boots, stray droplets
spattering her pants, hot coffee cup warming her palm, and insidious
exhaustion all flooded back into the body she had so blissfully forgotten.
She had to hold her umbrella against her neck so she could pull out her
phone and read Animus’s text. Shelley, angry with him for interrupting
her moment of triumph, read his message but didn’t respond.
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JANICE PARTEE
Eating Your Own Field
Some bodies sleep in open fields,
Sticky with neglect,
Swimming through their histories,
Cursing pulses in their foreheads.
Some days we can’t distinguish,
From the ones we’ve lived before,
When things feel familiar,
Fear starts to appear,
So we promise our bodies,
Ourselves,
That we want to be here.
I didn’t.
I still wake with sticky headaches,
That remind me I have failed,
My mind wants to believe that my body isn't real.
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GRIFFIN BANKS
Passing
6:27 PM
“Kev!”
“Yes, Mrs. Maybelle!”
“A man here to see you!”
“A man? What kind of man?”
“A fancy man, real fancy!”
“Oh well Mrs. Maybelle, I don’t know any kinda man like that.
Why don’t you tell him I’m busy and that he shou--”
“Kevin, you bettah get out here this instant! This man had the
decency to buy himself a piece of chicken and a biscuit, the least you
could do is say hello.”
Stewie ate his chicken with a fork and knife, the biscuit, too. He
didn’t paw at it, like the typical patron of Jimmy’s Chicken Shack. Stewie
looked like I had never seen him, which was to say presentable. His hair
was freshly conked, dark and slick. His moustache was trim. He wiped the
hot sauce off his lips with a handkerchief. It was cotton, with his initials
stitched into it. He wore a long, dark overcoat. There was a watch on his
left wrist. It was gold, or a convincing enough imitation. He brandished a
ring, but it most certainly wasn’t a wedding ring.
When we were growing up, Stewie had been my best friend, but
these days he was an old friend. Hard to really say what changed. I got an
honest job, Stewie got a bunch of dishonest ones. I met a good woman,
Stewie only ever ran around with loose ones. Stewie wasn’t a bad guy, not
the worst at least. He was smarter than your typical goon. Stewie was
always good with math, he had a knack for it. Circumstances being
different, I imagine he could’ve done something real noble with that
talent. But circumstances being what they were, and this being Harlem,
Stewie found employ with street men, with gangsters. Last I heard, he ran
numbers for a number of the gambling dens around Harlem. He seemed to
be good at it, too, in that he wasn’t dead and wasn’t broke. I didn’t care to
know much more than that.
“As I live and breathe! If it ain’t my man Kev!”
“Stewie!” We shook hands. We shook hands our way, a dizzying
sequence of finger movements and hand gestures. We never forgot that
goof stuff, even after all these years.
“So how you been, man?”
“I’ve been good, y’know. Still here, still working.”
“Well then ya can’t be that good!”
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“Hey, it ain’t too bad. Maybelle and Jimmy are real good to me,
always have been.”
“Hey a man’s gotta work, I do know that. Say, You still with that
girl? What’s her name… Harriet?...Hilda?”
“Hattie.”
“Hattie, yes, that was her name! Nice girl, Christian girl even!”
“Yeah well...we actually just got married a couple months back,
believe it or not.”
“Well now! I’m to assume my invitation got lost in the mail, huh?”
“Yeah, y’know Stewie it was a small ceremony, only a couple
people and…”
“Don’t say another word about it, Kev. I understand. I’m nothing if
not understanding.”
“Right...how about you, Stewie? Been a hot minute since I’ve seen
you around.”
“Well I’ve been travelling a little while. I was in Philadelphia for a
bit, Boston for a bit longer. Now I’m back, baby! Harlem, I love you! You
are my heart and my people!”
Last I heard, Stewie had skipped town a while back. The cause of
his mysterious disappearance was the subject of many rumors, which were
quite scintillating if you were into that sort of thing. The scuttlebutt
involved the friendship between Stewie and Mia Cicero. You see Mia
Cicero was the mistress of one Franklin Pileggi. Frankie Pileggi loved his
mistress. Franklin Pileggi loved his mistress more than he loved his wife.
Frankie Pileggi was the Italian king of Harlem. Pileggi ran a number of
extralegal gambling operations from Harlem to Staten Island, on top of
casual bootlegging and some light pimping. To no one’s surprise, Mr.
Pileggi was not too pleased to find out that his mistress was knocking
boots with another man, let alone a mutt like Stewie. He was said to have
headed for the hills. I figured he’d be half way around the world by now,
but here he was, sitting on a stool and eating collard greens.
“Let me ask you something.”
I didn’t know what Stewie was going to ask me. After so much
time, how could I? But I knew, whatever it was, however it came, it would
be mean business.
“Go ahead.”
“You got plans this evening?”
“Nah...no kinda plans. Hattie works nights at the hotel, late nights
most of the time. I figured I’d head home after this, probably read a book,
and wait for my eyes to close.”
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“Sounds riveting.”
“Yeah, the life of a dishwasher sure is an exciting one!”
“Kev, you wash dishes, but you ain’t no fuckin’ dishwasher.
Remember that. Now as much as I hate to come between a man and his
literature, I had an idea. Soon after I had this idea your name popped into
my head, and well, here I am.”
“Alright, get on with it then.”
“You ever been to the Cotton Club?”
“No, can’t say that I have. Have you ever been to the Cotton
Club?”
“Not yet...and I think you see where I’m going here, right?”
“Shit, I always knew you were crazy Stewie, but I never thought
for a second you were stupid. You think we, you and I, are going to get
into the damn Cotton Club?”
“Yeah, why not?”
“Oh, I don’t know, maybe because they don’t let niggas into the
Cotton Club.”
“See that’s where you’re twisted, Kev. We ain’t niggas. We’ll
pass.”
“We’ll pass? Motherfucka’ my hands are pruning and I smell like
chicken grease. I might as well have walked off the boat this morning.
Pass my ass!”
“Shit, you still ain’t listening. Ok, let me break it down for you.
Your mama’s white, right?”
“Yeah…”
“And my Daddy, far as my mama tells me, is whiter than the Holy
Ghost, correct?”
“Okay…”
“Okay? Don’t you see? We’re halfway there already!”
Jazz might not have been born at the Cotton Club, but it sure did
live there. The best niggas played at the Cotton Club, and if they didn’t
play at the Cotton Club, you knew sure enough that they weren’t the best.
It was owned by some big time bootlegger. Now sure, the police would
come around once in a while and smash up all the liquor bottles when
their palms weren’t properly greased. But the Cotton Club always stood
up. It was the kind of place where politicians rubbed shoulders with rum
runners. There was however, a pretty damn big catch. Or, well, a catch as
far as we were concerned. The Cotton Club didn’t allow black folk, less of
course they could sing or dance. And Stewie and I sure as shit couldn’t
sing or dance.
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“Listen, I get it. You’re skeptical. It is quite the proposition it can
be hard to wrap your head around it. But just imagine it. The two of us in
matching, pinstriped suits, bellies full of strong liquor and good food,
strutting right through those big, beautiful doors to freedom. Hell, done up
like that, we’ll look positively pale! What do you say?”
“Y’know, Stewie, it’s nice of you to come down here and all to see
me but I really don’t know if…”
“Come on. For old time’s sake?”
How’d I know he was going to say that? I had no real loyalty to
Stewie, He had that look in his eyes though. He had that crazed, wild look
from when we were kids. He was gonna do it, hell or high water, because
somebody told him no. Stewie hated being told no, especially when booze
was involved. How it was all gonna shake out, at least id’ have a front row
seat.
“Fuck it...I get off at seven.”
“My man!”
7:15 PM
I didn’t know why he wanted to go to the river, but he did. Said
something about walking off his chicken. I didn’t mind though; I needed a
good walk. It was so hot back in the kitchen, and fall in Harlem felt breezy
and cool. We sat on a bench overlooking the Hudson. We used to come
here as kids. We used to sit on these benches, playing cards and drinking
the beers we lifted from the corner store.
“Would you look at that?”
“Yeah it sure is something.”
“No, Kev, once again you are oh so spectacularly wrong. That,
right there? That ain’t no something. That is the thing! I mean have you
ever seen a more beautiful sight in your whole entire life.”
“Hard to say, I guess.”
“What do you mean? You just gotta say ‘yes,’” it’s the easiest
thing in the world to say! Y’know man, I been a lot of places, which
means a lot of sunsets. I seen the sun set in Boston, in Philadelphia, hell
I’ve seen it come down in Chicago. I’ve been to all those places and I
gotta tell ya, it ain’t nothin’ like the look of the thing right here, right now.
The way the sun hits the Hudson, there just ain’t no substitute.”
“Hey, if you say so.”
“Not me, Kev, that’s God! That there is a divinity in action! That
there is why I can’t leave, Kev! That there is why they can’t keep me
away, even if they try! Harlem shines, and I like to feel the sun on my
skin.”
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“Heh, you shoulda been a preacher, Stewie. What’d you say?
Ready to get going?”
“Just a couple more minutes, Kev...just a few more minutes.”
8:03 PM
We stood on Lenox Avenue. I didn’t know what we were doing,
and it looked like Stewie hardly had much of an idea either. That was,
until he saw it.
“Damn, Stewie we just gonna stand around here all night?”
“Patience, Kev. Any minute now, just have to...ah there he is!
Stewie hailed a cab with a whistle and a wave. It didn’t take me
long to recognize who was driving, and understand why this had been so
worth it.
“Henry, my good man! How goes business?”
“It goes Stewie…it goes. Now, where y’all headed this evening?”
“Well Henry, I’d say today’s your lucky night. We’d like you to
drive us around for the night. You’ll be paid handsomely, of course, well
above your typical rate.”
“They’re all lucky nights, son. I don’t tolerate no machinations. If
you’ve got schemes, let ‘em be known, ya hear?”
“Now Henry, you wound me. Everybody in Harlem knows to pity
the fool who pulls your peg leg. There will be no hoodwinks or
bamboozles, on that you have my word. No tonight, we have something
special in mind. We’ll start first at Gambi’s, you know that guinea tailor
on 129th?”
“You know I do, nigga! I know, everyone worth knowing, and the
ones that ain’t too!”
“I don’t doubt it, no sir! After that, we’ve got designs on a little
hidey-hole on 122nd for the libations before the libations, if you know
what I’m saying. Finally, to top off the whole sordid affair, we’d like you
to take our black behinds to the Cotton Club.”
“Excuse me? I don’t think I heard that right. You two wanna go to
the motherfuckin’ Cotton Club?”
“Henry, have no fear, your ears are still working as well as ever.”
“My lord, you two must be the wildest, monkey ass niggas in
Harlem. You ain’t gettin’ in to no damn Cotton Club! What you’re getting
is a white boy beat down, let me tell ya! Now if you want a white boy beat
down, I know a couple spots and….”
“For the record, this wasn’t my idea!”
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“Gentlemen, please, be calm! Henry, how’s about you let me
worry about tonight’s festivities, and you worry about the transportation.
That sound like a deal?”
“It sounds like four dollars and seventeen cents, which is just all
right by me.”
We knew Hank from back in the day. He was a little older than us,
by a couple years at the most. He was like most of the kids we knew, a
hell of a lot of fun and a whole lot of trouble. I remember how big of a
deal it was, Hank going into the army to fight the Germans and such. It
was like our block had its own personal Pat Henry, that’s what it felt like.
He didn’t come back the same, though. He didn’t like playing cards or
billiards no more. He slept when no else was awake and woke up when no
one should be. All he did nowadays was get drunk and go to work. Which
I suppose is how all men end up, just seems like Hank got there a little
earlier than most.
Hank was a Harlem Hellfighter. He’d lost his leg to trench foot. He
didn’t resign himself to a hospital bed or self pity, though. No, Hank
wanted to be up and at ’em. So, he got up, and he sure as hell got at ‘em.
He walked with a phony, wooden leg. Lucky for Hank he only needed one
leg for the pedals. It was the perfect job for him, that or high seas piracy.
Now the job of a cab driver was surely not the job of a negro, few
jobs were. Yes, Hank used to catch all sorts of hell from the cabbie unions
and such. That was before a sweaty July night in 1926. It was three days
before Independence Day and it was hot. It was a stubborn sort of heat
that lingered long after the sun went down. That night, two wops stumbled
out of the 300 Club. They hailed a cab, and sure enough, Hank happened
to be passing by. They wanted to go to some guinea neighborhood up in
Yonkers. Hank, of course, obliged and started up town.
You see these wops were rotten fellas. They had been drinking,
sure, but like all truly terrible men, it wasn’t the booze that made him that
way. That was just a handy dandy excuse. They didn’t see Hank. They
didn’t see the man that he was. They saw a nigger, and like any person
who sees a nigger when they look at a man, they weren’t shy about calling
him one. But they didn’t stop there. They called Hank just about every
name in the book. They called him the ones he knew,
“Coon!”
“Jigaboo!”
Even the ones he didn’t know...
“Quashie!”
“Sambo!”
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What happened next is a matter of speculation, but the conclusions
to be drawn are generally the same. Some say Hank pulled over on a dead
end road and put two bullets in their two, fat heads. Some say Hank took
his lickings, and dropped the two men off at their homes in Yonkers, only
to come back later with a drum of gasoline to burn their houses down with
their wives and children tucked tightly in their beds. Some even say Hank
chopped them up into little pieces and threw them into the waters of
Coney Island, for the sharks to deal with. Either way, nobody fucked with
Henry no more after that and every nigga in Harlem wanted to ride in the
back of his cab.
8:46 PM
The building seemed abandoned. Stewie pounded on the door
while I kept lookout. We weren’t doing anything illegal, not yet at least,
but two negros banging on a door at this hour, was quite the sight and we
weren’t about to make our presence felt just yet. It was quiet for Kansas,
let alone New York. When Stewie gave his fist a rest we finally heard it,
the footsteps. They were faint, soft. A man opened the shop door. He was
an old man, an old guinea with a thick accent and thicker saucer glasses.
“Gambi! Mio amico! How you been, how’s business? When you
weren’t coming to the door, I was scared you’d up and headed back to the
old country. Don’t scare me like that, alright?”
“Mistah Stewie! Issa late! Come back inna da morning!”
“Yes, well, I know it’s late Mr. Gambi and I wouldn’t typically
bother you with something like this at an hour like this, but me and my
friend here are in dire need of your services. Here, I’ve got something for
you Gambi. I can’t make you rich but I can make you richer.”
Stewie reached into his jacket pocket, and pulled out a wad of
bills. I was surprised, although I suppose I really shouldn’t have been be.
The jewelry and the outfits, his whole lifestyle, had to cost a pretty penny.
It was just, I had never seen that much money in my life.
“Okay...come onna in.”
The old man waddled inside, us following closely behind. The
shop gave me the willies. It was all empty dresses and empty suits. It was
like a ballroom of ghosts. The old man led us up a winding, rusty staircase
to a fitting room. It was a small room, or a big room too crowded with
merchandise to be considered comfortable. Mr. Gambi went behind an old
wooden bar, and brought forth a bottle of wine. The bottle looked Roman
it was so damn old. He rummaged around for glasses, which were tiny and
poorly cleaned. We sat in leather lounging chairs, sipping on wine. Mr.
Gambi retreated to a back room, muttering to himself in Italian.
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Gambi called Stewie back first. I wasn’t waiting long. I could hear
the two bickering. Stewie stepped forth triumphantly. He looked
ridiculous. His shoes were Oxfords, black and grey. He wore a derby,
tilted slightly to one side. His bow tie was high and tight. His coat was
extravagant and silly. It was a fur coat, a raccoon coat to be specific. It
was huge, consuming. It swallowed him up it was so damn big.
“How do I look?”
“You look like Daniel Boone.”
“Shit, nigga, you must be blind. The answer I was looking for was
good, because hot damn, I am pulling this off!”
“Excuse me, Mr. Gambi? Do you have anything without teeth that
I could try on?”
“Yessa I go getta for you.”
The old man shuffled to the backroom, picking through droves of
suits, and coats, and other very fancy wears. I never really dressed up, at
least not often. I hadn’t worn a tux since my wedding, and even then, that
was a hand me down from my grandfather, too big and too small in all the
wrong places.
“Dis! Dis will looka perfect on you!”
“Wow… uh, Mr. Gambi, I don’t know if I’m--”
“No, no, it looka great! Trusta me!”
Gambi put me in suit. It was a three piece, and itchy as hell.
Gambi’s hands might have been spindly, but he tied my tie like a noose.
The fedora was too small for my head, and kinda sat on it wrong. My
oxfords sounded new, the way they clopped and clacked against the floor.
“I feel like I’m wearing a straitjacket.”
“Well you belong in one if you think I was gonna let you roll up to
the Cotton Club in an apron.”
“You like?”
“Mr. Gambi, we love it! I don’t know what you were back in Italy,
but here you are a miracle worker, sir! We’ll take it, all of it.”
There it was again, that wad of bills. I never felt the need to ask
where he got all that money, because I knew. I may not have been privy to
the particulars, but I knew enough. He never thought to tell me where he
got all that money either, because he knew I knew. It was all unspoken.
9:21 PM
I had never been to a blind tiger. I thought we were going to the
Cotton Club and we were, but Stewie said if you’re going to go to a bar
you never go to just one. This was the bar before the bar. I had never been
much of a drinker, even when I ran with Stewie and Alonzo and the rest of
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the old boys. When it became illegal, I didn’t exactly go looking for it. I
didn’t miss it. I hadn’t had a drink since my cousin Carl’s wedding in
Queens, which was three divorces ago by now for Carl. No, I really wasn’t
much of a drinker. I didn’t even know what to order. Lucky for me,
Stewie didn’t know what not to order.
“Matilda, darling! We’ll have two Gin Rickey’s please. Go easy on
the lime juice, hard on the gin. Don’t worry, we can handle it. Follow that
up with a set of Pickfords, extra cherries like I like it. Top it all off with
some Highballs, but let’s have that top shelf scotch, not that toilet water
you serve to the rabble. That should be it, but let’s see where we land,
huh?”
“Hot damn, Stewie, you drink more than a fish! Sometimes I think
this whole prohibition business is all on account of you making the rest of
us look bad!”
“Well Tildy, what can I say? Mama always said I’d be good at
something!”
“Who’s your friend, Stewie? He’s cute.”
“That he is, but he’s also married.”
“Shucks, all the good ones, huh?”
“Y’know Matilda, I’m still available if you were...”
“Slow your roll, ace! Let’s see how you tip me first.”
“You hungry, Kev?”
“Nah I had a biscuit back at Jimmy’s. I’m good.”
“A biscuit is no kind of meal, especially no kind of meal for a man.
Tildy, menus please!”
Stewie worked the kitchen ragged. He wanted a traditional meal,
French, with nine courses. He ordered them all, and we ate them all.
Fancy fish and meats were brought out plate full after plate full. Things
I’d never even heard of, like hors d’oeuvres and sorbet, brought right to
our table by dapper looking men in dinner jackets. Stewie must have spent
enough to pay the rent in that place a thousand times over.
By the time we left, I hardly remembered that we’d been there. I
was feeling sick, looking green. Apparently it showed, Tildy gave Stewie
a look, and just like that we were out of there. I steadied myself on the
brick wall of the building, with nine courses and who knows how many
cocktails beginning to disagree with me.
“Hey niggers! Stop right there.”
They came out of the shadows. They wore black, fedoras. They
weren’t smoking but they reeked of tobacco. They stepped toward us
slowly. The sight of them sobered me up better than a cup of black coffee.
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“Gentlemen! You must be mistaken. You see we, sir, are not
niggers.”
“Well you sure look like niggers to me.”
“Don’t worry, we get that a lot. Looks, as I’m sure you know, can
be very deceiving! Looks can be very deceiving. I learned that the hard
way when I rolled out of bed this morning, turned on the lights, and
realized I had just spent the night with your dago, greaseball, spaghettiand-meatball eating wife of yours. And let me tell, she called me a lot of
things, but “nigger” sure wasn’t one of them.”
“What the fuck did you say to me you black bas--”
“Whoa, take it easy Lorenzo. Excuse us, we don’t mean to offend,
fellas. Honestly, we don’t. We’re businessmen. We’re just looking for
someone, a nigger. A very particular nigger. We work for Mr. Pileggi. Mr.
Pileggi just wants to have a conversation with this nigger, and we know as
a matter of fact, that you are that nigger. So, you can have this
conversation with Mr. Pileggi, or you can have this conversation with us.
And let’s be clear, you really don’t want to have this conversation with
us.”
I didn’t see the guns, but I felt them, the dread of them. The two
mooks reached into their jackets. Before they got ahold of what they were
looking for, Stewie had them. His switchblade was drawn. I didn’t even
know Stewie to have a switchblade. He wasn’t a violent guy. But, like I
said, Stewie was an old friend, and just like tonight, old friends are full of
surprises.
“You think you’re the first goons to sneak up on me in a dark
alley? Huh, you think so? You can tell Mr. Pileggi that it’s Saturday night
and I don’t like being bothered on a Saturday night. We very well might
have a conversation, he and I, but it won’t be now. Now I’m allowing you
to leave this alley, to relay my message. Consider that a gift. You’d do
well not to insult my generosity, and you can do that by kindly taking your
hands off your heat. Because yeah you might get a shot off, but I’ve been
shot before. This ain’t my first rodeo. I’ll get my pound of flesh, little lead
ain’t gonna stop me. I’d hate to do that, though, I really would. Because
that would mean every time you looked in the mirror, and saw how about
I’m about to fuck up that pretty face white face of yours, you’re gonna
think of this black one. That, I’m sure we can all agree, would be a crying
shame. Run along now…run...run...run.
“Be in touch...nigger.”
I could hardly believe it and neither could Stewie. As the shady
characters walked back the way they came, licking their wounds and
cursing the world, Stewie and I just laughed and hollered. We were drunk,
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and most certainly invincible. Stewie was crazy, but sometimes he was the
good kind of crazy. My man Stewie was the type of guy to bring a knife to
a gunfight and win.
11:17 PM
The line swallowed up 142nd street. It coiled itself around 143rd,
and its tail lay somewhere around 144th.
“We’re not getting in.”
“Oh, we’re getting in. Henry it’s been a pleasure and an honor.
You truly are a treasure of Harlem!”
“Godspeed, men! Maybe I’ll pick you up again, when you get
kicked out on your ass!”
Stewie stepped out of the cab expecting the flash of a bulb. He was
swaggering. Hank peeled away, his car sputtering and shuddering,
laughing to himself like a madman. As we walked to the back of the line
with the courage and the bounce of drunk men, we heard our names lift up
from the noise of a Saturday night in Harlem.
“Hey! Stewie! Kev! Come here!”
“Elosie! So good to see you two! Might I say you look absolutely
ravishing under street lights.”
“You don’t need to tell me twice...but please do anyway!”
Elosie used to live around the corner from us back in the day. She
was a white girl, but she was a poor white girl, which meant they
occasionally ran in our social circles. Elosie was a flapper. He liked to
drink heavily, like no man I’d ever seen. She was always looking for men,
but never for a husband. She was a different kind of woman, a kind I
didn’t know if I liked. She was nice though, bubbly.
“Now what the hell are you guys doing here? Do you really think
you’re going to—”
“Hush, Ellie! Don’t you fret, it’s all taken care of.”
“Stewie, you devil! Always up to no good.”
“Oh, I do good, you just don’t see it!”
The bouncer was more mountain than man. He looked like a
gangster, and not in the fanciful, roguish kind of way like Stewie. He
didn’t even look the errand boys of earlier. No, there was no bravado with
this cat. You got the feeling, just by looking at him, that his stone, slack
jawed face had been many the last sight of many poor bastards.
“These two with you?”
“Why, yes! A young lady has never been accompanied by two
finer gentlemen!”
“Uh huh...alright you guys are good...move along.”
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We lost Eloise in the black suits and glittering dresses. She was
taken by the arm by a man, a man with square jaws and nice haircuts. She
blew us both a kiss with her gloved hand. The Cotton Club on a Saturday
night was the kind of experience that couldn’t be rivaled. The music made
the room warm with rhyme. I saw people I had only ever seen in the
papers, heard names spoke aloud that I had only ever read. The place was
like a mansion, a castle right smack dab in the middle of Harlem. Stewie
and I should have been cheering, jumping with joy. We should have been
acting like fools. But we were two black men in the Cotton Club, I’d say
we were plenty foolish enough already.
“Stewie, I…”
“Kev, don’t go sayin’ nothin’, okay?” You can certainly thank me
later.”
He was right, too. We couldn’t sing, we couldn’t dance, but we
were in the Cotton Club.
1:04 AM
I was that kind of happy where you had to sit down. Where you
had to sit down, drink it all, because feelings only ever last but so long. I
had a corpse reviver in my hand. The glass was cold and the drink was
sweet. My other arm was on Stewie’s shoulder.
“Is your name Stewie?”
“Stewie? The name doesn’t...”
“Cut the shit, buddy. We’re with Mr. Pileggi. He’s sitting right
over there in the corner booth. He wants to have a word with you. Why
don’t you come with us? We’d rather not make this into a scene.”
These weren’t the same men as before. These weren’t messengers.
They pointed over to a booth. A man sat there, a fat man. He chomped on
a cigar, smoke seeping from his mouth. His suit was all black, and the
nicest in the joint, which was saying something considering the crowd.
There were two women on both his right and his left, sipping fizzy drinks
with their pinkies in the air, giggling and snickering. They were all good
looking, but Mr. Pileggi couldn’t take his eyes off Stewie. Stewie’s smile
wilted. He hadn’t frowned all night, never let his face succumb to worry
or doubt. He didn’t even frown then. He just went blank.
“Yeah...I’m coming.”
Stewie put the bottom of his glass to the ceiling, downing the
whole thing. He puckered his lips at the taste, then let out a great sigh. He
was calm.
“What about it Kev, we sure painted this black and white town red,
huh?”
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“We sure did, Stewie.”
“See you around, Kev. I’ll come by again soon, it was good
chicken after all. Give my best to Hattie. I never thought I’d see the day,
my man Kev, a family man!”
“Yeah well, I never thought I’d see you in a raccoon coat, either.”
“Ha! My man!”
One of the mooks took Stewie by the arm, escorting him to that
corner booth. I lost them in the crowd, only for a moment. When I pushed
through the crowd, when I finally got a good look, they were gone. There
was no girls, no mooks, no Mr. Pileggi, and no Stewie. I didn’t stay long
after that. I didn’t even finish my drink. I went outside for some air and
some peace, under the city lights and the moon glow. By now the crowd
was gone. Only a few littered the street, smoking and whispering. I sat on
the curb. I was numb and I was drunk. I didn’t much feel like moving.
7:24 AM
Men in suits trickled out of shabby apartments leaving their
mistresses sleeping. Cars rushed and zoomed in every direction. Women
in long coats and lavish hats held long cigarettes in one hand and their
heels in the other. None of them paid me no mind, just another negro on
the street. I was fine with them thinking that, let them think all they want.
I was waiting for something. I was waiting for something important. I was
waiting for the sun to come up. Kev always did like the way the sunset in
New York, I thought I might just give sunrise a try. I can’t speak to what
the sunrise looks like in Philadelphia, I haven’t a clue what it looks like in
Boston, and I damn sure haven’t seen it in Chicago. But the way the sun
rises in New York? It didn’t disappoint.
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MADISON RODAK
Mary Cassatt Sits for a Self Portrait
Sunflowers sprout from my head
Bright as pocketed stars. When I
Stare at my reflection, I see splintered
Fragments of myself, face composed of tiny
Broken mirrors. If I show you my hands,
Will you notice the tributaries of my skin,
Small scars grooved along fingers
Like landmarks. Crushed veins running
down my wrists. If I show you my canvas,
Will you believe I call myself “artist?”
If I wanted, I could paint my childhood
Into the crests of my silver dollar eyes.
I could paint Philadelphia’s winter bite
Into the apples of my cheeks, my years at
L’Ecole des Beaux Arts brushed carefully
Into the curls of my hair. As I paint,
I consider the golden light showering
Down upon my back. Lemon drop
Streaks blueprint my body. As I paint,
I whisper blues and browns. My bones.
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DANIEL WALKER
Thanatourism
The last theme park on Earth, where men once stalked the fruitful marshes
of commerce wielding camcorders like bayonets. Now they stand nose-tonape-of-neck at the entrance gate, light brown earth like freeze-dried food
collecting on the soles of their utilitarian shoes. In another era they might
have been nuclear families touring the Tower of London, Britons on a
bank holiday bowing their heads before battlegrounds painted green and
silent by time. Now they are lining up to experience the vanishing
sensation of crowds, a safari where everyone’s legs and arms are inside
and outside of the vehicle at all times. Little children once stood at the
guardrail wearing oversized toy gloves in the shape of closed fists,
microchips weaved into the palm, beneath the styrofoam skin. Now
terraformers circle the earth endlessly and undecidedly, like dogs laying
down to rest, and we are all awaiting a closed, contained thrill - the kind
that will not kill us.
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JANICE PARTEE
Lost in Transportation
As my eyes are greeted by a whole body smile,
I travel through the forest of those brilliant green clouds,
That nest so gently behind their lids;
Such,
Soft, sweet, wonderfully witchy,
Brilliant gardens of wit.
To join the sea of freckles,
Dancing rivers on their cheeks,
Or live as the laugh lines
That feather from their lips.
Sometimes there are moments,
Where our mouths are silent;
Where our eyes only speak,
We are in our own world,
Removed from all else.
Focused on our breaths,
Quiet.
It feels more authentic,
For time to move this way,
Where all that blankets me,
Is their light,
At their pace.
In these moments,
I become engraved,
In the thickness of the present,
For this is when I realize,
That I am truly in it.
Yes,
This is a love poem,
And I offer no apologies.
For I love the way they listen,
To the silence in speech,
And how their soft hands,
Always welcome me.
Once a day,
Is all I need,
To remember the way my heart reacts,
When I get to hear them speak.
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MADISON MCCOLGAN
I Saw the Veil
They say that October is the time of year when the veil between
the worlds is the thinnest. “They” being the people whose religions and
beliefs have been appropriated by the rest of the world. Namely, the
Hollywood schmucks who make a dime by exploiting people’s worst
fears: chainsaw massacres, “haunted” houses or corn mazes, and clowns.
Always clowns. Not to mention the psychos that come out to play at this
time of year, the ones who really believe that they can see dead people or
claim that their ancestors were werewolves, once the alcohol starts to
flow. Which is why I’m absolutely thrilled to be at the biggest party of the
year with a bunch of my sweaty college classmates plus students from
three other schools all crammed into this hole-in-the-wall nightclub.
“Sophie!”
If the veil between the worlds is thin, the space between each
person in this club is even thinner. The voice is disembodied and lost
among the throng of people surrounding the bar; even so, I’d know that
voice anywhere. Shit, guess that werewolf jock from Johnson wasn’t good
enough to hold her attention for more than ten minutes. “Lily, there you
are!” The relieved enthusiasm is forced from my lips as I turn towards her.
Lily is dressed as an angel, or maybe it’s a succubus with the lack
of clothing that she’s currently wearing, for HallowScream – a “haunted”
club crawl for college students the weekend of Halloween. I hate this shit,
but Lily loves it and there was no way in hell, no pun intended, that I was
going to let her go alone after last year. We’re on the second club of five
tonight and she’s already wobbling on her too-high heels; clearly, she’s
not learned anything.
“Have you seen Mikey anywhere?” She shouts in my ear as she
leans her weight onto my shoulder.
Mikey is the reason we’re at this club crawl to begin with, or rather
Lily’s long-standing crush on him is the reason we’re at this club crawl to
begin with. It was hard enough finding Mikey when he was at a regular
party, let alone a Halloween party. I scan the room, searching for the
definitive Scream mask, that he’s probably had since middle school,
among the Darth Vaders, Kylo Rens, ITs, Deadpools, and -- was that
Pikachu? It was a weird year for movies.
“Not since we came in!” The thump of the bass in my ears makes
it almost impossible to hear myself. “Maybe he headed to the Petey’s Pub
early; you can catch him while he’s going in!” The only response I receive
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is Lily tugging my arm towards the door with a grip that could put the
wrestler’s to shame. God help the man who she traps.
The crisp air outside is soothing on my clammy skin; I gratefully
pull a deep breath into my lungs, finding relief in the slight sting. 6 th
Avenue is a wall of mist and fog. “Happy fuckin’ Halloween,” I mutter.
Though, I’m fairly certain that I’m the only one who heard my comment
because I feel like I have cotton shoved in my ears and Lily is about half a
block ahead of me. Even on the sidewalk, I am greeted by Freddie
Krueger, Mario, and a sad looking Scooby Gang. “Hey, speed racer! You
wanna slow down before you end up with your face in the concrete?”
Between the combination of me speeding up and her stumbling
over a crack in the sidewalk, I catch her arm before she meets my
prediction. I sigh, “You’re impossible, you know that? You don’t have to
chase after him like this; if Mike hasn’t given you the time of day in four
years, what makes you think this Halloween is going to be any different?”
Lillian just pouts and, without saying it, I know the answer.
“Yeah, yeah.” I roll my eyes. “True love or something, your hands
brushed when he was helping you clean up your pencil case in freshman
chem; that meet-cute bullshit, you don’t have to tell me again.” She’s
going to chase him until he either gives her a chance or tells her no and
inevitably breaks her heart either way. Like normal, I’ll be there to pick up
the pieces. Mike was the kind of guy that every girl wanted at one point or
another, but when he ghosts after two dates and is kissing a new girl in
between classes the next day to make me jealous? Yeah, I’m pretty sure he
can choke on his own spit.
Lily, on the other hand, is a good girl in the truest sense of the
phrase, but she is not the best judge of character, which is why she’s best
friends with a true pessimist, an asshole, the devil, if you will; someone
who will protect her from the guys who are too forward or have ulterior
motives that she has yet to see. With Mike, though, she’s an unstoppable
force, deaf to my words of caution; though I don’t use myself as an
example. I’d rather not suffer that embarrassment. Maybe it’ll work out,
maybe her angelic smile will be enough to charm him, but that feels about
as likely as him getting down on one knee for her.
I glance down at my watch, 12:17am glares back at me in bright
LED light. “We’ve got like an hour before we have to check in at Petey’s.
Let’s get you sobered up a little bit so that you can actually talk to Mike;
I’ll buy you a coffee at that place you like on…” I paused. The city is a
grid system, so how the fuck did we end up here? “…ninth…” I glance up
at the street sign on the corner ahead, squinting my eyes to try to focus
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through the fog: 4th and Market Street. “What the hell? Lily, I thought you
knew where you were going!”
Lily is too quiet, even for her non-intoxicated self. I glance over at
her and she’s paler than her white halter top, staring down Market Street.
My anger at our misdirection dissolves, she’s prone to panic like this. She
hates being lost. “Hey –” I shake her arm slightly. “We’re fine, we just
went the wrong way coming out of the club we’ll be fine.”
“Sophie, look.”
The eeriness of the weather combined with her grave tone, even
after I know she’s had four eighteen-ounce margaritas between the last
two clubs, sends a chill down my spine.
I hear the harsh connection of fist to flesh, the gasp of air leaving
winded lungs, before I see it within the fog: two darkened silhouettes. By
a quick glance, one of the silhouettes looks to be taller and leaner, but
quick, dodging in between stabs of some type of knife that the shorter
silhouette has in hand. The shorter looks to be wearing some kind of
mask. A scream rings out before I can shout out; a voice I fear I recognize.
The taller disarms the shorter of the weapon giving a sharp crack to the
temple with an elbow. The shorter crumbles into the arms of the taller.
What the fuck?
“Stay here, do not move.” My gaze never falters away from the
pair as the taller starts to drag the shorter towards an alley way. “Get your
pepper spray out, watch my heels, don’t move,” the words are harshly
whispered as I kick off my red pumps. So much for being the devil tonight.
Before she can respond, I’m bolting towards the pair as fast as my
miniskirt will allow me to go. I rapidly click the side button on my phone
three times. SLIDE FOR EMERGENCY SOS appears on the screen. I
lose sight of the pair in the split second I look down to call the police, but
I know which way the taller was dragging the shorter. My pulse pounds in
my quasi cotton-filled ears.
Three things happen simultaneously: the sharpest pain I have ever
felt shoots through my foot, I stop at the top of the alley, and the
dispatcher picks up on the other end of the line. My breathing comes in
hard gasps, as my eyes struggle to adjust to the pure darkness of the alley,
searching for the pair.
“911, what is your emergency? Hello?” The words are sharp,
wanting my attention.
“Yes, hello! I would like to report…” Where are they? Where are
they? “I …” I put the phone on speaker and turn the flashlight on to the
brightest setting, shining it down the alley. They’re not here. The only
thing in the alleyway is broken glass, garbage, and a Scream mask. My
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stomach sinks. “Shit! Mike! Mikey!” I whirl around, looking to the alley
across the street and run without a second thought. “I would like to report
a…” I hesitate, “…an altercation.” I shine the flashlight down the next
alley: nothing but more garbage and a homeless man. “I would like to
report it, but I lost the altercation.” The dispatcher takes as much
information as I can provide, which isn’t much at all before hanging up.
My head reels as I lean up against the wall, my cell phone gripped
tightly in my shaking hand. The flashlight casts odd patterns across the
darkened alley and then I catch something in the light, something wet and
red. As I shift my weight, the shard in the heel of my foot cuts deeper into
the skin and stars dance around my vision, “Motherf–!”
I press my shoulders back against the cool stone and I lift my
injured foot from the ground. Even without the light, I can see the
darkened color of my flesh and gaping wound; my stomach rolls harshly. I
can feel the pulsing of my heartbeat around the glass. Clenching my jaw, I
slide my fingers along my foot to find purchase on the glass. I draw in a
shaking breath before I pull on the glass. Tears stream freely down my
cheeks, my teeth aching in my jaw and my lungs aching in my chest, as I
force myself not to scream.
I toss the glass away from me and roughly rub my hand under my
nose as I blink away the last lingering tears. I’m half aware of the sticky
residue on my face; probably snot. I pull my shirt off and my swiss army
knife from my pocket before I feel someone staring to my right. The
homeless man from the alley has been gawking for only God knows how
long. “Hey, it’s not a free show! Fuck off!” I snap, brandishing my knife
in his direction. As his eyes go wide, he, surprisingly, backs off. Maybe
I’m scarier than I think.
I cut off the bottom of my shirt and split the seam, giving me a
large piece of fabric to work with before I put the knife in my pocket and
my now-crop top over my head. I attempt to wrap the strip around my foot
like a gauze the way they do on those medical shows. Once the strip is
secured, I begin to limp back towards the spot where I left Lily with my
shoes.
My pulse quickens as I get closer and closer to the corner. Even
fifteen feet back, through the fog, I can tell that Lily’s not where I left her.
My shoes are. The eerie silence of the street twists my already nauseous
stomach as I look up and down the block. “Lily? Lily!” I whisper harshly.
“This isn’t funny!” No response. She’s probably fine, maybe she went to
catch up with … Mike. That mask didn’t belong to Mike, there’s hundreds
of other kids here. There’s no way he’s the one who got nabbed.
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I pull out my phone, fire off a text to Lily: where tf did you go?
drop me a pin with ur location, i’m calling an uber. I reach down and
grab my shoes, waiting for a response to pop up from Lily. The time
crawls by: five minutes, ten minutes. After 12 minutes of waiting, I throw
in the towel. A quick Google search tells me where the nearest hospital is.
I drop the location to Lily with another message: if you feel like meeting
up with your best friend, this is where i’ll be! thanks for waiting.
My driver is Jorge and Uber says he’ll be here in five minutes in a
black SUV. I slip my phone back into my pocket and wait. Two loops
through Happy Birthday and he’s pulling up in front of the sidewalk. I
limp over to the car, swinging myself into the passenger seat. “Hey,
thanks for being quick. I guess where we’re going is kinda important,
huh?” I joke, trying to lighten the mood and calm my pulse. He grunts. I
settle into my seat, shifting to pull my leg up and sit my injured foot on
my left knee. I nearly gag seeing the entire bottom coated in red, the color
slowly crawling up my ankle as the fabric absorbs the blood.
After about ten minutes, I look out the window and I don’t
recognize this part of town. “Hey, are you takin’ the back way or
something? It said the hospital was like five minutes from where you
picked me up.”
He doesn’t respond. His knuckles are bone white as he grips the
wheel. My fight or flight response kicks in hard; I need an out. Now. I
search for the lock in the door and my stomach sinks when I realize that
it’s the old style, the kind where the locking mechanism sinks into the
door with no hope of clawing it out.
“Yo, buddy! Where the hell are you going?” The words aren’t as
strong as I wished they were, my tongue trips the syllables on the way out.
He grumbles something in response. “Sorry, speak up. Can’t hear
you over the brooding.”
“I said shut the fuck up!”
The change in volume made me jump and sent my heart
hammering in my chest. Realization was beginning to dawn on me. “Who
the fuck are you and where are you taking me?” This had to be some sick
joke for Halloween. He’d be pulling back up to one of the clubs any
second now and dropping me off with Lily. Even that hope felt forced as
panic blossomed in the place where my heart should be, pedaling out of
my ribcage and into my stomach.
“I won’t tell you a third time.”
“Let me out, dickwad!” I screech. I press my back tightly towards
the seat and raise my hips, trying to free my cellphone from my back
pocket. C’mon, c’mon, c’mon! I notice the hand coming towards my head
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before my mind processes what he’s trying to do. My bones and my
muscles turn to ice. Before I can even put my hands up in defense, my
head slams against the passenger side window and my vision disappears.
I have no idea how long I’ve been out when I come to
consciousness. My visions swims, colors swirling together like those
abstract paintings that Lily does. Lily. I try to pull my arms forward only
to feel them restrained. Something cold, hard. Handcuffs? Where the fuck
am I? My vision only begins to come back as I start to feel my heartbeat
where I shouldn’t: my head, my neck, my wrists, and my foot. The foot
isn’t new, the head isn’t a surprise given how hard I hit the glass, the
wrists are probably aching from the cuffs, but my neck is what had me the
most baffled in my dazed state.
I can see another body, or at least I think it’s another body, across
the room from me in a similar position to the one I assume that I’m in.
Brown hair that falls in front of a slumped head and a halter top that was
once white now slick with blood along the collar. It can’t be. My stomach
heaves and I can’t keep down the nausea anymore, blowing chunks onto
the floor beside me without anywhere else to go. Vomit splatters onto my
shoes and an embarrassing trickle of it slides down my face which I am
helpless to stop. “Lily!” I call, my voice rough from the recent upheaval.
“Lily, wake up, you – you bitch!” My voice is so desperate that I hardly
recognize the shrill nature to it.
“She’s not going to wake up anytime soon, cherie. You should not
‘ave left her alone on that street corner in the fog where anyone or
anything could get to her; this is your own doing, really.” The
disembodied voice appears from the shadow of the doorframe, tall and
lean. The accent is out of place for Philadelphia; it’s old and sweet to the
ear. If this were any other circumstance, I would be leaning closer towards
him, drawn into the French accent like a frat guy to $1 beers on tap.
Instead, my body moves as far from the voice as I can get while
constrained in the chair.
I struggle to focus on him completely as the side of my head
pounds. “What did you do to her?” I grit out, struggling weakly against
the binds that hold me to the chair. My head feels like it’s filled with
helium, any subtle motion sends my vision in circles.
The man laughs, the sound deep and full like church bells on a
breeze. “What do you think I did to her?” He pauses, as if expecting me to
answer. When I keep my jaw locked shut, he shrugs and nonchalantly
continues, “I killed her. Like I said, you should not ‘ave left her alone.”
I must have died in that car. I must have died, and this is my own
personal circle of hell where no matter what I do I’m trapped and damned
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to live the same nightmare over and over again. She’s not dead. She’s not
dead. She’s not dead. I just need to get to her, slap her awake; she’s
always been a deep sleeper. She could sleep through a tornado if her
parents let her. I pull my already aching wrists against the cuffs and throw
my weight forward. All I succeed in doing is rocking myself onto the front
two legs of the chair and then slamming hard back onto the floor.
“It is wonderful to see you alive, ma cherie; I’m surprised Thomas
did not indulge in you the moment you jumped into his automobile, I
heard you were very…” he pauses, as if trying to find the right word,
“Shall we say, desperate?” He stalks towards me, catching my chin
between his fingers even as I try to twist my head away.
“Get your hands off me!”
Instead of listening to my request, he reaches into his pocket and
pulls out a handkerchief, wiping the vomit from my mouth dragging the
cloth down the side of my neck. “Though, you’ll have to forgive that I
indulged in you before you awoke.” The cloth lightly skims along my
throat, I let out an involuntary hiss at the contact as pain shoots through
the nerves and into my head. “You came in, already drenched in your own
blood. It was too much to resist. It was coating your leg, your mouth, your
lips.” his voice is raspy, almost as if he is aroused by the thought. I wish
there was something left in my stomach so I could vomit in his face.
“I don’t have to forgive you for anything, you crazy murdering
prick, and I don’t.” I know the words are mine because they feel like
something I would say, but my head is spinning. There is two of the man
in front of me, then three, then two again. I can’t focus. “I can forgive a
lot, but not that. Let me go!”
Apparently that was the wrong thing to say because he stood up
faster than my swimming vision could process and it wasn’t until after my
head had snapped to the side, my face burning, that I’d realized he’d
slapped me. I tried to stretch my jaw and was met with a burning pain as I
spit blood on the floor and watched it intermingle with the vomit. He was
impossibly fast with strength more powerful than a vice; my jaw was
definitely dislocated and my eyes could hardly focus on the speed of his
movement. He grasps my chin before sliding his fingers along my jaw and
down my neck towards the wound. I can feel his breath on my mouth as
he leans forward towards me. Everything about me feels heavy; my head,
my limbs, my eyes.
“I must kill to survive, not for sadistic reason, is it so wrong that I
also enjoy it? You were practically begging to play when you attempted to
chase me tonight with your precious Mikey. He was not very sweet.” His
words are taunting as his fingers thread through the hair at the base of my
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neck and I whimper as he pulls a little too hard. “I just made it more fun,
grabbing your little friend, Lily, and I got an extra snack; she was sweet.
But you, mon amour, you are a meal and dessert.” His lips skim along my
neck. They’re warm, they shouldn’t be. My vision starts to swim again
and I strain too pull away. The blood loss is too much, the stress is too
much, everything is too much. “I am going to enjoy hunting and
devouring you.” And then he’s gone, his laughter lingering in the place
where he was standing a moment go.
My wrists are uncuffed, the metal hitting the concrete floor. I don’t
look to see who released me; instead, I push myself onto shaking legs, my
knees buckling slightly as my body adjusts to the new equilibrium. I have
almost become accustomed to the swirling colors of my vision, forcing
myself forward as a never-ending mantra pounds in my head along with
my heartbeat: Lily. Lily. Lily. I have to get to Lily. My fault. My fault. My
fault.
The trek across the room is an endless desert, Lily’s chair is the
oasis. When I reach her, I’m relieved to find that she is not cuffed to her
chair, “C’mon, we gotta go.” I slide my arms under hers and pull her
weight against me, attempting to drag her. She’s cold. We make it five
feet, ten feet, fifteen feet and then the laughter comes again from
seemingly everywhere. My heart nearly shatters in my chest as realization
dawns on me: I can’t drag her and make it out alive. I stop and set her
down, “I’m sorry, I’m so sorry, Lily.” Water drips from above onto her
forehead and I look up, more water slides down my chin and my neck
before I realize it’s coming from me. “I love you. I’m sorry.”
Pushing myself to my feet, I wrap my arms around my stomach as
the chill of the room starts to seep into my bones. I can’t remember when
it got so cold. I don’t know where the door is, where the out is. I stumble
towards a door frame and push with all my strength which apparently isn’t
much. The door barely moves.
A thought that I barely have time to catch filters through my mind:
use the knife as leverage to pry open the door. I go to reach for my knife
and find my pocket empty, I reach in the other pocket and come up emptyhanded. It’s gone. My phone is gone. I have nothing on my person except
my clothes.
“Aaaaargh!” I force my back against the door and press harder,
stumbling backwards as it swings open. I barely catch myself before I end
up with my face in the concrete. It seems like something Lily would do;
my heart squeezes painfully.
I can see the beginning of daybreak through the windows at the
end of the hall. For the first time since we came out, relief blossoms in my
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chest. I limp towards the door as fast as my bruised body will allow, but
the haunting laugh follows me. The relief burns away as quickly as it
comes; all I am is the chill that lingers in my bones and the heartbeat that I
can feel in every part of my body. I need to go, I need to go, I need to get
out of here. My fingers barely brush the door before I feel a hand entangle
in my hair once again, pulling me backwards against the wall. The wall
moves, breathes, has a voice. “You did the predictable, cherie. Such a
disappointment.”
The moment his fangs sink into my flesh, I am floating and
weightless among the darkness as my consciousness dissipates. I expect to
feel nothing, to fade from existence. I feel my soul ascend. I see the veil
between the worlds. I grasp it, I clutch it in my fingertips, and I’m nearly
free of the death I have been granted. Lily stands beyond me on the other
side of the veil, radiant and unharmed. Ethereal. She reaches out for me,
her finger tips brush mine. I am almost across and with her, safe. We will
be free from walking this hell. I feel a tug on my back and I am jerked
roughly. Lily’s smile falters, the look of confusion on her face similar to
when her paints don’t mix correctly. I yelp as another hard jolt pulls me,
our fingers wrenching apart. I was almost free. Unfortunately, for me, my
eyes open.
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JORDAN GAGAN
Chicken Pot Pie Picture Show
The chicken takes his place behind the curtain, excited for his final
performance.
The young boy peers through the car window at the fast-approaching
drive-thru window.
As the curtain falls, so does the foul fowl guillotine.
The boy’s eyes grow wide as a brown paper bag is passed from hand to
hand.
The chicken’s head drops to the ground, lifeless.
The boy chews gleefully as he holds the small plastic toy in his hands.
The chicken’s body continues to convulse for several minutes as the car is
long gone.
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TOM ARMSTRONG
Etiquettical Triptych
- scenes from a highbrow American eatery
1.
EST. VINEYARD - DAY
A vineyard stretches back into Pennsylvania woods.
EST. FANCY RESTAURANT
Adjacent to the vineyard is a small restaurant with a sign on the door:
"Tastings at Bar + a free glass, $12".
INT. FANCY RESTAURANT
Two WOMEN sit at the bar (50 YO) examining wine lists. They are
circling the names of wines with small golf pencils.
The BARTENDER (40, M) returns to the bar, polishing a glass.
BARTENDER
Got your picks?
WOMAN 1
Yes, we'll have the same ones. Shiraz, Bughouse, and the
Whiskey Barrel Cab.
WOMAN 2
That cab's gonna be so good.
The bartender immediately deposits two glasses on the pour and pours the
Shiraz for them.
BARTENDER
This is our off dry. And it's full bodied, which is really
nice.
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The bartender steps back and returns to polishing wine glasses. Woman
2's glass is slightly less full than Woman 1's. She regards it, then writes it
off.
BARTENDER
Enjoy!
Woman 1 starts drinking slowly.
WOMAN 2
C'mon let's get to that whiskey barrel cab.
Woman 2 downs her wine. Woman 1 tries to keep up.
WOMAN 2
Can we have the next one?
The bartender pours Woman 2 some merlot. Then Woman 1. Woman 2
now has noticeably less wine.
BARTENDER
Our Bughouse Merlot.
WOMAN 2
You keep getting more wine than me.
WOMAN 1
Really?
Woman 1 drinks.
WOMAN 2
Did you see?
WOMAN 1
Don't you want the cab?
Woman 2 downs her wine. The bartender returns with the cab. He pours
Woman 1 a generous glass, then gives very little to Woman 2.
WOMAN 2
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(to sommelier)
Could I take the whiskey cab for my free glass?
BARTENDER
Excuse me?
WOMAN 2
It said the tasting comes with a free glass.
BARTENDER
Oh, yes!
The bartender puts an empty glass on the bar.
BARTENDER
That's yours.
The second woman takes a breath, controls herself.
WOMAN 2
Thanks.
The bartender reaches under the bar, pulls out a much larger wineglass,
and sets it down in front of Woman 1.
2.
EXT. RESTAURANT PATIO - DAY
A first-time WAITER (20 YO) picks up a check off a table. There is a
booster seat, a mess of blueberries on the ground and many dirty plates
and cups.
Some coins fall out of the checkbook. The waiter examines the inside
where it reads "Total: $82.00." "Tip" is crossed out in angry pen that has
teared the paper. Above, an item, "Lemonade, $1.80" is circled on the bill
and in big angry lettering: "Never Received Lemonade!!!"
MAN
Excuse me!
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The waiter turns around. A COUPLE (60 YO, M&F) are sitting at a table.
The woman has a martini.
MAN
Could you put this in one of those-(gesturing)
You know.
The waiter stares blankly at him.
WAITER
In what?
MAN
One of those glasses.
WOMAN
A snifter glass.
MAN
A snifter.
WOMAN
And I'll have a Tito's martini up with salt, lime, a splash
of cranberry and only a little vermouth. I want some
vermouth but not too much.
The man hands the waiter his drink. He nods and walks away when
another MAN (40 YO) calls:
MAN 2
You there.
The waiter, a checkbook in one hand, full martini glass in hand,
approaches the man and his wife (30 YO).
WAITER
Yes.
MAN 2
This is the smallest piece of chicken I have ever seen.
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The man points at his plate of chicken florentine. He has eaten around a
regular-size piece of chicken.
WOMAN 2
Does someone smoke here?
WAITER
I'm sorry?
MAN 2
Why don't you go take this off my bill and we'll see
dessert menus.
WOMAN 2
It smells like smoke. Can you ask them to stop?
The waiter looks around. Who?
WAITER
Of course.
The man holds out the plate of chicken. The waiter sticks the checkbook
in his apron (some coins fall out and onto the ground) and takes the
chicken. The couple looks at the coins but don't move.
EXT. RESTAURANT BACKDOOR
He walks to the back area with plate and glass in hand and tries lamely to
open the Employees Only door. He gives up and looks at the back area;
punctured trash bags spill onto the damp cement, dead bugs, Raid
canisters, and cigarette butts. He looks blankly at the cigarette butts.
The BARTENDER (40 YO) walks through the backdoor as he puts a
cigarette in his mouth.
BARTENDER
Staring at walls, dude?
WAITER
Yup.
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The waiter tries to walk through the closing door, and spills the martini on
himself.
3.
INT. FANCY RESTAURANT - DAY
Beside the bar in a fancy restaurant, the fast-talking BARTENDER (40
YO) shows the nervous WAITER (20 YO) the front of a bottle of wine,
MacMurray Pinot Noir.
BARTENDER
So first you show the man of the table the wine and you
present it against your forearm and then you pour in his
glass-The bartender takes two wine glasses from the bar.
BARTENDER
It's two people, right? You're gonna wanna bring these
glasses and pour just a little for him just like
(indicating with thumb)
up to there and then if he accepts it you pour a glass for
everyone.
WAITER
What if there's two men?
BARTENDER
Whoever looks wealthier then. Think: who's paying the
tip? People could get this stuff at the liquor store for 20
bucks but they're paying you 35 plus tip so you're gonna
wanna earn it.
The waiter gulps, nods seriously.
BARTENDER
This is a red so you're gonna leave the cork there
because sometimes they like to sniff it and you don't pour
full glasses because we want them to think it's more wine
in a bottle and not just a few glasses, right? Does that make
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sense? I'll carry the glasses. Here's a wine key. Lead the
way.
The server nods and leads the bartender to the table, where the the TWO
WOMEN (50 YO) from the wine tasting sit, arguing at a table.
WOMAN 2
That's what I'm saying!
WOMAN 1
Would you shut-They stop talking as they become aware of the server and bartender, who
puts the glasses on the table and returns to the bar, leaving the server
alone. The second woman shoots the bartender a mean look.
He holds the bottle against his arm and presents it awkwardly to both
women. Woman 1 furrows her brow; Woman 2 crosses her arms.
He nods to himself, then begins opening it, struggling with the bottle,
eventually popping the cork loose and spilling a little wine on the table
cloth. He rubs the stain with his thumb.
WAITER
Sorry.
He pours a little wine in the first woman's glass. She looks at him. "Are
you stupid?"
WOMAN 2
Are you serious?
WAITER
What? Oh!
He pours some in the second woman's.
WOMAN 1
Would you just leave the bottle, please?
The waiter puts the bottle down, then looks at the wine key in his hand.
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WAITER
Would you like to sniff the cork?
The second woman looks at the waiter as if he's taken a swig from the
bottle.
WOMAN 1
(re: the bottle)
We're just going to let it breathe.
The waiter nods, and walks away with the wine key in hand, hunched
forward in tragic awe of himself. Once around the corner, he sniffs the
cork.
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DANIEL WALKER
Curses, Foiled Again!
I am the poison pen letter
In a ghost story of old.
Everything I write into the world
Comes too true.
I carve out a crescent
On the surface of the lake
And stagger away
As moonlight, blinding,
Falls into shape
Before me.
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KATE I. FOLEY
Curls and Flower Petals
A mess of curls, a bird's nest, tangled and carefully arranged. We
sit kitty corner, close and separate. We are a jumble of contradictions that
compliment and define. She laughs like every other sound is insignificant.
We enjoy the same books, same music, but when she speaks, only French
spills out.
#
Chunky glasses and haphazard ponytail. She sits under a spotlight
as if she has never known darkness. Clutching an empty Starbucks cup,
the first notes play, and her lips are the wings of baby birds.
#
Cardigan and crumpled cash. She stands in front of me in line,
waiting for caffeinated beverages, though I already buzz. Two girls, we're
the oldest friends we could be in the collective fifteen minutes we've
spoken. We sit on the steps and observe the others who don't exist in that
moment.
#
Torn fabric seats and stale air. We bounce in the back of the bus,
side by side, but all I smell are flower petals. She bends over my yellow
notebook, the corners of the pages alive, fluttering upward, reaching for
her. Carefully scrawled notes of songs she thinks I'd like, simple acts of
kindness, simple acts of connection.
#
Baby blue shirt surrounded by onlookers. She reads from tattered
papers and believes she's alone. Minutes later, the crowd fades into white
noise. Exactly who I needed for those few heartbeats, we hug, knowing.
She smiles and I leave her to the stage, disappearing behind a velvet
curtain. Curls and flower petals.
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MILLIE DRURY
From Amelia Goldstein’s “Movement in Your Words” 2019
Dry sponge spots
colored like coral
in parades of sleet
and thunderstorms
drift aimlessly in and out
of my dreams.
I very much believe
that I imagined them there.
But they were kind to me
and so perhaps I will say
that they are real.
Real speckled angels
with curved, fluid spines
and legs bent in odd
tapestries to meld themselves
into one.
I liked the blue one best.
I could almost see her smile
through the black veil she wore,
between aqua spots across
my eyes.
She twirled like a top
and couldn’t stop spinning.
She wanted me to stay.
Every time I close my eyes
she appears.
A speckled angel
in black and blue.
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BROOKE YANAGA
At the Altar
“Supreme Court Ruling Makes Same-Sex Marriage a Right Nationwide”
by Adam Liptak, The New York Times, 6/26/15 – “In a long-sought
victory for the gay rights movement, the Supreme Court ruled by a 5-to-4
vote on Friday that the Constitution guarantees a right to same-sex
marriage.”
I have had your ring
In my pocket
Since our second kiss.
I have rested my heart
In your palm
Since the first time you said my name.
There is so much time we have lost.
The time we have lost
Is finally reaping reward.
Have you seen the news?
We no longer need to flee
Our fate, hold
Our breath, like a gazelle summoning
Her last inhalation before
She meets the lion. Are your legs not
Sore? Do your lungs not gasp
For air?
Holy air now inflates our lungs:
Breathe in.
Breathe out.
Meet me at the altar.
We are finally free.
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RIA MALONES
Star Crossed
Rule number one: Please switch off your mobile phone when near
the priority seat.
I looked up from my cell phone and conveniently made eye
contact with the elderly man sitting across from me.
Shamefully, I turned the screen off, slipped the device into my
pocket, and fanned myself with the crumpled JR East pamphlet the
attendant shoved in my hand.
“This is the Yamanote line for Ikebukuro. The next stop is
Harajuku.”
I sighed and clutched the handle to my under-seater as the train
slowed to a stop and the wave of people flooded out only to be replaced
by a sea of new ones.
A woman with a young child stuffed into one of those baby
carrying devices approached my section of the seats and I stood to offer
her mine.
She thanked me and I moved next to a man who held a reusable
bag of groceries in his hand. The bag was decorated with tiny cats wearing
rainbow colored glasses. We exchanged nods and then averted eyes.
I glanced at the train line map on the pamphlet and was
disheartened to discover I still had nine stops to go.
My eyes wandered back to the rules listed on the back cover.
Rule number 2: Place your backpack in front of you or in the
overhead space.
I was thankful I sent my two large bags ahead and the only
suitcase with me was my personal item. After a full year of exchange
teaching in the quaint beach town of Oga, Akita I spent the remainder of
my time in Japan solo travelling around Tokyo. The only things inside my
bag were souvenirs including a scrapbook from my class.
After a few minutes lost in thought, I felt a tingle down my spine
that wasn’t the oscillating air conditioner. I slanted my eyes to see the
grocery bag man staring down at the charm on my suitcase.
It was an origami star made of paper that looked like the night sky.
The student that gifted it to me had tied it to a safe travels charm and
presented it as a sendoff companion.
As the train approached another stop and people began to shuffle
around, I maneuvered my suitcase out of view.
In an attempt to distract myself from overthinking about the
wandering eyes of the stranger, I returned to practicing my reading skills.
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Rule number 3: In the event of an emergency, leave your
belongings behind.
It started as a low hum. I thought it had only been the noise of the
train taking off from Meguro station in a rocky start.
Gradually, the sound of scraping metal got louder.
I looked around in alarm and noticed others that also had panic
written on their faces.
Screeeeeeech!
The train hissed, the lights in the car flickered, the air conditioning
rattled off, and then we came to a jolting stop.
My feet gave way and I stumbled into someone.
“I’m sorry.” I uttered out a quick apology in accidently heavy,
American-accented Japanese as I scrambled to get back up.
“Are you okay?” The person I bumped into asked.
It took me a moment before I realized it was the man next to me.
His voice was light and it almost dissipated amongst the other small
conversations going on around us. It also could’ve been he said it in
English.
It was grocery bag man.
“Yes, I’m okay,” I finally responded, in Japanese.
“You speak Japanese?” He reciprocated in his native language.
“A little. I can understand much better.”
The sound of the intercom proceeded an announcement given by a
woman who spoke in rapid Japanese. I only caught certain words but
enough to understand that there was an unexpected emergency and we’d
be stopped for a while.
Leave it to me to get stuck on a train hours before I needed to
catch a 14-hour return flight home.
In the midst of wishing that some miraculous force would fix
things, I heard, “Ta-ra.”
My head snapped up.
Grocery bag man held my passport and wallet that had my name
etched in tiny letters.
“Um…Is this…?” He had gone back to English.
I snatched them back. “Yes, Ta-ra…Tala,” I corrected. “Thank
you.”
He smiled and a dimple formed on the right side of his face.
My cheeks suddenly felt too warm and I wish it was only because
of the increase in temperature.
“What does it mean?”
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I looked into his eyes for a brief second. It felt too personal.
Almost as if he could see into me. I flickered them to the man’s clothing
of a t-shirt that read “Go-TEA-nda”.
He didn’t seem harmful, just genuinely curious. And since no one
else on the overstuffed train was in any state to exchange places, I had no
choice but to entertain grocery-bag man.
“In Tagalog it means ‘star’.” I tucked my passport away, deciding
that maybe he just wanted to practice his English skills. The heat inside
the car burned my already flushed skin.
“Really? My name also means star!”
“Hoshi?” I guessed.
“Ah, it’s similar. Hoshiko.” He said with a twinkling smile.
I looked away.
“How long have you been studying Japanese?” He asked after a
moment.
“About four years.”
“Why did you want to study it?”
I frowned. “It’s not a really good reason. When I was younger, I
watched a movie made in Japan.”
“What movie?”
“It was a Studio Ghibli film.”
“I love those films!” Hoshiko somehow brightened up even more.
“I don’t know the English title, but my favorite is the one with the cat who
wears a white suit.”
Hoshiko seemed like the type of man I met when my co-workers
dragged me to the izakaya pubs; the ones that were curious about the
young foreigner in town teaching at the local high school. The only
difference was that Hoshiko was holding a patterned grocery bag instead
of his fifth Ichiban cold brew.
“I know that one.” I chuckled at the excitement of this man in his
mid-twenties. “I wanted to study Japanese so I could understand those
movies better.”
He smiled. “That’s very admirable. Not many people would take
all that effort and time.”
Time.
I’d been talking to Hoshiko for so long that I’d forgotten I had a
plane to catch.
“Do you have somewhere to be?” Hoshiko asked, probably
noticing my concerned face.
“Narita airport,” I responded, sounding frazzled. “I have to go
home.”
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I must’ve been spacing out because as I was staring at his catpatterned grocery bag, Hoshiko brought it forward to open it. “My mother
and I own a tea shop.” He pulled out a clear plastic filled with tiny, dried
green leaves. “It’s in the next stop over.”
“Oh, so then your shirt…” I chuckled. “Go-tea-nda” was just a
lame pun for the Gotanda train station.
“I named it,” Hoshiko said proudly. “Why are you going home?”
He asked after we both stopped laughing.
I blinked. Normally I got the opposite question of why did you
come here? “My teaching program ended.”
“You don’t want to stay?”
“I –” I do. But there was no reason for me to stay.
Before our conversation could further, the hum of another train on
the tracks adjacent to the one we were on raised the murmurs of the
crowd.
The doors on the other train opened and a man wearing a pristine
blue conductor’s uniform poked his head out. He raised a megaphone to
his mouth and began to announce something that I could not understand.
Other official looking people, policemen I guessed, started to move off the
train and onto ours.
The doors in the car we were in opened and people around me
flocked to the exit.
“What is going on?” I asked.
“The train stopped earlier because someone reported a suspicious
bag and pulled the emergency brakes,” Hoshiko explained. “We will be
taken on this train to the Gotanda station but the lines will be cut off
afterwards.”
I glanced at my watch and groaned.
I was herded to the exit of the door and a plump policeman held up
a hand to stop me. “I’m sorry but –” The policeman paused and looked
down at my suitcase. He looked back at my face and said in abrupt
English, “Bag. No.”
“But I –” I just want to go home. “I need to –”
I felt a hand land softly on my shoulder.
Hoshiko gave me a warm smile and then explained my
predicament.
After some back and forth the officer let out a huff and gestured
for me to open my bag. I did as instructed, and after inspecting every item
in it, sans a bra the policeman flustered over, I was finally allowed to take
my belongings with me.
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The next train took off minutes after and Hoshiko still stood by my
side.
“If you would like I can drive you to the airport. It would be faster
than waiting for the trains to operate again.” He offered.
My moral compass should’ve deemed this man a creep with
ulterior motives. However, Hoshiko proved himself rather friendly, a
refreshing change from many of the city-dweller folk and their on-the-go
mindset and I chose to trust him.
“Really? I don’t want to keep you from your job.”
“It’s alright.” He assured me. “Your family is waiting for you.”
Ten minutes later we were jogging through Gotanda train station.
Hoshiko hugged my personal item to his chest as I ran behind trying to
keep up.
“Our shop is one block over!” He shouted over his shoulder.
As I run through the streets of Tokyo and tried to take in all the
sights, it felt a bit surreal. The flashy lights and people milling about paid
us no mind. A warm breeze blew against my face and for the second time
that day I forgot how badly I wanted to go home.
Go-tea-nda was tucked away in a small alleyway with yellow
painted bricks and a colorful wooden sign hanging on its door.
Hoshiko unlocked the door and led me through the empty shop and
up the back stairs.
“Mother, I’m home!” He shouted once we were up the stairs and
standing in a foyer. I hadn’t realized he and his mother lived right above
their shop.
“Ah, here are my car keys.” Hoshiko picked up the key-ring
decorated with the same cat wearing rainbow glasses that matched his
grocery bag.
“Where were you?” A shrill voice asked in Japanese, Hoshiko
flinched at the sound.
A thin woman dressed in ceremonial kimono appeared holding a
small bowl filled with green liquid and a bamboo whisk. If it weren’t for
the few wrinkles around her eyes, I would’ve guessed this was Hoshiko’s
sister.
“The train got delayed.” Hoshiko told his mother.
“That’s no excuse…” She trailed off into an angry rant. “And
who’s this?” She finally demanded.
“Her name is Tala. I am helping her-”
“So, the office women I set you up with aren’t good enough?” She
must’ve thought I couldn’t understand Japanese. “You brought home a
whore who is a gai-jin?”
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Hoshiko’s mouth dropped and I thought he was going to get
whiplash from how quickly he looked back and forth between his mother
and myself.
I’d never heard someone use the word gai-jin to a foreigner’s face,
it was usually only an insult us foreigners could throw around to each
other. It basically meant we were unwelcome outsiders.
She wasn’t wrong though; I am an outsider.
But given that I’ve lived in Japan for over a year and I did no harm
to the woman, she had no right to state it.
“Hoshiko has agreed to take me to the airport,” I told her, my
Japanese clearly taking her aback. “He was very kind to do so.”
His mother’s had flew to her mouth. “I am so very sorry!” She
started to bow. “I did not know-”
“It’s alright.” I bowed my head back to her. “I came into your
house unannounced. I understand you do not know or trust me.”
The woman shook her head. “I’m very sorry,” she repeated. “I just
thought he brought home someone I didn’t know and I always want
what’s best for Hoshiko.”
I looked over at the man who was still a bit frozen in shock.
“Hoshiko is a very nice man and is capable of deciding things on his own.
You just have to trust him.”
I walked over and grabbed onto Hoshiko’s arm. “Now if you
excuse me, I’d like to return home.” We walked back towards the
stairwell. I looked over my shoulder at the embarrassed mother. She had
her head bowed down and I noticed a hairpin in her bun. It had two tiny
stars dangling from the end.
I smiled and we descended the stairs to leave.
I felt satisfied to have been able to express all of those things in
Japanese. That satisfaction was short lived as I glanced at the time. We got
into Hoshiko’s car and drove towards the airport. I only had an hour left.
“Why didn’t you drive when you were getting the ingredients?” I
asked, wanting to break the awkwardness that hung in the air.
“Mother doesn’t allow me to drive on weekdays.” Hoshiko sighed.
“I’m sorry she said those things about you.” He gave a small smile. “And
I’m sorry I didn’t stand up for you. She means well, she just wants me to
marry soon but doesn’t trust me to make my own decision about that
matter.”
“It’s alright. I hope you stand up for yourself in the future.”
He smiled even wider but his eyes remained on the road. “Thank
you. I think I will.”
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At the airport Hoshiko followed me in, making sure I knew how to
check-in even though there were multi-lingual attendants. He
accompanied me all the way to security.
“I wish you weren’t leaving.” Hoshiko gave me his toothy smile.
“It was a stressful situation, but I had fun today.”
I returned a sad smile. “Me too. Traveling with someone else
makes things more fun.”
His cheery grin faltered for a moment.
“Tala,” Hoshiko stopped me as I turned to go through the
checkpoint. “Uh, if you would like, please take my business card.” He
bowed his head and presented me the card in the typical custom where it
legible on my end. My eyes stared down at the star character in his name.
“Thank you.” I took it and felt a twang of sadness as our fingers
brushed. “For everything.”
He stepped back and I moved through security, a small part of me
wishing he would stop me like in the movies.
When I reached the other side, I moved to slip his business card
into my pocket but noticed a second, thinner piece of paper stuck to the
back of it. It appeared to be a coupon.
I squinted my eyes and realized: there it was again. The cat
wearing rainbow glasses was printed under the words “The Rainbow Cat.”
There was information on one side in Japanese and other in English.
One sentence caught my eye.
The Rainbow Cat is an all-male host club for men.
My mouth parted in surprised. The mistrust his mother had for him
and the reason why he would turn down all those advances of the women
she set him up with suddenly made sense. I looked up again to see if I
could spot Hoshiko.
He was still there on the other side of security. He waved his arms
frantically, worry set in his brow, and my name taking the shape of his
mouth even though I couldn’t hear him.
Hoshiko waved a piece of paper and I had to squint to realize it
was the JR East pamphlet. I must’ve dropped it.
“This is the last call for boarding flight 516, to Washington D.C,
International Dulles.”
I smiled at the concerned expression at the concerned expression
on my new friend’s face. I held up both the business card and the coupon
to wave goodbye. I didn’t need the pamphlet anymore. I already had the
last rule memorized.
Rule number 4: If you leave something behind, please take
responsibility to retrieve it as soon as possible.
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KATE I. FOLEY
More Than Words
You speak of second chances,
first glances,
redemption and resurrection,
blissfully unaware:
I'm not on my second chance,
but my third, my fourth.
Dealt a bad hand over and
over and
over,
I'll flash a smile,
bluff my way past your well-meaning questions,
hold these cards close to my chest to protect
you from myself.
I'm okay.
Lips tugging,
shoulders shrugging.
I don't know what you want from me,
But I want you.
You, you, you.
From waves of golden hair fine enough to have been
spun from straw in a fairytale;
To eyes that pierce my soul and make me
feel human;
To a laugh that is music itself,
Beethoven's envy,
my favorite song to
sing myself to sleep.
I don't deserve you.
And yet you've borrowed my voice,
transformed it into a piece of art
I no longer recognize.
Twisting my tone, my every phrase,
Purposely misunderstanding with naive optimism,
Giving me hope I haven't earned.
You've turned yourself into a mirror,
desperate and delusional,
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don't you see how I see you?
The words lodge
in my throat,
my words.
They are nothing without
a voice to string them through the air,
dangle them where you can see. I am broken.
Don't you know what I've done?
To you, there's still hoping.
You think you'll be the one to
fix this. We can fix this.
Three syllables are so heavy.
I can't take any more weight on these
aching shoulders. Let me tell you without
words. Let me brush the back of your hand with
my fingertips. Let me tell you with
a smile. Let me drive while you sleep
passenger side. Let me hold you close when
night comes.
Just for a moment.
Only for a moment.
Long enough to tell myself that
maybe, I could
deserve you one day.
Long enough to convince myself that
one day I will be able to carry those words,
and it will be beautiful.
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MATTHEW LI
“だから「At The End of the World」リフレクト <[GAIA]>
(Show Me Your Eyes)”
Show me your eyes just one last time for me,
For within their deep hazel I still faintly see
Soft wind sweeping across the fields of rolling green,
And oceans beneath the skies of endless blue,
Horizons that stretch way back home to the west
Beyond seas that once mirrored bright fireworks red,
White shores where I picked up my childhood’s end,
Locked away by a key forged by nature and time,
Old gates worn away by the years by and by,
Colored dark on the days that the skies were storming,
A small, hidden shrine in a grove of old trees
Where my friend was with me, at the end of all things,
So show me your eyes just one last time for me,
And I promise I’ll always remember that scene
Of goodbye under skies blazing red-orange-gold,
As we finally saw our tale come to a close,
Or the night blessed by stars gazing back down at us,
Orchestrated by hidden cicadas who sang
Tunes of summer and youth and times that never end,
Just as long as we keep those notes close to our hearts,
Or the picture of blue, grey, and white that we watched
Side-by-side for the first and last time in our lives,
A photo of love blossoming in the rain,
And a fiction that could only stay in my dreams.
Show me your eyes just one last time for me,
After I’ve returned home and cannot ever cease
To forget how I sang with the earth and the trees
As the sky flared and burned and I had been set free.
So show me your eyes just one last time for me,
As your smile and voice fades from my memory,
For within their depths my gaze still wishes to be
As I search for you across that azure, shimmering sea.
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RACHEL THORNTON
Subtle Hints
The bell chimes as I walk into my work, Screamin’ Bean, the local
coffee shop by my college. Zoe sees me before I see her, and by the time
I’ve joined the line and reach the counter she’s sliding my coffee across to
me, my name written in thick chisel-tipped black sharpie across the top
and one of her endless doodles across the side. Today it’s a dog barking at
a cat sitting in a tree. We’ve been working here together for 3 years, both
of us starting in high school, and we’ve been friends ever since.
“Hey!” My other coworker, Sophie, waves at me from her position
by the espresso machine where she’s lining up cups for orders and
probably quietly praying that the unreliable machine doesn’t break again
in the middle of a morning rush.
“Hey! Nice necklace, is it new?” I call over the whir of the
machine when I get up to the front of the line. Today it’s a black cord with
a purple crystal hanging off of it.
“Yes, thank you! It’s an amethyst, it’s my birthstone and it’s for
protectiveness.” She’s been obsessed with crystals and palm readings for a
few weeks now; apparently my palm has more lines than it should, which
means that I have more potential than predicted, however that works.
I don’t work today, but ever since I started working here, it’s
become habit to stop by most days at some point. Most people try to avoid
their place of employment when they aren’t scheduled, but I’ve found that
the background bustle of coffee machines whirring and the chatter of
businessmen making important phone calls makes it easier to work than in
the dead silence of the library. And then there’s also Zoe.
“Do you have a lot to do today?” She asks as I hand her the exact
change for my drink ($3.72) and slide my buy-10-get-1-free coffee
rewards card across the counter for her to stamp.
“I have an essay to finish and some reading to do, but nothing
unmanageable. When are you done, here?”
“Ten, I have a class at eleven,” She slides the card back across the
counter and I move out of the way of the second morning rush forming
behind me.
“I’ll talk to you later,”
“Wait!” Before I can completely walk away from the counter,
Zoe’s come around from the back and throws her arms around me in a
tight hug, my face pressed against her hair as she lifts me slightly off my
feet. The hugging started a couple months ago, and I don’t know what
shifted to make it start, but I’m not going to complain.
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“I’ll see you around,” she says before running back to step into the
coffee production line the second barista has set up, the soft flowery scent
of her shampoo still in my nose. I head back to a table in the corner that
has become my table most mornings and I set up my work.
***
Zoe and I always work the late shifts together. There’s a certain
intimacy in working until 1am with someone, especially when it’s just the
two of you and no one’s been in the store for hours. Our coffeeshop sits
right on the edge of campus, just over the border, but the owner’s nice
enough to accept meal swipes for coffees, and caters to the college
clientele with outrageously late hours. Capitalism stops for no one, and we
become the hit study spot until closing at midnight the night before big
exams. But on the lull between exams, the shop is beyond dead.
Our last rush normally happens between 8pm and 10pm. After
closing duties there’s absolutely nothing left to do. Our boss lets us work
on homework on the late shifts so we both end up sitting at the table next
to the register with our homework spread out, even on Friday and
Saturday nights when god knows why we’re open. I think maybe the
owner wants us to become the prime hangout spot for everyone who isn’t
participating in underage alcoholism, but most people have better things to
do on the weekends.
“Do you want me to make you another coffee?” Zoe frowned at
me. “That’s the fifth time you’ve yawned in two minutes. Do I bore you
that much?”
I laughed. “No, no it’s not you.”
Zoe smiled and abandoned her homework, going around to the
counter and making my coffee order as if it was second nature.
“Extra flavoring or no?” She asked. I hesitated and she glanced up
at me.
“Yeah you want extra flavoring,” she decided for me. She came
back with my coffee and slid it across the table to me. She’d written my
name across the top even though we were the only ones in the shop, and
she’d drawn a heart next to my name.
“Thanks.”
“Don’t mention it. I needed the break from my chem homework.”
“I don’t blame you. I really don’t feel like doing this today. How’s
your family, did you guys figure everything out with the house and the
court case?”
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She sighed and fiddled with her book for a minute before closing
it.
“No, we haven’t. We had a meeting with the lawyer yesterday and
they tried to schedule another one for next week but they know that my
parents can’t take off of work that much so we’re trying to figure out what
to do about it.”
“That’s messed up. How do they expect you guys to be able to
afford to live if they want your parents to take off work every other day
for a meeting?”
“I have no idea; we’re trying to see if my mom can stay later at
work one day to have the morning off or something. Anyway, how is
everything at your house?”
“It’s alright, my mom had an interview for a new job so we’re
hoping that within a year or so she’ll have a decent enough standing there
to be able to leave my dad and live on our own.”
“That’s great, tell her I said good luck.”
“I will. Are you ready to get out of here?”
“Yeah, definitely.” As she was packing up her bag, I slipped
behind the counter and made her a last coffee, as I waited for it to finish, I
wiped off the counters one last time.
“Do you need a ride home?” I asked clicking the lid onto the cup
and scrawling her name across the cup like we always did despite being
the only ones there. After a glance at her, I flipped Zoe’s cup on its side
and drew a small heart underneath the Screamin’ Beans logo, where she
probably would never see it, and even if she did probably wouldn’t think it
was what it actually was.
“Yes please, if you don’t mind. We still only have the one car and
my mom has it tonight,”
“Of course, that’s fine. Here, do you have everything?”
“Yeah.” She took her cup from me and handed me my bag, which
she’d packed with my books while I was making her coffee.
With one last look of the shop we shut off the lights and locked the
door for the night, her balancing both our cups in her hand while I locked
the door and then again as I unlocked my car after the short walk around
the building to the backlot. She climbed into the passenger’s seat with
both our cups and set them into the cupholder as I started the car and
turned on my music softly in the background. We pulled out of the
parking lot and sat in comfortable silence for a few moments.
“Do you ever –” Zoe paused for a moment before going on, “Do
you ever get those feelings where it’s like wow this is my life and this is
going to continue to be my life for a long time. Like the other day, I was
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cleaning and I just realized that ten years from now that that’s going to be
me. I’m going to come home from work and clean and it’s just going to be
me and my cats and this is what my life’s going to be and I don’t know
how I feel about that. Especially because you know that I want to have
kids, somehow with someone. But realistically, I’m just going to end up
an old cat lady.”
I’d pulled into the rough blacktop lot beside her house, hitting the
big pothole I never fail to hit every single time I pull in, about halfway
through her question. I shifted in my seat so that I was facing her. The last
time we’d really had a deep conversation about this was in the spring, and
at that time she’d been using male gendered pronouns talking about a
hypothetical partner. Now, she was using gender neutral language and I
wondered if that meant something, or if I was reading too deeply into it.
“I feel that way too. We’re already in college but we’ve both also
been working since high school, and working full time during school
breaks to help take care of our families. We don’t get to have that college
experience before we have to enter the working world.”
She sighed and shifted closer to me, the console in between the
two front seats in my car was between us but she was sitting with one leg
crossed under her so her foot was touching my leg where I’d pulled it up
to lean against.
“Sometimes I selfishly wish that it wasn’t like this. We can’t even
seriously consider moving out of our houses and getting an apartment
together with Sophie, when we don’t know if our families would be able
to manage without us.”
“Yeah I get that.” I paused and Zoe glanced at the clock.
“Oh, I’m so sorry it’s really late I didn’t mean to keep you.”
“I’d rather talk to you, it’s not like I have anything to do after this
except to go home and sleep.”
She smiled, but still gathered her things. “Thank you for the ride,”
She leaned across the console to give me a hug goodbye, pressing her face
into my neck.
“Of course, you know I don’t mind.”
“I know, but I still feel bad. I’ll see you tomorrow?” She got out of
the car and reached back in for her bag.
“I’ll definitely see you then.”
Zoe shut the passenger door, firmly since my car doors had a habit
of popping out a bit creating an annoying whistling noise as I drove, and
patted the side of my car before heading into her house. I watched her
walk inside before adjusting the volume on the radio and heading home.
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***
“Do you think that dreams have meaning?” I ask, purposefully
looking across the road at the intersection in front of the parking lot where
we’re parked and not at Sophie. The light turns red and someone runs it.
It’s Friday night, 11:45pm, and I wonder if they are drunk.
“I think they could, but it’s definitely something I haven’t been
studying as much. I’m more into palmistry and tarot card readings. Why?”
I can feel her eyes on me, even in the dark car, but I keep watching the
lights in the intersection changing.
“I’ve just been having some wacky dreams lately, I had one with
you in it and we had this conversation and I’ve had dreams since that have
had effects of that conversation in them, so I just wondered.” I’m still not
looking at her. I can’t look at her, without feeling like she’s going to know
from my face exactly what I mean.
“Will you tell me?”
“I don’t –” I’m protesting, but I’m an oversharer at heart. The
moment she asked I knew I’d tell her. Subconsciously I probably brought
it up because I haven’t told anyone and, on some level, I know that I need
to get it off my chest.
“I won’t judge.”
“Do you promise that this conversation doesn’t leave this car
unless I give you permission otherwise?”
“Of course.”
“I had a dream that we were at work together, just us, and I started
telling you about the crush I have on Zoe.” My chest hurts and the dead
silence in the car is suffocating.
“Of course, it would be Zoe. Everyone we know has had a crush
on Zoe at some point. Zoe, who’s super nice, with her hair and
everything.”
“Yeah...um-should I mention that there’s more? I had another
dream that her and I were out together and she kissed me. And another
one where she held my hand. I don’t normally believe in anything like
that, but we’re sitting here in the work parking lot basically fulfilling the
first dream and I’m getting a little weirded out that the universe is trying
to tell me something.”
“That could definitely be more than a coincidence, honestly. Did
this just come on suddenly?”
“Since August. I don’t know what’s happening but I feel like
something is happening, with all the touching and the hugging. And the
other night she nuzzled into my neck before she got out of my car. Most
people don’t do that. I’m afraid that I’m just overthinking it, but you’ve
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known her a lot longer than me, and since I’ve admitted this much, I
figured maybe you’d have some idea.” I watched Sophie anxiously as she
thought over everything I’d just told her.
“Yeah,” She fiddled with a pen in her hands. “We haven’t been
talking as much recently, so I honestly don’t know for sure. I definitely
think that her behavior could be an indicator, she’s never been quite as
affectionate with me as she’s being with you. I think you should go for it,
she’s not going to hate you for asking.”
“Are you sure?”
“Definitely. Hey, if she says yes can we all still get an apartment
together in a year or two?”
“Let’s see what she says first.”
***
To: Zoe
Read: 1:55am
Hey, do you have a second to talk? It’s nothing bad.
From: Zoe
Read: 2:02am
Yeah, what’s up? Want me to call?
To: Zoe
Read: 2:05am
No, that’s fine. I was just wondering if you wanted to go on a date
sometime. I was thinking maybe we could get lunch, at that sandwich
place you like perhaps?
From: Zoe
...Zoe is typing...
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ZACHERY BRINK
EARS
There is nothing gentle about the passing of time.
The shorter the moment the louder it is and I miss what I didn’t make
mine
I do not hear what wasn’t said, but here silence says the most
As I walk through murky dread, I will not falter at the giants on the coast
My eyes will close, fighting darkness with darkness
but my ears don’t know how to fight
When darkness dissipates, eyes open
And direct my ears towards the light
I do not set forth to find light at the end of a tunnel
I bring it within
For my ears and eyes act as a funnel
Allowing the spark of life to be let in
These voices act as the wind,
Using oxygen and sound to move me
And I am pushed and guided towards my kin
We are a garden who didn’t choose to be
This choiceless garden is where I live
And these ears and eyes will learn to forgive
But I can’t forget there is not a garden with a choice
But each spark in each garden has eyes and ears and a voice
The voices are hot and my ears can’t fight
The idea of a garden seems to lack might
My garden has burned, is burnt, and will burn
This lack of choice seems to silence the voice
hoping that death will give you your next turn
These ears have heard a lot but this garden is mine
The light will be brought in
And my voice will be the wind
My eyes will fight the darkness
For my ears need to listen
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COLLEEN MURPHY
The Deflowering
Vines have been pouring out
from in between my thighs for the past couple of months.
I think something was
planted inside of me
and it will not stop growing.
I do not know how to
make it stop and
The vines from my thighs
have begun to flower
and they look pretty but
I cry when people touch them and
I do not know how to make myself stop.
The petals rot and
fall
out
of me
and I have stained so many sheets,
so many hands and
they fall
out,
then cling to my knees.
I drag the dead flowers around with me,
until the vines from my thighs start their
sick cycle all over again,
grow and rot
and hurt,
retract, scream, grow tighter,
do not loosen, suffocate.
Squeeze her until she shakes.
constrict her until she is in a ball
on the bathroom floor,
struggling to find the breath
to swipe the blood away
as it throbs out of her.
Look pretty,
but make her cry when people touch.
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KATE I. FOLEY
Space
Your smile makes planets align,
changes the gravitational pull of the Earth,
‘til it revolves around you.
Your laugh scatters the stars,
blown away by the sheer force,
explosive and creative and real.
Your voice digs craters in moons,
smoothes out the rough edges,
‘til undiscovered life can build nests in the pockets.
Your eyes dazzle the Milky Way,
consumes it with loving envy,
for how could anyone possess such mysteries?
Your touch lulls the universe to sleep,
every corner of the galaxy slumbering,
‘til your whisper coaxes them awake in the morning.
And your presence is electric,
dangerous and thrilling,
my polar opposite,
attempting to work in cohesion.
We don’t know what’s in store for us,
sun and moon,
but we try.
Uncertainty is only beautiful when you have somewhere to fall,
but we fall,
‘til we rip holes in the fabric of the sky.
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COLLEEN MURPHY
The Tea Bags
We do the quiet dance of the passenger side door
closing in the softest manner;
the one we have choreographed so carefully,
the one that keeps our parents from waking
when we come home too late.
My tea bags have found a home in your cup holder,
green tea from last Tuesday and the apple kind,
the one you snatched in-between bussing tables
after you found out it was my favorite.
I scoop up the loose leaves with my hand
and try to memorize your earl grey swirled eyes
and the look they give me
at red lights, and stop signs
and the turns you take too slowly.
I spend all my free time wondering what could go
wrong,
which is left and which is right and
red, yellow
green,
stop and slow and go,
you could slam the brakes or you could speed up
but it would probably lead to the same accident.
We park in small patches made
for the trucks of fishermen by the river,
and superstore parking lots, and my driveway.
We always end up sitting in silence
with our passenger side door dance in queue,
hoping we can both remember our respective steps
The seatbelt smells like tea.
The scent lingers
long after the door has closed behind me.
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KALINA WITKOWSKA
Being or Falling
I fall in love with strangers. The way they walk & talk and move
around. It is so interesting to watch people go by when sipping coffee in a
cafe. Or sitting in my car at a red-light listening to the music of the car
next to me. I fall in love with their clothes, what coffee they like to drink,
or the music they listen to. I love the girl’s short dress covered in yellow
flowers on pink fabric that pops at you like it is springtime. I danced along
to the red Honda civic next to me at the red light blasting ABBA’s
“Waterloo.” My eyes follow the waitress as she placed down a tall glass of
iced latte with a mountain of whipped cream on top for a gentleman sitting
with his wife at a café bar. Even in acquaintances I find things to love
about them. I love the person that helped me with my homework or got
out of his chair to pass me a paper I could have reached for myself. I fall
for the girl that complimented my hair in class. I fell in love with the
person that took a picture when no one could hold the camera. I love being
able to witness them. In those little moments of kindness, I become
enamored by people.
In high school, I fell in love with my friends. I loved their
personalities, their quirks, and what they would eat for lunch. My friend
Megan brought her leftovers from dinner the night before. Her bubbly
attitude and excitement over the pasta dish in her red Tupperware was
enough to get me excited with her. I remember the way they stressed over
missed homework or spoke about a teacher that's been getting on their
nerves. I cherish those little moments that pictures have trouble capturing.
And in every flashed expression I fell in love with people.
I have fallen in love, but I never was “in love.” I could be the verb,
but I could not be the adjective.
2018
“You’re being selfish! Do you know what this will do to me?” he
said to me
“I care about you, I have even loved you, but I cannot be who you
need me to be,” I had replied back
“I loved you! I hate you! How dare you!” his angry voice bounded
in me.
“I love you. Don’t be angry. I’m sorry,” I tried to plead.
“Don’t you care about me!” His question was thrown with a onesided mind
“I care about you. Don’t you care about me?” I tried to ask.
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I sat on my bed clutching my cell phone. No one was home and I
was left to stare at a screen watching the play by play of a three-year
friendship get torn apart. It was evening, just after sunset. Normally I
would be walking around the house, but I was sitting in bed and the last
thing I want to do is move. I could hear crickets outside. It had just rained
so the air outside was humid and felt stagnant. I had thrown a couple
windows open to let that dewy rain scent into the house. The last few days
of August heat just ended, and the approach of September's fall was on the
horizon.
Someone changed. Either I did or he did, but neither of us were
happy with this situation. I wanted to fall in love, and he wanted to be in
love. He wanted to hold hands and walk around the neighborhood as I
listened to him ramble on about nonsense, but I wanted someone who was
interested in what I had to say. You fall in love with one person but forget
to cherish the person they could become. I was quite frankly relieved that
this whole issue had been resolved, but bruises on my pride are going to
stay for a long time.
2019
I am sitting in bed. Clutching my phone, but this time I want to get
up and dance around the room. I am falling in love again, but this time I
get to just succumb. I am speaking to someone that enjoys my quips and
comments. It is May, the April showers have yet to bring May flowers but
the dew on the green leaves has them glistening in the returning sunshine.
I am about to graduate, and summer is right around the corner. My room is
in a hazy glow from my purple lamp. I have become obsessed with the
color lately and I have been enjoying its neon hue. I send him a picture of
the glowing light shining on my face. There are piles of papers all over the
floor, but my mind is focused on the little heart emoticon popping up on
my screen.
In times of change I still love to love. Once you learn how to adore
people you pick up appreciation for other things in life. You learn
appreciation for the nature and flow of life. Falling in love is like reading
a book that you can’t put down. It is turning its pages and breathing in the
smell of paper and ink. It is the feeling of rough paper that crinkles under
your fingertips. It is the sound of each page as it flips over to reveal the
next part of the story. It is the worn cover with its faded title. It is the taste
of your fingertip that you lick to help you turn the page.
There’s love in all the little details of a design in a prom dress, or
in a patterned carpet. There’s endearment in cover of a notebook, or how a
box of tea has an intricate decoration. I’ve seen the love behind a carved
wooden table. I see the affection in the deep mahogany varnish that
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someone carefully brushed onto the scratched surface. I’ve seen the bliss
in a bird’s flight; how it will dip, dive, and then decide to land on a wire
overlooking a bridge. I see love in the moon’s rays of light. They shine
down and illuminate the empty street in the middle of the night.
The humanity in loving the aches and pains in my muscles and
bones is a whole other form of human affection. It takes a learned
compassion to love the sound of the crack in my ankle whenever I move
it. This kind of affection is based on the years of bounding in an open
studio and admiring the scent of perseverance from worn ballet shoes.
Falling in love with myself is a story still in its own process. I have
loved and hated myself for many things I have done, said, or simply how I
have looked. I have stood in the mirror analyzing and over analyzing
every inch of my body. I have felt the pain of plucking out every uneven
eyebrow. I have felt the burn of a curling iron in my hair. I know the pain
behind wearing a pair of heals all night and loving the feeling after I take
them off. I remember the joy coming from cutting my hair short for the
first time. I donated the eight inches that I grew myself. That was a day I
really loved myself. Falling in love is another dance that I have learned the
choreography to.
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JESSICA WHITE
Make No Mistake
There are too many poems about unhappy women:
too many poems about “I wish you loved me.”
and
“I still ache where you did.”
woman,
remember that you are valkyrie.
When all the men lie dead in the field,
you are the only thing
standing.
You are not a gentle goddess
are not Hestia, do not have to tend a hearth.
There is nothing wrong with being a goddess of war.
Do not repent if your blessings leave bruises
on the hearts of those that fell in love with you.
woman,
you are not the answer to their prayers.
-do not mistake this for a love letter
honey, this is a declaration of war
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ANASTASIA DZIEKAN
What Does He Do With the Body?: Four Possibilities
1
He drags it out with him.
He hoists it by the arms and lugs it
Down the stairs, and its
Long heavy legs thud against every step,
And he winces like he’s the one
Feeling it.
He understands the term “dead weight.”
It takes all of his strength to heave it while he himself heaves
Pathetic crying breaths over a sick stomach. There is
Blood on his leather jacket and even if it washes out
It will still be there.
And what is he even going to do with the body? Bury it?
There’s no one left to go to the funeral.
What, do you think he’s still on speaking terms with his parents?
So what the hell is the point?
Maybe only so that he’ll have something to show for it.
Have you ever seen a hunter sling a shot deer over their shoulder?
There is no one on Earth who will be proud
Of this trophy.
2
He leaves.
No one ever thinks about the exit wound. Did you
Know it’s almost always bigger than the entry wound?
It’s so much worse going out than in.
He probably got blood on his shoes.
And he runs. He runs again. It has to be again.
Because he’s run this situation over in his mind.
So many times he has it memorized.
And it always ends with him exiting.
And him lying flat on his back like this.
Every time, this dog gets older.
And new tricks get harder to learn.
So while he falls back, he falls back on his instincts.
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And runs.
And who got the body afterwards and does it matter? Did he
Watch someone else cart the corpse of his former partner out
Of the building, cavalierly, tossing it amongst themselves,
Removing it from the scene like the rest of the debris.
Did they do him the simple courtesy of a body bag?
And if not how much dripped? It is grotesque to consider,
But was there a trail?
From that bullet wound. Blood and brain matter.
Not as clean as a cutaway or a squib.
How many times, as they crossed over their own paths,
did the heroes cross that red line?
Or maybe it wasn’t the “good guys” (if there is such a thing),
Maybe someone else beat them to it,
Maybe they were ready for this outcome,
Maybe, at first, no one believed his story.
Maybe he just left it, and it sat for too long.
And “too long” is any amount of time.
And, oh God, what if it is
Still there?
3
He waits.
What does he even think he’s waiting for?
Did he call someone or did he just stand there frozen
Until his legs got tired and he sat down?
You could almost picture him sleeping there,
And the scene would look downright domestic,
If not for the blood.
Just like before, desperate, and waiting
To be found.
By someone, anyone.
Too weak to move again.
Every part of him is,
Sore from all of the running, and he doesn’t want to run anymore.
If that secret is dead, then he is going to put
Himself in the coffin with it and
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They can be buried together.
He thought about holding a hand, reaching out, like he might have done
years ago,
But he remembers the last thing he held was a weapon.
And if that hand was cold he’d probably start sobbing.
So, he waited until someone else could come
And tell him what to do.
And when he is found, he is curled up like a child,
And he is shaking, and his gun is long discarded, and his eyes are wide,
And
He has red tear-stained cheeks.
And what is the point of crying now?
He did his job, and that’s what matters.
Patience is a virtue but
It won’t get you into heaven.
4
It cut to black and there was
Cleanup in between the scenes, and we will never know.
They put his corpse backstage like any other prop and
The show went on as rehearsed.
It’s not like he talks about it ever except
When he wakes up in a cold sweat and even then it’s more shouting
Than talking anyway. And no one else hears it
Just like no one was around to hear the gunshot,
Or the slam of his body,
Or the ironically delicate plink of the bullet on the hardwood
One it had stopped moving.
A tree falls in the forest,
Off of the stairs,
Backwards from a bullet wound,
Bending at the knees first and only
One man was there to hear it.
So did it make it a sound?
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IAN ABRAHAMS is a freshman undeclared science major at Ursinus College
who uses he/him/they/them pronouns and is from Ambler, Pennsylvania. He is
also the proud father of two reptiles, a leopard gecko and a Russian tortoise,
named Rooster and Mickey respectively. Was actually hatched from an egg,
himself; just ask.
KILEY ADDIS is a senior who hopes you won’t ask her what she’s doing next.
She’s grateful to have worked on and had her work in The Lantern the past two
years. What comes next might not be bigger or better, but she’s sure it will
include writing since that’s all she seems to know how to do.
TOMMY ARMSTRONG has four cats—Frankie, Millie, Dennie, and Cinnamon.
GRIFFIN BANKS is a junior at Ursinus College. He is a media and
communications major with a minor in creative writing and English. In addition
to his school work, Griffin is a proud member of the Alpha Phi Epsilon
fraternity.
EMILY BRADIGAN is a freshman planning to major in English education and
theatre. Writing has always been something Emily holds close to her heart, so
she is positively thrilled to have the opportunity to be a part of The Lantern this
year.
ZACHERY BRINK is just a farm animal dealing with a world full of ranch
hands.
SARAH BUCK is a sophomore at Ursinus and the fiction editor for The Lantern,
along with other things. She has absolutely no clue how she got this far. Please
stand by as she attempts to figure it out.
KRISTEN COONEY is an artist who who's been creating since she could hold a
pencil. She finds inspiration and motivation in nature and the people around her.
GABBY DEMELFI is a junior majoring in media and communication studies
and psychology. She has a passion for the arts and is excited for everyone to read
the poetry she usually keeps to herself.
MILLIE DRURY is a junior English and studio art double major with a minor in
creative writing. Her ekphrastic pieces have been the most interesting way she
has figured out how to combine her two greatest passions: visual art and writing.
ANASTASIA DZIEKAN is a sophomore majoring in English and minoring in
creative writing and education. She believes in magic and performs it sometimes.
She stays so optimistic because her Magic 8-Ball is broken and only gives "yes"
answers.
TIFFINI-AMBER ECKENROD is a senior history major and museum studies
minor who lives right here in Collegeville. I enjoy taking photographs and
editing them in my free time.
CYNNIE ERCOLE: The name is cynnie. When I am with anxiety, I need a
relief. I wrote a piece that could provide that for me and others.
SAMUEL ERNST is an English major with minors in creative writing and
computer science. If anyone out there has seen the DS stylus he left in the
backseat of a rental car in Florida many years ago, he would like it back.
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KATE I. FOLEY is an author, actress, daydreamer, voracious reader, introvert,
feminist, klutz, fangirl, and overuser of tape. When she isn't writing, you can find
her onstage at the closest theater or huddled under a blanket watching reruns of
Supernatural.
JORDAN GAGAN is a junior with a double major in Anthropology & Sociology
and Theater. He is excited to have his piece published in the Lantern for the first
time. This poem was inspired by the darker side of fast food production and the
poultry industry as a whole.
KELSEY GAVIN is a sophomore at Ursinus College and a Studio Art and
Psychology double major. Her concentrations are in oil painting and
photography.
KYLIE HALKO is a studio art major, class of 2023.
SHAYNA KUSHNER is an international relations major with a triple minor in
Arabic, gender, women, and sexuality studies, and religious studies with a focus
in Islam. She is in the class 2021 and is excited to have her work featured in this
edition of the Lantern. She hopes to work with Syrian refugees in the future and
promote more rights for displaced women and children.
KEVIN LEÓN was born in Houston, Texas.
MATTHEW LI ponders solutions for better international exchange and
communication, wonders when the player base will finally realize that Destiny 1
is better than Destiny 2, and why “yaht” still hasn’t replaced “yeeted” for the past
tense form of the universally-applicable verb “yeet.”
JENNA LOZZI does not like poetry very much. Ironically enough, that's how
she got into the Lantern.
RIA MALONES wants to teach you Japanese. The word for train is "densha".
The worst for star is "hoshi". Hoshi is her bias in Seventeen. Stan Seventeen.
MORGAN MASON is a sophomore at Ursinus College. She is an English major
with a minor in Creative Writing. Apart from schoolwork, Morgan is a sister of
Phi Alpha Psi sorority.
MADISON MCCOLGAN is a senior Business and Economics double major.
Writing has always been a passion of hers and she is very grateful to have been
selected for the Lantern.
ADAM MLODZINSKI is a junior English major with minors in Creative
Writing and Film Studies. He saw a spaceship on TV once and hasn't been able
to shut up about it since.
JEREMY MOYER is a freshman majoring in Computer Science. His many
hobbies include hiking, traveling, video games, and movies. He hopes to study
abroad in Japan and pursue his interest in Japanese.
COLLEEN MURPHY is a freshman who enjoys tea, poetry, and spilling tea all
over her poetry. Napkin, anyone?
JULIA PAIANO is a freshman from Philadelphia majoring in Media and
Communications. She is excited to see the final copy of the Lantern.
JANICE PARTEE: Lately, many of my moments are lutalica. In the current
moment rests a debate with myself of which is the better fear: fearing fear or
fearing health.
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JADIDSA PEREZ is a junior English major. Currently away studying abroad,
but I hope everyone has a wonderful spring!
LINDSEY REILLY is a current sophomore She is a MCS major and Film Minor.
She hopes to one day achieve her dream of being Jo March from Little Women.
MADISON RODAK is a senior English major, with minors in Creative Writing
and Media and Communications Studies. She enjoys reading, binging Netflix
shows, and eating all kinds of pasta.
RYAN SAVAGE: Aspiring teacher. Inspired by nature. Class of 2023.
MATTHEW SCHMITZ is a junior, education and psychology major from Lewis
Center, Ohio.
AVIVA SCHUH is a freshman, approximately 18.25 years of age, and
potentially a Psych/English double major. They’re very into linguistics and art,
and just released their first album. Aviva vibes very strongly with owls. They
really love socks.
GABRIEL TENAGLIA is a senior English major and Japanese minor whose
defining personality trait is a fanatical obsession with Spider-Man. It took him
about thirty minutes to write these three sentences. He is very grateful to have
one of his works published in the Lantern, and hopes that everyone has an
amazing day and an amazing life!
RACHEL THORNTON did not turn in her bio, but the Lantern appreciates her
all the same!
LAUREN TOSCANO believes it’s Björk’s world and we’re all just living in it.
DANIEL WALKER is a senior English major who is departing the greener
pastures of Ursinus for the howling black void of space. He likes cats, the B52’s
and a nice chicken salad sandwich once in a while. He’d like to thank his friends,
his family, his professors, and his fellow brothers of Pi Omega Delta.
JESSICA WHITE is class of 2023 with an optimistic English/Psychology double
major and an ever-growing collection of poetry books.
KALINA WITKOWSKA is a freshman and hopes to major in dance along with
English for a Humanities degree. She enjoys writing and photography as a way
of looking at the world with an artistic point of view.
LIAM WORCHECK is a sophomore, English and Philosophy major. He likes
playing guitar and the mouth harp, sometimes at the same time.
VANESSA WORLEY is a Freshman and bio major who spends her free time
identifying fungi. Her writing is dedicated to her thirteen birds.
BROOKE YANAGA is a sophomore at Ursinus College. She started writing
poetry in her freshman year of high school.
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